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A STUDY OF THE EDUCATION AND .EXPERIENCE MIX'IURF. OF A 
NURSD~G STAFF AND THE RELATIONSHIP 
'IO THE QUALITY OF PATIENT CARE 
The purpose of this research was to investigate the relationship 
of the educational and experience level mix of staff nurses on a nursing 
unit to the quality of patient care delivered by the nursing staff. A 
nodel was developed to examine the relation between the variables. The 
sanple consisted of 518 staff nurses and 19 head nurses. The head nurses 
conpleted a derrographic questionnaire concerning their education and 
experience as head nurses and also their perception of the relationship 
between the education and experience of the staff nurse and the quality 
of care the staff nurse renders. The questionnaire examined the head 
nurses' practice of hiring staff nurses in relationship to the education 
and experience level of the nurse. The head. nurses also conpleted a 
questionnaire that indicated the educational and experience level of 
each staff nurse 'Who was \\Orking during the nonths the unit's evaluation 
of care was conducted. 
Data related to the relationship of educational and experience 
levels of a nursing staff unit and the quality of care rreasured by the 
Medicus Quality r-t:>nitoring Tool were analyzed by analysis of variance, 
Scheffe Analysis, Chi-Square Analysis, regression analysis and descriptive 
data analysis. The independent variables, educational level and experi-
ence level of a staff unit v..ere oorrpared to the staff nurses unit's 
accomplishment of the four objectives from the Medicus Quality Monitoring 
Tool: 1 (the plan of nursing care is fonTUlated, 2 (the physical needs of 
the patient are attended), 3 (the non-physical needs of the patient are 
atten&i:d) , and 4 (achieverrent of nursing care objectives is evaluated) . 
Using the 0.05 level of significance it was concluded that experi-
ence was related to and was also a predictor of the nursing unit's 
achieverrent of tv.D objectives; 2 (the physical needs of the patient are 
attended), 3 (the non-physical needs of the patient are attended). The 
type of service categories of the nursing units did predict the nursing 
staff's accomplishment of the nursing process for the same tv.D major 
objectives. The educational level was neither related to nor a predictor 
of the unit's acconplishments of the nursing process. 
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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCI'ICN 
Organizations are formed to accomplish goals that cannot be 
accorrplished by individuals alone. The goals of a hospital are rreasured 
in the quality of patient care rendered. The nursing departrrent accounts 
for 50% of all health care personnel. The goals of the nursing departrrent 
can be rreasured through evaluating the nursing staff on the accorrplishrrent 
of the nursing process. This is one rreasurerrent that provides a convenient 
and valid indicator of whether the allocation of resources under a nursing 
unit are effective and efficient in rendering quality patient care. 
Resources that are available to provide nursing care to patients 
include registered nurses and non-professional staff. Registered nurses 
enter the field of nursing through three basic educational preparations. 
Graduates from the distinct nursing curriculums corrplete the sane licensing 
exam and receive the sane registration to practice nursing. Often the 
nurses are considered interchangeable for the sane employment position 
and function under identical job descriptions. The nurses are many tirres 
hired at the sane salary. Confusion exists in differentiating roles of 
nurses who graduate from the various types of educational programs. 
Need for the Study 
The cost of health care has increased 240% since 1968 (Kalisch 
& Kalisch, 1980). Governrrent regulations are a..ined at cost contairnrent 
in the health care setting. The productive goals of hospitals. are rrea-
1 
sured in the quality of care and the cost of the care. If nursing re-
sources were used according to educational preparation, an increase in 
productivity while maintaining or i..'lproving the quality of care might 
2 
be accorrplished. The organizational goal of a hospital, quality patient 
care, could be achieved through systematically utilizing appropriate 
resources on each nursing unit. The ideal allocation of resources could 
be determined by analyzing the educational and experience level of the 
staff nurses. 
Identification of an effective educational mix of nurses based 
on educational preparation would enable more effective and efficient 
utilization of nurses in the practice setting. If an ideal educational 
preparation for a nursing staff were known, hiring for specific job 
functions, and the staffing of a hospital nursing unit could be based 
on needs of the patients and educational preparation of the nurses to 
:rreet those needs. Salary scale guidelines for graduates of different 
programs could also be developed and could inprove cost effectiveness. 
At present there are at least three educational modes to prepare 
nurses to enter the profession: the baccalaureate curriculum, the 
associate degree curriculum and the diploma curriculum. Historically, 
the diploma curriculum was the first mode used to educate nurses. The 
education consisted of training students to become nurses through clinical 
experience in the hospital setting. The baccalaureate curriculum was 
developed to increase the scientific knowledge base of the nurse through 
an educational experience in an institution of higher learning. The 
associate degree nursing program was developed in the early 1950s and 
was originally designed to concentrate on the teclmical skills needed 
to be a nurse. 
In 1965 the Arrerican l\"'urses 1 Association developed a position 
paper on the educational preparation of the nurse to be effective in 
1985. This position paper states the educational preparation of the 
professional nurse will be at the baccalaureate level. The resolution 
states that there will be ~ distinct levels of nursing practice 1 
professional and teclmical. The distinction between the levels of 
nursing practice will be the professional nurse who will be responsible 
for leadership and decision making 1 versus the teclmical nurse who will 
3 
be responsible for delegated tasks as assigned by the professional nurse. 
The teclmical nurse will not be able to function without the supervision 
of a professional nurse. The basic premise for the distinct levels of 
practice is that the knowledge 1 skills 1 and abilities needed to function 
as a professional nurse can only be obtained through a baccalaureate 
educational experience. 
-.:-. 
In surnnary 1 the Arrerican Nurses 1 Association reco:rmends tvo entry 
levels to the profession of nursing. The first is a professional entry 
level with an educational experience at the baccalaureate level and the 
second is a teclmical entry level with the educational experience at the 
associate degree level. With tvo entry levels into the profession of 
nursing 1 there is a need to deterr.ri.ne the mixture of staff nurses based 
on education and experience that is required to efficiently and effectively 
m=et the patients 1 needs and acconplish the goal of cost contairnrent. 
'lbeoretical Frarre-v.ork 
'Ihe theoretical frarre-v.ork for studying the education and experi-
ence level mix of a nursing unit and their relationship to the quality 
of patient care is based on the concept of the nursing process, the 
definition of learning and Barbara Stevens 1 (1982) concept of nursing 
education. 
First, the concept of the nursing process is examined, next, the 
definition of learning is used along with Barbara Stevens 1 Venn Diagrams 
to explain nursing education 1 s inpact on nursing practice • Terminology 
used in the study is also defined. 
Nursing process. The system of practice utilized in nursing, 
to provide patient care, is the nursing process. There are many 
basic definitions to describe this concept and all agree that the 
nursing process is a systematic nethod of intellectual activity to 
detennine nursing action. The purpose of the process is to insure the 
patient the best possible nursing care to neet his individualized 
health needs. 
4 
Orlando (1973, pp. 20-21) conveys the idea that the nursing process 
is a nethod of determining the patient 1 s needs and then neeting these 
needs. She further states that the nurse rrust evaluate the patient 1 s 
.innediate behavior to detennine whether the nursing intervention was 
effective for the patient. She believes that the nursing process is a 
disciplinary action which is conposed of the patient 1 s behavior, 
reactions of the nurse to the behavior, and the action the nurse then 
inple.'le!lts. '!he reaction phase is conposed of the nurse perceiving 
5 
the patient 1 s reactions with her sense organs, the perception stinulating 
an automatic thought process and the thought process stimulating an auto-
rratic feeling. The above processes lead the nurse to initiate a deliberate 
action in caring for the patient (p. 29) . 
Wiedenbach (1964, p. 2) believes that nursing is an art that utilizes 
the nursing process as a "systematic application of knowledge and skills 
in effecting a desired result." She continues with her definition by 
stating that the practice of nursing is COilp)sed of identification of need, 
ministration of help and validation that the nursing intervention did 
help (pp. 31 & 51). 
Dorothy Orem (1980, p. 202) defines the nursing process as the 
act of detennining why a person needs nursing, designing a system of nurs-
ing assistance, planning for the delivery of the specified nursing assist-
ance and providing and controlling the delivery of that nursing assistance. 
Irrogene King (1971, p. 91) states that the nursing process is 
conposed of a "series of acts which connote action, reaction, and inter-
action. " Transaction follows these acts after a reciprocal relationship 
is established by the nurse and patient in which both participate in de-
tennining the goal to be achieved in the specific situation. The com-
:t;:onents needed to carry out the above nursing process are: com-
numicating, relating, using knowledge, gathering infonnation, making 
decisions, and evaluating the oonsequences of decisions (p. 103) . 
The Maryland Nurses 1 Association defines the nursing process as 
"the assessnent, problem identification, inplerrentation and evaluation 
of the health needs of individuals, families or comm.mities" (Bloch, 
1974, p. 689). 
Fay Bo"Wer defines the nursing process as: 
The process of planning nursing care in a systematic step by step 
rrethod of selecting an action or actions to reach a desired goal. 
It is a decision making process. It includes roth oognitive and 
activity corrponents. The goal of nursing care is to help the 
-individual or the family (the client) reach a state of "high-level 
"Wellness" (Bo"Wer, 1972, p. 9). 
Her ooncept of the nursing process is divided into four operational 
6 
terms: assessnent, problem identification, planning for nursing inter-
vention and evaluation (pp. 13-21). 
Each conponent of the nursing process must be accorrplished in 
order to render quality nursing care to a patient. The Alrerican Nurses 1 
Association has stated that the technical nurses (the associate degree 
graduates and the diploma graduates) can acoamplish rredically delegated 
tasks and can assist the patient toward recovery. The professional nurse 
utilizes more theory to make nursing decisions and emphasizes the social-
psychological aspects of care (Huber, 1982, p. 25). This viewpoint basi-
call y states that graduates from different educational nursing programs 
have different strengths in acconplishing the nursing process. All the 
skills are needed in oorrbination in order to render quality patient care. 
7 
Nursing Education. 'nle definition of learning states that a change 
in behavior occurs as a result of an experience. Nurses graduating from 
different educational experiences have had different learning experiences. 
Behavioral differences based on educational experience could be delineated 
by evaluating the results of the nursing unit's behaviors when inplerrenting 
the nursing process in caring for patients. 
Stevens (1981 1 p. 704) has described graduates from different nursing 
educational programs by the use of Venn diagrams. M::xlel A (Figure 1) 
identifies graduates from technical and professional schools having two 
separate skills with no overlap in elerrents learned. M::xlel B focuses on 
the graduates from the professional and technical schools having sorre 
elerrents or skills that are unique from those of the other graduates. Poth 
of these nodels would apply infrequently since all graduates take the sane 
licensing exam to practice nursing. Graduates from both professional and 
technical nursing programs appear to learn similar material and skills but 
perhaps in different depth as described by M::xlel C. M::xlel C 1 as described 
by Stevens 1 designates the technical nurse as having feW9r skills than the 
professional nurse. Stevens explains M::xlel D by stating that there is 
basically no difference betW9en the professional and technical nurse as 
seen in Figure 1. 
'Ihe nodel utilized in this study is M::xlel C. In this nodel the 
professional nurse has sene skills that are different from those of the 
nurse at onset of graduation. 'Ihe technical nurse 1 may h~ver 1 
Figure 1 
Stevens' ~ls of Nursing 
Professional Technical Professional/Technical 
Nurse Nurse Nurse Nurse 
M:IDEL A K>DEL C 
Professional/Technical Professional/Technical 
Nurse Nurse Nurse Nurse 
IDDEL B l-DDEL D 
Note. From "Program Articulation: What It Is and What 
It Is Not" by Barbara J. Stevens, R.N., Ph. D, Nursing 
Outlook, 1981, 29, 700-706. Copyright 1981 by Barbara 
J. Stevens, R.N-:-;- Ph. D. Reprinted by permission. 
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have nore indepth skills in technical aspects of patient care than 
does the baccalaureate graduate. The nursing literature states that 
the difference in the technical skills does diminish when the baccalau-
reate nurse gains nursing experience (z.tCloskey, 1981, p. 361). 
Definitions of Terminology. Terminology that is utilized in the 
rcodel studied includes: 
Nursing unit. Nursing unit is defined as an intact group of 
staff nurses who function physically in the same location in a hospital 
and are under the adrninistrati ve direction of one head nurse. 
Educational level. Educational level is the highest nursing 
educational degree held by a staff nurse. The educational level is 
classified as a baccalaureate degree or professional nursing degree 
and the associate nursing degree or the diploma is classified as the 
technical degree. Barbara Stevens' Venn Diagram M:>del C is utilized 
to distinguish the professional nurse from the technical nurse. 
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~rienoe level. Experience level is the length of tine the nurse 
has been practicing nursing. 
Nursing process. The nursing process is a dynamic :rrethod of 
problem solving to detennine, inple:rrent, and evaluate the plan of care 
for. a selected patient and/or family with the nain goal being optimal 
.. 
health for the individualized patient and/or family. The corrponents of 
the nursing process can be defined by four najor objectives that are 
evaluated in the Rush-M:dicus Quality M:mitoring Tool. These objectives 
are: the plan for nursing care is fornulated, the physical needs of 
the patient are attended, the non-physical needs of the patient are 
attended and the achievem:mt of nursing care objectives is evaluated. 
'Ihe nursing process is the index for the quality of care rendered. 
Research Questions 
The purpose of this study is to answer the following research 
questions: 
1. Is there a relationship bet~en the nursing units that have a 
different educational mix of professional and technical nurses 
as defined by the Arrerican Nurses 1 Association and the quality 
of nursing behaviors in rendering care to patients? 
2. Is there a relationship bet~en different mixes of experience in 
nurses on nursing units and the quality of the nursing process 
in rendering patient care? 
3. Is there a relationship bet~en a different educational mix and 
experience mix of a nursing unit and the nursing unit 1 s quality 
of rendering patient care? 
Purpose of Investigation 
The purpose of the study is to identify the nost advantageous 
corrposition of staff on a unit in order to render the highest level of 
quality patient care. The mix of staff nurses is based on the educa-
tional and experience levels of the nurses. The quality of care is 
evaluated by examining behaviors of the nurses when .irrplenenting the 
nursing process. 
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If staffing ~re done systematically based on the needs of the 
unit, the cost of nursing staff personnel could be predictable and perhaps 
decreased. Recruitrrent efforts for nurses could be geared toward hiring 
the nurse based on the educational preparation needed to function on a 
specific unit. Nurse educators could nore effectively devise objectives 
for the nursing educational programs if they ~e aware of the percentage 
of professional nurses that should be utilized with technical nurses in 
order to render quality care to patients. 
Procedure 
Subjects. An intact nursing unit is the single subject and many 
individual staff nurses on that unit corrprise the unit single sanple. A 
unit is corrposed of the staff nurses under the administrative direction 
of one head nurse. Nineteen nursing units will be included in the study. 
'Ihey are from a 500 bed university hospital setting. 
'Ihe nursing units will be analyzed for frequency of the mmi:ler of 
baccalaureate degree nurses, associate degree nurses and diploma nurses 
and the rrean experience level of each nursing unit. Each nursing 
unit will then be categorized into the following service units; rredical, 
surgical, intensive care, burn, pediatric, obstetric, and psychiatric. 
'Ihese categories of services will be analyzed for frequency of the type of 
educational preparation of nurses, the rrean experience level of the nurses 
and the rrean quality index of each corrponent of the nursing process. 
The variable of adequate staffing will be controlled for by elimr 
inating any unit in the study in which a type two classified patient 
recieved less than tw:::> hours of nursillg care in a 24 hour period in the 
m::mth the unit was studied. 
Instrunent. The Rush-Medicus Quality Monitoring Tbol will be 
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utilized to evaluate the quality of care on the nursing unit. There will 
be four major quality objectives evaluated by the use of this tool. Under 
these four quality objectives are grouped 23 subobjectives. 
Quality in any nursing unit, during any nonth, will be nonitored 
on the basis of a review of roughly 10% of that nonth' s patient census 
(12 to 20 patients, depending upon occupancy and length of stay). Such 
,~numbers will allow apPlication of criteria to derive statistically sig-
nificant scores. Observations will be made by independent, specially 
trained nurses and are distributed randomly across days in the nonth and 
shifts in a 24 hour period. Sixty percent of the observations will be 
perforrred on weekdays, 40% on evenings and weekends. 
Sources of data for observations will include the patient's record, 
the patient's nurse and the individual patient. Trained quality nonitoring 
observers will evaluate units other than their own by randomly selecting 
patients by the use of a random sarrple table. 
At the end of the nonth, a corrputer program will produce quality 
indices for the 23 subobjectives. criteria will be "scored" by the com-
puter program through fornula based upon the nurrber of "yes" versus total 
valid responses. A "score" will be calculated for each subobjective based 
upon the average of the criteria scores within the subobjectives. 
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All criteria within a subobjective will be treated equally and 
none will be weighted. Indices for the major objectives will be conputed 
based upon criteria values for all criteria within the objective category. 
Data collection. Educational level and experience level data of 
the staff nurse will be collected by the head nurse, who will fill in the 
educational level, length of experience in nursing, length of tine on that 
unit and the full tine equivalent position worked for each nurse who 
worked the nonth the quality scores were generated. She will also com-
plete a questionnaire concerning her own derrographic data and hirinq 
practices. 
Design and statistical analysis. The design will be an ex post 
facto intact group design of each nursing service. categories will be 
analyzed for differences through the use of PJfJCNA program. A rrultiple 
regression program will be utilized to analyze the relationship between 
the educational mix of a nursing service and the nurses 1 :performance of 
the nursing process and the experience level of a nursing service and the 
nurses 1 behavior in rendering the nursing process. The inde:t=endent vari-
ables will be the experience level and the educational level of the nursing 
staff. The quality objective scores will be the four de:pendent variables. 
The 23 subobjectives under the four quality objective scores will also be 
treated as dependent variables. The statistical analysis will utilize 
correlational and multiple regression methodology. 
~ 
The purpose of the research study is to identify an appropriate 
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mix of staff nurses to render quality patient care. If staffing is done 
to systematically maximize the delivery of quality care on units, the 
cost of nursing staff personnel could be predictable and perhaps de-
creased. Recruitnent efforts for nurses could be geared toward hiring 
the nurse based on the educational preparation needed to function on a 
specific unit. Nurse educators could devise objectives for the nursing 
educational programs if they were aware of the percentage of professional 
nurses that could be utilized with technical nurses to render quality 
care to patients. The mix of staff nurses will be based on the educational 
and experience levels of the nurses as reported by the head nurse. The 
quality of care will be evaluated by the behaviors of the nurse when im-
plenenting the nursing process as rreasured by four objectives of the Rush-
r.Ed.icus Quality M:mitoring Tool. Descriptive and correlational data 
will be reported. 
CHAPl'ER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Chapter Two presents a selected review of the literature about 
nursing graduates from three different educational preparations. The 
educational preparations include the associate degree education, the 
diploma education, and the baccalaureate education. In addition to re-
viewing the necessary information about the conpetency, perfonnance and 
quality of care of the graduates, studies that examine the experience 
of the staff nurse will also be reviewed. 
According to McCloskey (1981, p. 356), conpetency is defined as 
"the skills and abilities the nurse derronstrates at the conpletion of an 
educational program. " Perfonnance is defined as "the skills the nurse 
denonstrates on the job." Quality of care is defined as "the perfonnance 
of nursing functions that have an inpact on the patients." Experience 
of the nurse is defined as "the length of t.irre the nurse has practiced 
nursing." 
Research Related to car:petencies 
Attributes of the nurse at the conpletion of an educational program 
can be rreasured through state board examinations, psychological tests, self 
actualization tests, and cognitive skills tests. A review of the literature 
of the various rrethods of rreasuring conpetencies of nurses from the three 
different educational preparations will be discussed. 
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State ooard ex&IIS. The State Board Test Pool Elxamination is a 
nationally standardized examination utilized to test competencies of 
nursing graduates from all nursing programs. The test :treasures the grad-
uate nurse 1 s understanding of basic safe and effective practice at the 
entry level to nursing. The puqx>se is to ensure the conSl.llrer and agency 
that the nurse has rnin.inulm conpetencies in specific areas to practice 
safe nursing. The test :treasures ten major attributes in five clinical 
areas. 
McQuaid and Kane (1979, pp. 305-306) studied the relationship of 
educational preparation of graduate nurses and their test results on the 
state roard licensing exam. The authors found that diploma graduates 
rated higher than associate and baccalaureate graduates in four of the 
five clinical areas tested. Graduates from the baccalaureate programs 
rated higher in the clinical area of psychiatric nursing than did diploma 
and associate degree nurses. Baccalaureate graduates had a higher :rrean 
score in the attributes of human relations, :rrental health and causes 
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of diseases than did diploma or associate degree graduates. Diploma grad-
uates had a higher :rrean score in the areas of manifestation of the disease 
process, in the theory of :rredicine, and in the area of rendering nursing 
care to :rreet the patient 1 s needs. The associate degree nurse graduates 
did not rank higher in any of the competencies in relationship to the 
graduates of the other programs. 
The arove authors concluded that the range of the results for 
the 65,000 nurses who took the five part State Board Test Pool Examination 
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was large for each educational group. Also, the rrean score variability 
was larger due to the individual differences than the variation due to 
the different educational experiences. A stated criticism of the results 
is that diploma graciua.te nurses excel on the majority of the state board test 
examination items because the diploma curricula are. structured to prepare 
graduates to be proficient on the state board examination {M:Closkey, 1981, 
p. 358) . There is also no evidence that supp:::>rts the relationship between 
state board test results and performance. 
General attribute studies. In a study of general attributes con-
ducted by Meleis and Farrell (1974, p. 461) it was concluded that 188 
students from the three educational programs s~ very few differences 
that could be attributed to educational preparation. The authors stated 
that students from all three programs are alike intellectually and in 
their consideration for others. The baccalaureate students did evaluate 
themselves higher in the areas of conmmication, administration, and 
supervision skills. The results are questionable because of the low rate 
of return on the questionnaire. 
A study was conducted by Richards (1972) to determine the dif-
ference in psychological characteristics of students graduating from 
different nursing programs. The result yielded no significant differences 
in the area of personality and intelligence based on educational background. 
Baccalaureate student' nurses did have a rrore professional ideal of nursing 
and perceived their instructors as rrore professional than did students 
from the other programs (Richards, 1972, p. 258) . The instrurrents utilized 
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for the study included the IPAT test of general intelligence, the Gordon 
Personal Profile and Professionalization Scale. This study did support 
other studies done on the topic (Bruegel, 1969), (Schoenfeldt, 1970), 
and (Richards, 1972, p. 261). 
Goldstein found no difference when conparing the baccalaureate 
nursing student and associate degree nursing student on self-actualization 
as neasured by the Personal Orientation Inventory (1980, p. 36). The author 
measured self-actualization differences based on the hypothesis that the 
baccalaureate graduates will function in leadership roles and accept the 
responsibility for plpnning while the associate degree graduates will 
:.· always function under the professional nurse. The sanple size in this 
study was very small. 
In another study, Hover examined goals and attitudes about nursing 
corrparing the diploma nurse with the baccalaureate nurse. The study was 
designed to determine the difference in nurses based on different educa-
tional backgrounds in tenns of patient preference, satisfaction with co-
w:>rkers and career goals. The sanple included staff nurSes who had grad-
uated within a five year period and had w:>rked on the same nursing unit 
for at least tw:> IIDnths. The results indicated that one-fourth of the 
diploma nurses did prefer a certain type of patient. The degree nurses 
preferred caring for the patients who had teaching needs and active pa-
tients who only needed supportive care while the diploma nurses preferred 
patients who had IIDre technical needs, for example, the respirator de-
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pendent patient (Hover, 1975, p. 685). 
Mandrillo (1970) utilized a multiple choice test given to 155 
graduating baccalaureate degree students and 106 associate degree students 
in order to determine cognitive skills in relating scientific knowledge 
to patient problems. The test reported a reliability of . 87. Mandrillo 
stated that baccalaureate degree students possessed more knowledge and 
related the knowledge to patient problems more effectively than did grad-
uates from the associate degree program (McCloskey, 1981, p. 358). 
Bassett (1977) did not find these results when evaluating the 
problem-solving differences of baccalaureate and associate degree nursing 
students. She administered the Rerrote Associates Test and the Nursing 
Performance Simulation Instrument to 76 baccalaureate degree students 
and to 84 associate degree students (McCloskey, 1981, p. 358). 
Gray, Murray, Foy and Sawyer (1977) corrpared 22 baccalaureate 
degree and 22 associate degree senior students • answers to six clinical 
situations essay questions. Differences ~re cited in the area of tech-
nical skills, teaching and leadership ability, support to the patient's 
family, interviewing for assessrrent purposes, action in structural sit-
uations and actions following observation of the patient. In general the 
baccalaureate students rated higher on the test dealing with prescribed 
nursing actions and anticipated long te:rm needs more than associate 
degree nursing students did. The authors concluded that there is a 
general "all nurse factor" that explains sorre functions of both types of 
nursing (Gray, Murray, Foy & Sawyer, 1977, p. 371). This factor they 
believe, accounts for the fact that no differences were found be-
t"Y.een baccalaureate degree and associate degree nurses in many studies. 
They also believe that the baccalaureate nurses may have knowledge that 
may not be readily visible when studied. 
Criticism of the Gray research includes the small size of the 
sanple, the essay question approach, and the fact that testing results 
nay not indicate perfonrance abilities (McCloskey, 1981, p. 359). 
Frederickson and Mayers (1977) conducted a study utilizing the 
''Nursing Judgnent Series" from the Verhonick Nursing Problem Series 
(p. 1169). The series depicts five typical patient problems. Fifty-
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four students were tested. The study utilized 28 students from bacca-
laureate degree programs and 27 students from associate degree programs. 
Each student viewed a film, responded to questions posed by the researcher, 
and completed a standardized test consisting of 100 items to assess prob-
lem-solving abilities. The results indicated that baccalaureate degree 
students possess greater actual thinking ability, but they do not utilize 
these abilities to solve nursing problems. Evaluation, which is the 
final step in problemrsolving, was the step most infrequently utilized in 
the problemrsolving approach by all students (Frederickson & Mayers, 1977, 
p. 1169). 
In other studies, Kraner, Cowin and Davis separately reported that 
diploma students have higher bureaucratic values while the baccalaureate 
nursing students have higher professional and individual patient care values. 
~calaureate nurses also had a concept orientation to the service role 
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which is better than that of the associate degree nurse (Davis, 1975, p. 9). 
Ratings. Faculty of different types of nursing programs determine 
the goals and objectives of the nursing program. Therefore, an additional 
rethod of conparing the corrpetencies of nursing graduates is to corrpare 
the perceptions of faculty ne:rnbers. 
M:x>re (1967) had faculty from all three nursing educational pro-
grams rate 32 questionnaire items that described qualities of leadership, 
judgnent, and responsibility. They -were asked to rate the irrportance 
of the item for a graduate of their respective program and the extent to 
wtU...ch they had seen this particular behavior in their graduates. The 
baccalaureate student scored highest for the irtportance of leadership, 
judgnent, and responsibility. These behaviors -were seen rrore frequently 
in the baccalaureate graduate (M:Closk.ey, 1981, p. 356). 
Chamings and Treevan (1979) conducted a similar study asking deans 
of schools of nursing from 100 associate degree nursing programs and from 
100 baccalaureate nursing programs to rate graduates of their respective 
program on conpetencies. These authors found similar results to those 
of M:x>re. The authors concluded that the expectations of baccalaureate 
nursing students may be higher than those of associate degree nurses, but 
that the competencies are not clearly different (McCloskey, 1981, p. 356). 
The major disadvantages with faculty perception studies is that 
the studies are cooparisons of faculty perceptions of carrpetencies as 
opposed to conparison of graduate conpetencies rreasured by actual behavior 
of the graduates. 
A National league for Nursing Task Force which examined com-
petencies of graduates of nursing programs concluded that differences 
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oo exist in the knowledge base of each program, in the practice role and 
in the accountability of the graduate. The report stated that baccalaureate 
graduates perform better in unstructured settings, but few distinctions 
w:rre rrade bet~ conpetencies of the graduates from different educational 
programs (McCloskey, 1981, p. 356). 
Another survey indicated that associate degree nurses are rrore 
concerned with curing the :patient, while baccalaureate prepared nurses 
are concerned with caring for the :patient. The rrajority of the bacca-
laureate program nursing students ~re care orientated. The associate 
degree students ~re more divided bet~ a care and cure orientation, 
but the rrajority ~re cure orientated (Bullough & Sparks, 1975, p. 670). 
This study concluded that associate degree nurses are technically based 
and can carry out functions that are concerned with the patients 1 physio-
logical reactions, the physician or the rrachinery but can function only 
minimally with the patient who is coping with social and psychological 
problems. The professional nurses are responsible for the total patient 
care including enotional responses and adjustnent. The study concluded 
that the baccalaureate nurses should delegate technical skills (Bullough 
& Sparks, 1975, p. 688). 
Research Related to Performance 
In addition to test results for competencies of recent nursing 
graduates, practicing nurses 1 abilities have been studied through surveys 
and rating scales. The following literature review is concerned with 
abilities of the practicing nurse. 
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Ratings. In a survey study of sixteen hospitals, 76% of all 
administrators and nursing directors surveyed and 82% of head nurses 
surveyed stated that the diploma graduate performed at a higher level 
than did the associate degree or baccalaureate degree nurse. Zarett 
conducted a survey in 'Which directors of nurses rated nurses by 
educational preparation in eleven categories. The diploma graduate 
nurses were rated significantly higher (.OS) in 6 of the 11 categories. 
Ninety-six percent of the directors also stated diploma nurses need 
less time in an orientation program to prepare them for their role as 
a staff nurse (Zarett, 1980, pp. 28-29). 
The results indicated that administrative personnel believe nurses 
from diploma education programs assume a higher responsibility for the 
patients they are assigned to care for, prioritize, achieve nursing goals, 
perform nursing skills accurately and safely, re:port and record pertinent 
data and have a higher conmittt:nent to the quality of patient care. Al-
though not statistically significant, other areas in 'Which diploma nurses 
were ranked higher -v.ere: utilizes the nursing process to render care, 
interacts effectively with health care team rrerrbers, and respects the 
rights of individuals. Baccalaureate prepared nurses were ranked higher 
in their abilities to apply scientific knowledge of the bio-psycho and 
social influence when caring for the patients, identify their self-ac-
tualization needs and identify continuing education program needs 
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(Zarett, 1980, p. 30). The result of the study indicates that diploroa 
nurses have skills that are rrore technical in nature and the baccalaureate 
prepared nurses have a rrore scientific knowledge base. The study indi-
cated that administrators think that baccalaureate nurses spend a longer 
tirre being orientated to the hospital but eventually beCOI"te the "better" 
nurse than those from the other educational preparations. 
In a survey of 77 hospitals, nursing administrators were asked to 
rank the graduates of the three programs according to their perforroance 
and abilities. The administrators from the institutions ranked bacca-
laureate prepared nurses higher in the area of providing nursing care. 
The administrators from the sroaller institutions ranked diploma nurses 
higher in the area of providing nursing care. The associate degree nurses 
were not ranked higher in any of the areas surveyed. Baccalaureate nurses 
were ranked higher in the area of leadership and the diploma. nurses were 
ranked higher in the area of technical skills. The survey results in-
dicated that nurses from different educational preparations do becorre 
nore equal in skill levels with exverience (Reichow, Scott, 1976, p. 96). 
Davis surveyed a large number of educators and directors of 
nursing to identify nursing functions done by nurses with different 
educational preparations. The results indicated baccalaureate degree 
nurses were expected to perform the greatest ntmlber of tasks; although 
in actuality, the diploroa nurses were performing the greatest number of 
tasks (M:Closkey, 1981, p. 362). A problem with research involving 
directors of nursing is that the directors are not the innediate super-
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visors of staff nurses and their perceptions are not based on observations. 
In another study several perfo:rmance ratings ~e combined to de-
termine if there was a difference in technical and professional nursing. 
Twenty-four associate degree nurses and twenty-four baccalaureate nurses 
-v.ere observed and intervie'Val by t~l ve directors of nursing and twenty-
t\'.0 head nurses. Differences ~re found bet~ the ~ educational groups 
of nurses in tenns of decision making, scope of practice, and attitude 
toward nursing practice. Associate degree nurses ~re able to identify 
nursing problems and initiate actions when predictable physiological 
outcoiiEs ~re expected while baccalaureate nurses considered patients 1 
psychological and social needs (Waters, Chater, Vi vier, Urrea & Wilson, 
1972, p. 127). 
Schwirian (1977, 1979) had supervisors rate the perfo:rmance of 
baccalaureate degree nurses in conparison to other nursing graduates. 
Supervisors rated the baccalaureate nurse better in the areas of teaching, 
collaborating, planning and evaluating care. There ~re no differences 
found in the areas of leadership abilities, critical care skills, inter-
personal relations or professional developiiEnt (MCCloskey, 1981, p. 362). 
Dyer, Cope, Manson and Van Dr.imrelen (1972) conpared the self-
rating of 1, 018 nurses in Veterans 1 Administration hospitals to the ratings 
of their supervisors. Nurses who ~re rated highest by their supervisor 
had a higher level of education, ~re self-rroti vated, and sought to 
Produce quality w::>rk (MCCloskey, 1981, p. 364). 
lbgstell conducted a study in which she surveyed directors of 
nursing services to determine what difference in function the associate 
degree and baccalaureate nurse had. Hogstell also sent a function 
questionnaire to nurse graduates of different programs in order for 
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them to report on the extent to which they perfo:r:ned functions. 'Ihese 
w:re divided into five main categories: physical care and teclmical 
skills, interpersonal relationships, leadership, decision making, and 
corrmmity health care. With the exception of cormunity health care, the 
graduate nurses reported that they were doing all functions and no dif-
ference was found based on educational levels. 'Ihe associate degree 
nurses perceived themselves to be better than the baccalaureate nurses 
in physical care and technical skills. The directors of nursing rated 
the baccalaureate degree nurses higher in all functions with the ex-
ception of the physical and technical skills at the onset of errployrrent 
(Hogstell, 1977, p. 1600). 
Nelson did a similar study. She mailed an identical Nursing 
Co:rrpetencies Inventory Scale to graduate nurses from nine various 
educational nursing programs and also to supervisors. Diploma nurses 
rated themselves highest in technical skills. Baccalaureate nurses 
rated themselves higher on communication skills than did diploma 
nurses. Supervisors rated the baccalaureate nurses higher than diploma 
nurses on overall perfonnance and higher than diploma nurses in the area 
of technical skills, comrunications, and administration (Nelson, 1978, 
p. 124). 
Research Related to Quality care 
Few studies have been conducted on the educational background 
of the nurse relative to patient care. The results of b\o studies 
are reported. Patients and head nurses rated the quality of patient 
care given by utilizing the Slater Nursing Conpetencies Rating Scale 
(Wandelt & Steward, 1975). Patients rated nurses higher than the head 
nurses rated them. No relationship was found between educational level 
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of the nurse and the perfonnance of the nurse. Diploma nurses did receive 
higher ratings on some items but the items were not identified in Petti's 
study (MCCloskey, 1981, p. 363). 
Hegvery and Haussrna.n (1976) conducted a study utilizing the Rush-
Medicus 'Ibol to evaluate nursing care. Am:>ngst other variables, the 
investigators referred to educational levels of nurses on a nursing 
unit in relation to the quality of patient care. The study which 
was conducted at 18 sites had many extraneous variables that affected 
the results, which indicated that the sum of the years of education of 
all nurses on a unit did influence the quality of various conponents 
of the nursing process. 
Research Related to Experience 
Some studies have been conducted on the experience level of nurses 
:in relationship to quality of care. Kuranoto (1976) conducted an analysis 
of 20 baccalaureate degree graduate nurses who had 1 to 10 years of 
nursing experience. Utilizing the Verhonick, et al. film sequences to 
evaluate the perfo:nnance of the nurses, she concluded that :perfonnance 
increases with experience (McCloskey, 1981, p. 361). 
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Howell (1978) requested directors of nursing to rank the nursing 
skills of graduates from the three ty:pes of educational nursing programs. 
The directors agreed that the difference anong graduates from different 
educational programs decreased with the length of experience tine 
(M:::Closkey, 1981, p. 362). 
Recapitualization 
The review of the literature on differences between the baccalaureate 
degree, the associat~ degree, and the diploma nursing education is not 
conclusive. The number of investigative reports that cited differences 
based on educational levels are about equal to the nunber of reports 
Which did not find differences in nurses based on educational levels. 
Many of the studies 'did not have a strong rrethodological base or con-
ceptual framework. 
The review show=d that m:Jst studies conpared the baccalaureate 
nurse to the associate degree nurse. Self-perceptions and supervisor 
perceptions were used in many cases to evaluate the nurses. Few studies 
controlled for nultiple job setting variables. The majority of studies 
were conducted with student nurses from different educational settings 
rather than with nurses Who were practicing nurses and m:Jst dealt with 
COirpetencies rather than with- :performance. Only a few studies examined 
differences anong nurses from different educational backgrounds in re-
lationship to quality of care. 
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Findings from the research revie~d indicate that: (1) Baccalaureate 
degree nurses perforned better or differently from associate degree nurses; 
(2) Baccalaureate degree nurses derronstrated or was perceived to have 
rrore leadership and supervisory skills, was nore care-oriented had nore 
knowledge, did nore teaching, was rrore concerned about psycho-social 
aspects of the patients, and had better conm.mication skills than did 
nursing graduates from the other programs; (3) Diploma nurses perform 
higher on state board examinations; (4) There are very few differences 
bet~ graduates of all three programs in terms of intelligence or 
self-actualization; (5) Diploma nurses demonstrated nore technical 
skills than did baccalaureate graduates; ( 6) There are conflicting 
reports concerning baccalaureate graduates having better problem 
solving skills than graduates from the other programs; (7) Diploma 
nurses perforned nore functions in practice, took nore physiological and 
cure oriented actions in nursing practice than did associate degree 
nurses (8) Nurses' abilities in perfonnance increase with experience, 
and (9) There is a lesser difference bet~en the baccalaureate technical 
skills and the associate degree technical skills with experience. 
CHAPI'ER III 
MEI'HOD 
This chapter describes the conceptual nodel developed by this re-
searcher and the design and nethodology for the research study. The hy-
potheses are listed and the statistical procedures utilized are presented. 
Conceptual r.bdel 
The nodel which provides a conceptual franew:::>rk for this study on 
quality patient care demonstrates the relationship of input variables of a 
nursing staff, the pr09ess variables or behaviors of the staff and the out-
·-put variable of quality patient care (Figure 2) . '1\..o input variables are 
shown in the nodel. 'Ihe first input variable is the skill of the nursing 
staff based on the educational preparation which evolved from Steven's 
MJdel C (Figure 1) . This nodel demonstrates skill differences between 
professional nurses who are baccalaureate prepared and technical nurses 
who are associate degree or diploma. graduates. This nodel demonstrates 
that professional nurses have rrore skills than technical nurses. 
Experience level of the nursing staff is the second input variable 
that has an impact on the skills nurses utilize. The literature does 
state that the technical nurse ma.y have rrore technical skills at the onset 
of graduation, however, with experience the baccalaureate nurse obtains the 
skills. Both skills based on educational preparation and experience level 
are input variables that determine the nursing units' skill abilities to 
render patient care. A nursing unit is conposed of a mixture of staff 
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nurses who have different educational and experience levels. The nurses 
on a nursing unit are reSJ;X>nsible for and do minister patient care during 
a 24 hour period. As denonstrated by the circle in Figure 2, many nurses 
care for an individual patient, therefore the skills for several nurses 
det.erroine the type of care the patient receives. 
The quality of care the patient receives by a nursing staff can 
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be evaluated and is based on the achievenent of nursing behaviors denon-
strated by four corrponents of the nursing process. The corrponents of the 
nursing process are: 1. The plan of nursing care is fornulated; 2. The 
physical needs of the patient are attended; 3. The non-physical needs of 
the patient are attended and 4. The achievenent of the nursing care objec-
tives are evaluated. Different skills are necessary to acconplish each 
corrponent of the nursing process. The skills of the nursing unit based 
on input variables, determine the degree to which the process of patient 
care will be rendered. 
Accorrplish:rrent of each corrponent of the nursing process does pro-
vide a rreasure of the efficiency and effectiveness with which the major 
goal, quality patient care is achieved. The output variable in this nodel 
is the degree of quality patient care. The triangle represents the vari-
ous degrees that quality of patient care can be rendered. The degree of 
achievenent of each corrponent of. the nursing process has an ircpact on 
the total quality of patient care. 
The conceptual frarrev.ork for the study denonstrates that the input 
variable of skills based on educational preparation and experience of 
a nursing staff are related to the unit's achieverrent of the conponents 
of the nursing process which are related to the quality of patient 
care, the output variable. This rrodel examines the mixture of skills of 
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an entire nursing unit in relationship to the nursing units' acconplishnent 
of the corrponents of the nursing process. The rrodel addresses the abilities 
of an entire staff as input variables to render quality patient care. This 
nodel allows for the reality that many nurses care for and have an .inpact 
on the quality of patient care. 
Description of Instrument 
The Rush-Medicus Quality Monitoring Tbol was utilized to evaluate 
the guality of care on the nursing unit. Four major quality objectives 
~e evaluated. Under these four major quality objectives were grouped 
23 subobjectives (Table 1). 
The quality methodology originated in 1972 when the Medicus Systems 
Corporation, Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center in Chicago, and 
Baptist Medical Center in Birmingham participated in a research study 
under funding from the Division of Nursing of the Bureau of the Health 
Resources Develo~t, Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The 
nethodology rronitors nursing performance in medical, surgical, pediatric, 
psychiatric, labor and delivery, and normal newborn nursery units. 
The methodology is operationally based upon the application of 
357 criteria, including patient-specific and unit-specific items, within 
the frarreiDrk of a nursing process structure. It is conposed of 6 major 
objectives and 32 subobjectives. Each individual subobjective serves as 
TABLE 1 
NURSING QUALITY O~IVES AND SUBO~IVES 
1.1 Condition is assessed on admission 
1.2 Data relevant to hospital care are ascertained on admission 
1.3 The current condition of the patient is assessed 
1.4 The written plan of nursing care is formulated 
1.5 The plan of nursing care is coordinated with the rredical plan of care 
1.0 The olC¥1 of nur~inq care is· formuiated 
2.1 The patient is protected from accident and injury 
2.2 The need for physical comfort and rest is attended 
2.3 The need for physical hygiene is attended 
2.4 The need for a supply of oxygen is attended 
2.5 The need for activity is attended 
2.6 The need for nutrition and fluid balance is attended 
2.7 The need for elimination is attended 
2. 8 The need for skin care is attended 
2. 9 The patient is protected from infection 
2.0 The physical needs of the patient are attended 
3 .1 The patient is oriented to hospital facilities on admission 
3. 2 The patient is extended social courtesy by the nursing staff 
3.3 The patient's privacy and civil rights are honored 
3. 4 The need for psychological-errotional well-being is attended through 
interpersonal communication 
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3. 5 The patient is taught rreasures of health maintenance and illness prevention 
3.6 The patient's family is included in the nursing care process 
3.7 The need for psycho-errotional well-being is attended through therapeutic 
milieu 
3.0 The non-physical (psychological, errotional, rrentaL social) needs of the 
patient are attended 
4.1 Records document the care provided for the patient 
4. 2 The patient's response to therapy is evaluated 
4.0 Achievenent of nursing care objectives is evaluated 
an independent characteristic for which performance measures are obtained 
and reported. For the purpose of this study, only objectives one through 
four were utilized because they are related directly to the care provided 
by the nursing staff (Appendix A) , the other tW) are not. 
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Not all criteria are intended to be used in evaluating the nursing 
process with regard to any one patient or unit setting. Rather, subsets of 
criteria are systematically grouped by patient type into master observation 
W)rksheets. Patient type refers to the patient 1 s degree of sickness. The 
range is from one to four with one being the least sick. The specific 
configuration of criteria on any one W)rksheet was devised to be sorrewhat 
different from that of the other W)rksheets for the sane patient. This 
arrangement reduces the tiire required for any particular observer 1 s visit 
and data collection. It also reduces to some extent the nonotony of the 
observation process and prohibits staff on the units being nonitored from 
anticipating which items were being reviewed at ~y one tiire. The W)rk-
sheets the observers use are arranged in a series that apply to specific 
patient types. 
Instrument design. The first step in developing the Rush-M=dicus 
Quality funitoring Instrument was to corrprise a master list of evaluative 
criteria based on review of the literature. The criteria were divided 
into the franeW)rk of the nursing process. Many of the criteria were 
rewritten in order to provide nore clarity for observers in making ob-
servations. As the criteria were corrpiled and revised it becane clear 
that each question could not be uniformly applicable to a broad spectrum 
of patients' sickness, therefore a patient classification system indica-
ting degree of illness or the patient type was developed. The patient 
type then dictated v.:hich criteria could be used to rreasure the objective. 
'rtle final criteria list was developed by using and revising existing 
questions or criteria and adding criteria from the literature. 
After the ma.ster criteria list was established, nursing standards 
committees were established in two different hospitals to analyze the 
criteria. This analysis basically was to rreasure the worth of the cri-
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teria as a rreasure of quality. The criteria were tested in two different 
._!lospital settings for the tool's ability to distinguish levels of quality 
and determine the validity in terms of internal consistency and reliability 
of the criteria. 
The frequency distribution for the responses of the criteria was 
examined to assess the criteria discrllninatory ability. This study gave 
an indication that a substantial number of criteria needed to be rewritten 
because they were not discrllninatory. If the criteria had a 90% response 
on one response category they were elllninated or rewritten. 
An iternrtotal correlation was also conducted with the criteria. 
Criterion scores were correlated with subobjective scores. Those cri-
teria that were not highly associated with a subobjective were reassigned 
or discarded. The Pearson Correlation Coefficient was utilized for the 
correlation analysis v.:hich rreasured validity of the relationship between 
the criterion and the subobjective score. 
The responses for the criteria were also analyzed for being non-
apPlicable. If the total m.nnber of invalid responses for a criteria was 
nore than 30, the criteria ~re eliminated because it v.ould possibly 
indicate an unreliable score of the sul:x::>bjective. 
In order to identify redundant items another analysis correlated 
criteria within a sul:x::>bjective. The criteria that ~e highly redundant 
were eliminated. A partial correlation was also conducted to detennine if 
the criteria ~re independent. 
A cluster analysis was conducted to determine the statistical 
cohesiveness of each sul:x::>bjective. The criteria within a subobjective 
grouping ~re clustered based upon a high degree of association as 
neasured by the Product ~t Correlation Coefficient. The "maxinum 
diStance" clustering algorithm was used to identify a high association. 
An analysis of observer bias was also conducted. Quality indices 
~e calculated by observer, patient type and sul:x::>bjecti ve. The indices 
~e analyzed through the use of the analysis of variance techniques. 
The quality indices did vary by observer, patient type and subobjective. 
The tool should have had little variance by observer and patient types. 
During the initial developnent of the quality rronitoring nethod-
ology, the criteria and structure of the criteria under the subobjectives 
~e analyzed for reliability and validity. Content validity of the 
instrunent was done by utilizing a literature review to develop criteria 
and a conmittee to analyze the criteria. Construct validity was shown 
with the subobjecti ve ranging in scores. The tool did discriminate be-
'b.leen the quality of care being rendered during the testing tine. The 
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low scores were in areas of written docurrentation and assessrrent and these 
are also sUbstantiated through the literature. 
Research Design 
Subjects. A subject is defined as an intact nursing unit corrposed 
of the staff nurses under the administrative direction of one head nurse. 
The subject selection utilized a convenience sarcpling of intact groups. 
Nineteen nursing units from a 500 bed university setting \Ere included in 
the study. The nursing units include: four nedical units, five surgical 
units, tiD pediatric units, tiD obstetrical units, one burn unit, four 
intensive care units and one psychiatric unit. The nursing units were 
analyzed using the percentage of baccalaureate degree nurses, associate 
degree nurses and diplorra. nurses and the nean experience level of the staff 
nurses on each unit. 
'Ihe nursing units were analyzed for frequency of the number of 
baccalaureate degree nurses, associate degree nurses and diplorra. nurses 
and the nean experience level of nursing staff units. Each nursing 
unit was categorized into the following service units; nedical, surgical, 
intensive care, burn, pediatric, obstetric and psychiatric. These cate-
gories of services were analyzed for frequency of the type of educational 
preparation of nurses, the nean experience level of the nurses and the 
nean quality index of each conponent of the nursing porcess. The var-
iables of adequate staffing, head nurse stability and head nurse educational 
preparation were controlled. Units where the head nurse had been in the po-
sition for less than six nonths and/or whose educational preparation was not 
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at the baccalaureate level, "V.ere el.iminated from the study as "V.ell as units 
that had a type two classified patient receiving less than two hours of 
nursing care in a t'V.e!lty four hour period. 
Research Hypotheses 
'Ihe research hypotheses stated in the null fo:rm "V.ere: 
1. There is no significant relationship bet"V.een the educational rrdx of 
the nursing staff and the quality of patient care rendered by a 
nursing unit as neasured in four objectives of the nursing process. 
2. 'Ihere is no significant relationship bet"V.een the experience level 
of the nursing unit and quality of patient care as neasured by four 
objectives of the nursing process. 
3. There is no significant relationship bet"V.een the experience level 
and educational level combined of a nursing unit and quality of 
patient care as neasured by four objectives of the nursing process. 
Data Collection 
The head nurses conpleted two questionnaires at the end of the nonth 
their units "V.ere nonitored for quality. Collection of data utilizing the 
Rush-M=dicus Quality M::mitoring Tool is a continuous process in the research 
setting within which the study was conducted. 
Education and experience of staff. The head nurse conpleted a ques-
tionnaire which included the educational level, length of experience in 
nursing, length of tine on that unit and the full tine equivalent position 
worked for each nurse who worked the nonth the quality scores "V.ere gen-
erated (Appendix B). 
Head nurse variables. The head nurses ~re asked to conplete a 
questionnaire concerning their own ( 1) personal educational background 
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and experience in the nursing profession, (2) perception of staff nurses' 
ability to give quality patient care based on their educational and ex-
perience level, and (3) preference in hiring nurses with different ed-
ucational backgrounds to function in the nursing unit (Appendix C). 
Participation in the study was voluntary and an Inforrred Consent was signed 
by all head nurses electing to participate (Appendix D). 
Quality of care: Nursing process. Data regarding the quality 
scores in the nursing process ~e collected by nurses who ~re trained 
quality data observers. Approximately eight nursing units ~e nonitored 
for quality during a one nonth period. The data collection process took 
approximately three nonths. 
Quality of all nursing units was nonitored on review of roughly 
10% of that nonth's patient census (12 to 20 patients, depending upon unit 
occupancy and length of stay). SUch nl.ll'l'bers allowed sufficient application 
of criteria to derive statistically significant scores. Observations were 
rrade by specially trained nurses. The observations ~e distributed ran-
domly across days in the nonth and shifts in a 24 hour period. On ~ek­
days, approximately 60% of the observations ~re perforrred and on weekends 
and evenings, approximately 40%. 
Inter-rater reliability of the observers was a continuous process 
in the research study. A Jl"elTber of the Quality Assurance Program net with 
several observers weekly for the inter-rater reliability testing. During 
the testing process, two observers ~re assigned to the sane patient si-
nultaneously. They observed the patient and anS\\ered the sane quality 
observer questiormaire. An 85% agreerrent between raters indicated inter-
rater reliability. Every observer was required to attend an inter-rater 
reliability session at least every three nonths, or. they ~re not allo~ 
to complete quality observations. 
Sources of data for observations included the patient's record, 
the patient's nurse and the individual patient. CUality nonitoring 
observers evaluated units other than their own and selected patients by 
the use of a table of random sample. <:nee patients had been identified 
for observation the patient type was ascertained by a nurse working on 
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the unit and the appropriate worksheets ~re selected for use. The 
questions ~re geared to patient needs, patient environnent, and admin-
istration of the unit. Observers asked questions of the patient and staff, 
revie~d charts and other docurrentation , . and made envirorurental and patient 
observations to arrive at specific anS\\ers to questions (Appendix A). 
AnS\\ers to questions ~e yes, no, and does not apply. 
At the end of the nonth a computer program produced quality indices 
for the 23 subobjectives. Criteria ~re "scored" by the conputer program 
through a forrrula based upon the nurrber of "yes" versus total nurrber of 
valid responses. All criteria within a subobjective ~re treated equally 
and none ~re ~ighted. Indices for the major objectives ~re conputed 
based upon criteria values for all criteria within the objective category. 
Scores could range from 0 to 100. 
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Design and Statistical Analysis 
The design was an ex :post facto intact group design. Nursing 
service categories were analyzed for differences through the use of 'NJOVA 
Program, Scheffe Program and the Chi-Square Program. A nultiple ·regression 
program was utilized to analyze the relationship between the educational 
mix of a nursing service and the nurses 1 perfonnance of the nursing process 
and the experience level of a nursing service and the nurses 1 behavior in 
rendering the nursing process. The independent variables were the experi-
ence level and the educational level of the nursing staff. The quality 
~bjective scores were the four dependent variables. The 23 subobjectives 
under the four quality objective scores were also treated as dependent 
variables. The statistical analysis was a correlation study utilizing a 
multiple regression equation. 
Head nurses corrpleted questionnaires on staff nurses providing a 
description of the educational mix and experience level of a nursing unit. 
-.. :.,. 
Nineteen nursing units were categoried into seven nursing service areas. 
The nursing service areas were analyzed for frequency of bacca-
laureate, diploma and associate degree graduates and the nean experience 
of the staff nurses. The nursing service 1 s perfo:rmance in rendering the 
nursing process was neasured by using four najor objectives and 23 sub-
objectives from the Rush-~dicus Quality M:lnitoring 'lbol. The nursing 
services were analyzed in tenns of differences in results from the quality 
scores in the four najor objectives and 23 subobjectives. The 'NJOVA and the 
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Scheffe Test were enployed for this analysis. The educational mixture of 
a nursing service and the experience level mixture of a nursing service 
as well as the corrbination of experience and educational levels of a 
nursing service were correlated to the quality indexes of the nursing 
process utilizing a multiple regression equation. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
DATA ANALYSES AND FINDINGS 
Chapter four presents a denographic description of the character-
istics of the head nurses and of the staff nurse population by unit and 
service type. Corrparisons are made between characteristics of the sanple 
nursing units by services. The research hypotheses are tested and the 
statistical analyses and findings are reported. 
Demographic Description of Sample 
Data on experience, education and hiring practices of head nurses 
and the education and experience of staff nurses are presented. Head 
nurses are administratively responsible for a nursing unit and thus it 
is of interest to examine the denographic data relative to education and 
experience. 
Head nurse. All 19 head nurses currently had a baccalaureate degree 
in nursing and t"WO head nurses had acquired masters degrees. Data on ed-
ucation indicated that t"WO head nurses were originally prepared in a di-
ploma nursing program and three head nurses were originally prepared in 
an associate degree nursing program. Data on head nurse experience in-
dicated that the average nurrber of years as a nurse was 8. 0 5. The av-
erage length of tine on the reseach setting was 5. 58 years. The average 
length of tine as a head nurse was 2 .18 years. The head nurse had worked 
in an average of 2 . 42 hospitals (Table 2) • 
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Table 2 
Derrographic rescription of Head Nurse Sanple (N=l9) 
E:xperience M=an S.D. Min. Max. 
No. of years 
as nurse 8.05 2.95 4.00 14.00 
No. of hospitals 
\'Orked in 2.42 1.71 1.00 6.00 
No. of years in 
research setting 5.58 3.31 1.00 14.00 
length of service 
as head nurse 2.18 1.60 .50 6.00 
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The nean percent of the 19 head nurses' response to an ideal educa-
tional mix of staff nurses was that 63.68% of the staff should be bacca-
laureate prepared, 19.53% should be associate prepared and 16.63% should 
be diploma prepared. The head nurses vere also asked to give their opinion 
on v.hether education and experience made a difference in the nurse's 
ability to give quality patient care. Sixty-eight percent of the head 
nurses felt that both education and experience ~re inportant. 
When asked if their hiring practices vere based on education, only 
38.8% answered in the affirmative and one head nurse gave a no an~r. 
Sixty-eight percent of the head nurses stated that they do hire staff 
nurses on the basis of experience levels. 
Unit sanple of staff nurses. Responses concerning educational pre-
paration of the staff nurses conposing the units studied indicates that 
49.22% held a baccalaureate degree, 27.79% held an associate degree and 
22.97% held a diploma in nursing. Masters of science holders ~re not 
tabulated due to the small percentage prepared at this level, and this 
category was outside the study. 
The educational level of the staff did differ according to the 
service unit. The obstetrical service had an average of 23.5% associate 
degree nurses, 29.4% diploma nurses and 47.05% baccalaureate degree nurses. 
The pediatric service had 24. 5% associate degree, 24. 5% diploma and 50. 8% 
baccalaureate degree nurses. The psychiatric nursing unit had 62. 5% 
associate degree nurses, 18.75% of the nurses had a diploma and 18.75% of 
the nurses had a baccalaureate degree in nursing. The surgical service 
~ 
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had 23.8% associate degree prepared nurses, 20.8% diploma prepared and 
55% baccalaureate prepared. 'Ihe rredical nursing unit had 38.38% associate 
degree nurses, 17.17% diploma nurses and 44.44% baccalaureate prepared 
nurses. 'Ihe intensive care units had 22.13% associate degree nurses, 
25.19% diploma nurses and 52.67% baccalaureate nurses. The burn service 
had 30.76% associate, 30.76% diploma nurses and 38.4% baccalaureate nurses. 
'Ihe educational mixture of the nursing staff according to service type is 
displayed in Table 3. 
'Ihe experience level of the nursing staff according to type of 
service is displayed in Table 4. A total of 75% of the staff nurses were 
full tirce enployees while 16% w::>rked half tirce or less and 8% w::>rked 75% 
of a full tirce position. 'Ihe majority of staff nurses (64%) had bet\Ee!l 
six rronths and four years of experience. The rrean length of experience 
was 4.95 years with a standard deviation of 4.40. The rrean length of tirce 
a nurse was enployed on the specific nursing unit in the study was 2.60 
years with a standard deviation of 2. 28. 
Findings From the Research Hypotheses 
'Ihe data for all three hypotheses were analyzed using analysis of 
variance, followed by the Scheffe rrethod for nultiple conparison, and 
nul tiple regression programs. The programs were generated using the 
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (1975) and the Statistical 
Analysis System (1982). For all data analyses, the level of significance 
was established at .05. Only significant findings are reported in this 
study. 'Ihe data in Table 5 sumnarize and corrpare the rrean scores for 
each quality objective and subobjective for the seven types of nursing 
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Table 3 
Education of Staff Nurse by Service Type 
Service Type Education 
Associate Baccalaureate 
n Degree Diploma I?egree 
Unit Staff n % n % n % 
Pediatric Service 2 61 15 24.5 15 24.5 31 50.8 
Obstetrical Service 2 51 12 23.5 15 29.4 24 47.05 
J.Edical Service 4 99 38 38.38 17 17.17 44 44.44 
SUrgical Units 5 134 32 23.8 28 20.8 74 55 
Burn Service 1 26 8 30.76 8 30.76 10 38.4 
Psychiatric Service 1 16 10 62.5 3 18.75 3 18.76 
Intensive care Service 4 131 29 22.13 33 25.19 69 52.67 
EN 19 518 144 119 255 
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Table 4 
Experience level of Nursing Staff Based on Service Type 
Service Type Years of Ex:perience 
As A Nurse On Nursing Unit 
n Mean S.D. ~an S.D. 
Unit Staff 
Pediatric 2 61 5.69 4.81 3.25 2.87 
Cbstetrical 2 51 7.74 4.95 3.70 3.03 
~dical 4 99 3.91 4.10 2.32 2.18 
Surgical 5 134 3.84 4.48 2.19 1.67 
Burn 1 26 4.76 3.23 3.00 2.02 
Psychiatric 1 16 3.22 3.39 1.39 1.54 
Intensive Care 4 131 5.69 3.76 2.54 2.16 
E:N 19 518 
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Table 5 
Objective and Subobjective Mean Quality Scores by Service 
Objectives/ ~an Scores by Service Type 
~bjectives 
OB Peds Psych SUrg Mad ICU Burns Aggregate 
1.1 76 75.5 72 81 83.7 71.2 92 78.5 
1.2 78 79.5 75 81.4 78.5 58.2 78 74.8 
1.3 87 79.5 85 68.8 54.7 71 61 69.7 
1.4 75 55.0 63 60.4 62.5 66.5 63 63.3 
1.5 71 79.0 88 67 74.5 75.7 82 74 
1.0 77.5 72.0 75 71.6 71.7 65.2 73 71.2 
2.1 91 91 85 84.2 92 90.2 76 88.1 
2.2 90.5 92.5 67 87.2 84.7 91.5 85 87.3 
2.3 98.5 98 97 86.2 81.2 98.7 90 91.1 
2.4 100 87.5 95 93.7 98.5 79 89.3 
2.5 83.5 100 77 65.8 65.7 36 88 66.7 
2.6 89.5 81.5 22 72 85 84.5 64 77.1 
2.7 71 87 79 67.4 55.5 85.2 76 72.1 
2.8 100 100 57.4 65.7 67.2 100 66 
2.9 74.5 90.5 89.2 79 93 89 81.7 
2.0 87 91 76 82 81.7 87 83 84-2 
3.1 84.5 64 89 84 78-2 9o.5 97 83 
3.2 92.5 80 79 86-4 90 97.5 62 87.7 
3.3 80 77 78 70.6 75 82.2 68 75.8 
3.4 87 91 87 64.6 78.7 81.2 79 78.1 
3.5 78 85 92 70.4 76 96.6 60 79.1 
3.6 82 75.5 75 58.6 62 90.2 83 72.4 
3.7 78 
3.0 84 79 83 73.8 76.5 86.5 76 79.3 
4.1 63.5 72.5 79 68 70.7 69.2 54 68 .5 
4.2 75.5 70.5 87 60.2 61.2 71 9_2 68 .4 
4.0 68 71.5 83 65 66.7 70 69 68 ._5_ 
See Table 1 for description of objectives 1.1 to 4.0 
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service units. 
Objective and sul:x>bjective analysis of variance. An analysis of 
variance was done to detennine if there was a difference in the quality 
scores in the four major objectives and the twenty-three sul:x>bjectives 
based on service type. Results of the significant findings are displayed 
in Table 6. The analysis of variance indicated a significant difference 
for sul:x>bjecti ve 1. 2 (the data relevant to hospital care is fornulated) • 
It also indicates a significant difference for the major objective 2.0 
(the physical needs of the patient are attended). '!he sul:x>bjective 2.6 
(the need for nutrition and fluid balance is attended) and 2. 7 (the need 
for elimination is attended) \\ere indicated as being significantly dif-
ferent based on service type. An analysis of variance was not conducted 
for sul:x>bjectives 2.4 (the need for a supply of oxygen), 2.8 (the 
need for skin care is attended) and 2. 9 (the patient is protected from 
infection) due to the absence of scores for the psychiatric unit. 
The analysis of variance indicates a significant difference for the 
major objective 3.0 (the non-physical needs of the patient are attended). 
Under the major objective, the sul:x>bjectives that indicate a significant 
difference based on service type \\ere: 3. 2 (the patient is extended social 
courtesy by the nursing staff), 3.5 (the patient is taught :rreasures of 
health maintenance and illness prevention) and 3.6 (the patient's family 
is included in the nursing care practice). The analysis of variance did 
not indicate a significant difference.for the major objective 4.0. 
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Table 6 
Analysis of Variance of Major Objectives 
and SUbobjectives by Service Type 
Objectives/ Source of Significance 
Subobjecti ves Variance ss DF MS F Level 
1.2 Nursing Type 1443.076 6 240.512 4.54 .012 
2.6 II II II 3932.500 6 655.416 4.18 .019 
2.7 II II II 2417.494 6 402.915 4.60 .014 
2.0 II II II 255.027 6 42.504 4.93 .011 
3.2 II II II 1307.074 6 217.845 6.73 .004 
3.5 II II II 1944.603 6 324.100 3.35 .044 
3.6 II II II 2546.515 6 424.419 3.49 .039 
3.0 II II II 304.592 6 50.765 3.67 .0344 
r 
In suntnary, the analysis of variance did show a significant dif-
ference in the nursing :performance based on service ty:pe in tw:> major 
objectives and in subobjectives under three major objectives. 'Ihe only 
instance where no difference was indicated was objective 4.0 (achieve-
nent of nursing care objectives is evaluated). 
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A posteriori tests ~e utilized to detect large as well as practi-
cal differences in quality objective scores based on the ty:pe of nursing 
unit. Both Scheffe and 'fukey Tests ~e utilized to analyze the results. 
'Ihe Scheffe is less powerful in detecting differences between the nean 
quality scores than is the 'fukey Test. OVerall, the 'fukey and the Scheffe 
Tests showed the sane differences in the neans of the quality objectives 
and subobjectives based on the ty:pe of nursing service unit. Only results 
from the Scheffe Test (Table 7) are reported because the Scheffe: Test is 
rrore conservative and controls ty:pe I error rate although generally it 
has a higher ty:pe II error rate than does the 'fukey Test for all pair-
wise conparisons. 
'Ihese results indicated that only objective 2.0 (physical needs 
of the patient are attended), subobjective 2.6 (need for nutrition and 
fluid is attended), and subobjective 3.2 (patient is extended courtesy) 
showed a significant nean difference based on unit ty:pe. Significant 
difference in neans of the quality objective scores by service ty:pe ~e 
revealed by the analysis of variance (Table 8) even though the Scheffe 
Test may not have shown this. It can be assurred that no difference was 
found pair-wise because of the small n, however, there is a considerable 
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Table 7 
Scheffe Multiple Corrparison of Significant Objectives and SUbobjectives 
by Service Type 
(l>jecti ve/SUbobjecti ve Service Type 
(l>jective 2.0 --------------------------------------------------------------(Physical 
needs of Peds ICU OB Burns Surg Med Psych 
~t~nt _n~=~2~--~n~=~4--~n~=~2~--~n~=~1~-----n~=~5~--~n~=~4--~n~=~1 ____ _ 
are attended) 
~ans 91 87 87 83 82 81.7 76 
* 
* 
SUbobjecti ve 
2.6 (need for 
nutrition OB Med ICU Peds Surg Burns Psych 
attended) n = 2 n = 4 n = 4 n = 2 n=S n = 1 n = 1 
l-eans 89.5 85 84.5 81.5 72 64 22 
* 
* 
<l>jective 
3. 2 (patients 
extended ICU OB Med Surg Ped Psych Burns 
courtesy n = 4 n = 2 n = 4 n = 5 n = 2 n = 1 n = 1 
by staff) 
Means 97.5 92.5 90 86.4 80 79 62 
* 
* 
*The underlined denotes horrogeneous subsets. 
r 
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Table 8 
Significant Differences of the ~ans 
of the Objectives and the Subobjectives by Service Type 
~an_s by Service Type 
dbjective/Subobjective ICU Peds surg ~s Burns OB Psych 
1.2 (Data relevant to 
hospital care are as-
certained on admission) 58.2 79.5 81.4 78.5 78 78 75 
2.6 ('Ihe need for nu-
trition and fluid bal-
is attended) 84.5 81.5 72 85 64 89.5 22 
2.7 (The need for elinr 
ination is attended) 85.2 87 67.4 55.5 76 71 79 
2.0 (The physical needs 
of the patient are 
attended) 87 91 82 81 83 87 76 
3.2 (Patient is ex-
tended courtesy by 
staff) 97.5 80 86.4 90 62 92.5 79 
3. 5 (The patient is 
taught rreasures of health 
maintenance and illness 
prevention) 96.6 85 70.4 76 60 78 92 
3.6 (The patient's family 
is included in the nurs-
ing care process) 90 75 58.6 62 83 82 75.5 
3.0 (The non-physical 
needs of the patient 
are attended) 86.5 79 73.8 76.5 76 84 83 
difference. 
A Chi -Square Test for independence was conducted to determine 
the relationship between the educational preparation of a nursing staff 
and the type of nursing unit. The results indicate that a relationship 
did exist at a probability level of .027. Only anong the four surgical 
units was a significant difference in education derronstrated. The Salle 
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test was enployed to determine the relationship between experience of the 
nursing staff and the type of nursing service. Due to sparsity of numbers 
Chi -Square was an invalid test. 
Analysis of results indicates that with the exception of the surg-
-ical units, nurses on all units within a single service type appear to 
have the Salle educational background. Therefore, the majority of the 
analysis of the relationship between education mix of a nursing unit and 
the quality of performance of the nursing process will be described by 
using the seven categories of nursing services. For the purpose of 
analysis, staff nurse performance of the nursing process will be te:rned 
nursing performance. The corrponents of the nursing process are: the 
plan for nursing care is forrro..llated, the physical needs of the patient 
are· attended, the non-physical needs of the patient are attended and the 
achieverrent of nursing care objectives is evaluated. Means will be utilized 
in analyzing experience level and performance. Each major objective will 
be discussed in terms of supporting or rejecting the hypothesis. Significaht 
subobjectives will be discussed under the appropriate objective to provide 
further evidence relative to the hypothesis. 
r 
Analysis of HYPotheses 
The three research hypotheses are: 
1. There is no significant relationship be~ the educational 
mix of the nursing staff and the quality of patient care 
rendered by a nursing unit as neasured in four objectives 
of the nursing process. 
2. There is no significant relationship between the experience 
level of the n~sing unit and quality of patient care as 
neasured by four objectives of the nursing process. 
3. There is no significant relationship be~ the experience 
level and combined educational level of a nursing unit and 
quality of patient care as neasured by four objectives of the 
nursing process. 
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The hypotheses will be analyzed by examining the objectives and 
subobjectives that ~re significantly different in nean scores by service 
type. Educational level and experience level of the nurses conposing 
the service types that had significantly different neans will be des-
cribed. Each rrajor quality objective will be addressed as one corrponent 
of the nursing process. The results of m1ltiple regression analysis will be 
based on these variables by unit; percentages of the three educational 
preparations, the service type, and nean experience level relative to the 
dependent variables which ~re the scores on the achievenent of the quality 
objectives and subobjectives. 
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The plan of nursing care is fonrulated. No significant relation-
ship was found bet"Weell educational preparation and/or experience of a 
nursing staff unit and the nurses 1 behavior in planning for the patient 1 s 
care. Therefore none of the three hypotheses are rejected relative to 
the first major conponent of the nursing process. ~ver, results of 
subobjective 1. 2 the data relevant to hospital care are ascertained on 
admission, indicate that the nursing service unit that was lowest in 
the subobjective was the intensive care service. '!his service has the 
second highest percentage of baccalaureate nurses (52.67%) with 22.13% 
associate degree nurses and 25.19% diploma nurses. '!he intensive care 
service also has the second highest rrean experience level of all services 
(5.69 year). 
The experience mix of the intensive care units was the sane as that 
of pediatric units and the educational mixture is similar to that of the 
rredical division. The score of the rredical units on the subobjective was 
similar to that of the pediatric units. Both units scored significantly 
higher than did the intensive care units. The analysis indicates that 
the unit type is a rrore crucial determinant of the patient data being 
ascertained on admission than either educational or experience level of 
the nursing staff. Therefore, none of the hypotheses are rejected. 
The physical needs of the patient are attended. Results indicate 
that there is a difference in the nursing perforrnace in relationship to 
objective 2.0 (the physical needs of the patient are attended)and service 
type. For data presentation purposes, services can be grouped. First, 
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pediatric, intensive care, and obstetrical nursing services perforrred 
similarly on this aspect of the nursing process. Secondly, burn, surgical, 
medical and psychiatric services performed in a similar fashion in relation 
to (the physical needs of the patient are attended) . The second group of 
nursing units perforrred below the nean on this objective canpared to the 
first group which performed at or above the nean. 
In tenns of experience, the first group of units had the highest 
nean experience level of nursing staff. Experience, therefore, does 
appear to be a factor in relation to the accanplishnent of (physical needs 
of the patient being attended) . As a group these services \\ere closest 
to a balanced 50/50 distribution of baccalaureate and technical nursing 
staff. Staff nurses in the second group of services had a lo\\er experience 
level and also a large variation in professional versus technical nursing 
staff, ranging from 18% - 55% baccalaureate nursing staff. 
The data indicate that experience and perhaps a balanced distribution 
of professional versus non-professional staff may be related to the second 
conponent of the nursing process, (the physical needs of.the patient are 
attended). 'Ihe analysis of the data indicates that hypothesis tw:> carux>t 
be rejected. 
'IW::> subobjecti ves under (Physical needs attended) \\ere also sig-
nificantly different by service type. These subobjectives \\ere: 2.6 the 
need for nutrition and fluid balance is attended and 2.7 the need for 
elimination is attended. 
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According to the Scheffe Test (Table 7), the surgical, burns and 
psychiartic service units show=d similar results in terms of rreeting sub-
objective 2. 6 (the need for nutrition and fluid balance is attended) • How-
ever, no similarity was found in experience levels of these service units. 
Units also varied greatly in the educational preparation. For baccalaureate 
training, the psychiatric unit had the lowest percentage (18. 75%) , the sur-
gical service the highest (55%), and burns had 38.4%. 
In analyzing data on subobjective 2. 7 (the need for elimination was 
attended), the surgical, nedical and obstetrical services had similarly 
low scores and thus w=re grouped together. Staff nurses on both nedical 
and surgical units have a low experience level, unlike the obstetrical unit 
which had a high level. Different educational mixture was detected arrong 
these service units, while a nean experience level and educational mix of 
the staff did not appear to be related to the achievenent of higher scores 
related to subobjective 2. 7. Based on the data reported it is difficult 
to determine a relationship betw=en educational mix and the nean experience 
level of a nursing staff and nursing performance for this subobjective. 
In sumnary, it is difficult to establish a relationship betw=en educational 
level and experience level of a nursing staff and acconplishnent of this sub-
objective, therefore, none of the three hypotheses are rejected. 
The non-physical needs of a patient are attended. Results indicate 
that a difference in achieving this aspect of the nursing process, objective 
3.0 (the non-physical needs of the patient are attended) is significantly 
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different based on service type. The surgical, burns, and the rredical 
services were grouped together as having similarly low scores in this 
objective conp:>nent of the nursing process. 'lbe diversity of an educational 
mixture anong this grouping has already been described as varying greatly. 
'lbese units did exhibit a similar low rrean of nursing staff experience. 
With the exception of a psychiatric unit the above grouping had the lowest 
experience level of all services studied. Based on the analysis, a relation-
ship between the educational mixture of the nursing staff for achieverrent 
of this aspect of the nursing process cannot be substantiated, therefore, 
hypothesis one is not rejected. Results of the data indicate that with 
the exception of the psychiatric unit there is a relationship between the 
experience level of a nursing staff and the achieverrent of (the non-physical 
needs are attended), therefore hypothesis two is rejected for this aspect 
of the nursing process. 
Three subobjectives under the major objective (the non-physical 
needs of the patient are attended) showed a significant difference in 
the scores obtained by service type. 'lbese subobjecti ves included: 3. 2 the 
patient is extended social courtesy by the nursing staff, 3.5 the patient 
is taught rreasures of health maintenance and illness prevention and 
3.6 the patient is included in the nursing care process. 
In subobjective 3.2 (the patient is extended social courtesy by 
the nursing staff) , the psychiatric, pediatric and burn services scored 
below the rrean for the units studied. 'lbese service units did have 
commonalities in ter.ms of either educational preparation of the staff or 
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the rrean experience level of the staff. They had the nost varied ririxture of 
educational preparation and in general, with the exception of pediatrics, had a 
lo~. level of experience than did these services which scored above the rrean. 
Scores related to objective 3.5 (the patient is taught rreasures of 
health rraintenance and illness preventions) were low for the obstetrical, 
surgical and burn services. However, these services did not show simi-
larities by educational mix or experience level of the nursing staff. 
The last subobjective under the main objective, 3.0, was 3.6 (the 
patient's family is included in the nursing care process) • Results of an-
alyzing this subobjective did not indicate that there was a relationship 
-betv.een the educational mixture and nursing staff and the experience level 
of the staff. Units that scored below the nean of all units studied were 
the surgical service and the nedical service. These units did have a 
lower level of staff nurse experience. 
In sunnary, the third goal of the nursing process, (the non-physical 
needs of the patient are attended) shows a significant difference in 
achievenent by service type. 'nle relationship betv.een the educational 
mixture of the nursing staff and the attai.mrent of this goal could not 
be ·substantiated. Hypothesis one is therefore not rejected for this 
conponent of the nursing process. Service types having a higher level 
of experience did achieve the objective at a higher level than did units 
with lower staff experience levels. The single exception was the psy-
chaitric unit, which had the lowest average staff experience level but 
nevertheless achieved above the nean on this objective. 'nlis might well 
be related to the focus of nursing in a psychiatric setting. Hypothesis 
t\\0 could be rejected in this corrp:>nent of the nursing process. 
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Achieverrent of nursing care objective is evaluated. Results indi-
cate that there is no significant difference in achieverrent of this objec-
tive by service type. No relationship was found bet~ the educational 
or the experience mixture of a nursing unit in the achieverrent of the 
evaluative aspects of the nursing process. Therefore, hyp::>theses one and 
t\\0 are not rejected for this conponent of the nursing process. 
MUltiple Regression Analysis 
Each of the four major corrponents of the nursing process: 1.0 
(the plan of nursing care is fonrululated) , 2. 0 (the physical needs of the 
patient are attended) , 3. 0 (the non-physical needs of the patient are 
attended) and 4. 0 (achieverrent of nursing care objectives is evaluated) 
v.ere evaluated and analyzed by a multiple linear regression program. Six 
equations v.ere utilized to analyze the predictability of the independent 
variable in relationship to the dependent variable. These v.ere the nean 
experience level; the nean experience level and the nean length of the 
tine on a particular nursing unit; the educational mix of the nursing 
staff; the service type; the service type and the educational mix of a 
nursing staff; the service type, nean experience level of the nursing 
staff, nean length of tine enployed as a nurse on the unit, and the mix-
ture of educational preparation of the nursing staff. 
EXperience of a nursing staff and service type are the only inde-
pendent variables tested that could predict nursing staff achievement in 
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1;.\\0 aspects of the nursing process; objective 2.0 (the physical needs of 
the patient are attended) and objective 3.0 (the non-physical needs of the 
patient are attended) . Tables 9 and 10 display the significant aata gen-
erated from the multiple linear regression analysis. 
'!he predictive ability of service type on objective 2.0 (physical 
needs of the patient are attended) has a standard error of 2.83 and the 
predicted equation is signficant at . 006 level (Table 9) . When a standard 
~ight is applied, the pediatric service accounts for the greatest anount 
of predictability. '!he obstetrical service and intensive care units 
have only half the ability to predict the objective as does the pediatric 
service. The PS'.Jchiatric service aceounts for a large ·negative predictive 
ability. 
'!he predictive ability of the service type on objective 3.0 (the 
non-physical needs of patients are attended) has a standard error of 3. 73 
(Table 9). The prediction equation is significant at the .005 level. When 
a standard ~ight is applied the intensive care service acoounts for the 
greatest arrount of predictability. '!he rredical service accounts for the 
l~st and the surgical service has a negative predictability. 
The prediction ability of experience on objective 2.0 (the physical 
needs of the patient are attended) has a standard error of 3. 7 and the 
prediction equation is significant at .013. The prediction ability of 
experience on objective 3.0 (the non-physical needs of the patient are 
attended) has a standard error of 5.33 and is significant at the .03 
level (Table 10). 
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Table 9 
MUltiple Regression Summary of Significant 
Findings of Service 'IYJ?e on Quality Objectives 
oependent Independent Multiple Standard. .Signif.,.. Standard. Signif-
variable Variable R2 Beta Error icant F Beta icant ~ 
Unit .72 2.83 .006 
Physical ICU 4.00 .37 .23 
Needs of 
Patients Psych -7.00 -.36 .10 
are 
Attended Peds 8.00 .56 .04 
OB 4.00 .28 .27 
Med -1.25 -.11 .70 
., SUrg: -1.00 -.10 .75 
Constant 83 
.73 3.73 .005 
Non-physical ICU 10.5 .73 .02 
Needs of 
Patients Psych 7.0 .27 .20 
are 
Attended Peds 3.0 .15 .52 
~ _ _, 
OB 8.5 .45 .08 
Med .5 .03 .90 
SUrg: -2.20 -.16 .60 
constant· 76 · 
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Table 10 
Multiple Regression Suntnary Significant Findings of Experience 
Dependent 
Variable 
Physical 
Needs of 
the Patient 
Are Attended 
Non-
physical 
Needs of 
the Patient 
Are 
Attended 
level of Nursing Staff on Quality Cbjectives 
Independent 
Variable 
Mean 
Experience 
of 
Staff 
Mean 
Experience 
of 
Staff 
Multiple 
R2 Beta 
.30 .15 
Constant 77.15 
.24 1.87 
Constant 70.03 
Standard Signif- Standard Signif-
Error icant F Beta icant T 
3.7 .013 .55 .013 
5.33 .03 .49 .033 
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surrmary 
'Ihe research data related to the three hytX>theses -were analyzed 
by analysis of variance, Scheffe Analysis, Chi-Square Analysis, regression 
analysis and descriptive data analysis. Education, as an independent 
variable in relationship was not found to be related to the nursing unit 
score in any of the four major conponents of the nursing process. There-
fore, hytX>thesis one was not rejected by this research. 
In this study only two oamponents of the nursing process (physical 
needs of the patient are attended and non-physical needs of the patient 
are attended) appeared to be related to the experience level of a nursing 
staff service. Services that had a higher nean of years of nursing experi-
ence had a higher quality score on these objectives. Hypothesis two was 
only partially rejected in the research study. 
The interaction bet-ween educational mixture of a nursing staff 
and the experience level of the nursing staff did not indicate any 
significant predictability on the achievement of the nursing process 
as neasured by all four quality objectives. Therefore, hypothesis three 
was not rejected. 
Experience alone was a predictor for achievenent of the nursing 
process in two of the four objectives. These objectives included the 
2. 0 (physical needs of the patient are attended and the non-physical 
needs of the patient are attended) . The service type by which units were 
categorized, was also a predictor for the objectives, 2.0 (the physical 
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needs of the patient are attended) and objective 3. 0 (the oon-physical 
needs of the patient are attended) . Education was not a predictor for 
achieverrent of the nursing process as rreasured by any of the four quality 
objectives. 
Chapter V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND REXXMMENDATIONS 
This study explored the relationship bet~ the educational level 
and experience level of a nursing staff and their achievement of the nursing 
process. A nodel which served as a conceptual franework was developed to 
examine this relationship (Figure 2) • The independent variables were the 
nean experience level and the educational mix of nursing staff expressed 
in fercentage of baccalaureate, associate degree and diploma nursing grad-
uates. The dependent variables utilized to neasure the acconplishnent of 
. 
the nursing process were the four major objectives and 23 sub:>bjectives 
from the M:rlicus Quality M:mitoring Tool. The four major objectives were: 
1 (the plan of nursing care is fonrulated), 2 (the physical needs of the 
patient are attended), 3 (the non-physical needs of the patient are attended), 
and 4 (achievenent of nursing care objectives is evaluated) • 
Head nurses conpleted two questionnaires. The first was concerned 
with the educational preparation, length of experience, length of ti.ne em-
ployed on the Sfecific unit and the position occupied for each nurse em-
ployed on the nursing unit. The second examined the extent to which the 
head nurse's hiring practices were based on the education and/or experience 
level of the applicant. The head nurses also gave their perception as to 
whether either the educational level or the experience level of a staff 
nurse had an inpact on the quality of nursing care given on the unit. 
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'lhe sanple in the study consisted of 19 head nurses and 518 staff 
nurses from a large suburban rredical center. 'lhe 19 nursing units which 
~re studied could be categorized into seven types of nursing service; 
burns, rredical, surgical, obstetrical, pediatric, intensive care and 
psychiatric. 
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'lhe Medicus Quality M::mitoring System was used for the rreasurerrent 
of the nursing process. The rreasurerrent of the quality of patient care 
is an ongoing event at the research setting. 
'lhe rrodel which was developed for use in this study incorporated 
both the experience level and the educational level of the staff as input 
variables related to the nursing units' ability to render quality patient 
care. 'lhe following research hypotheses were fonnulated for this inves-
tigation: 
1. There is no significant relationship bet\\eell the educational 
mix of the nursing staff and the quality of patient care 
rendered by a nursing unit as rreasured in four objectives of 
the nursing process. 
2. '!here is no significant relationship between the experience 
level of the nursing unit and quality of patient care as 
rreasured by four objectives of the nursing process. 
3. There is no significant relationship between the experience 
level and educational level conbined of a nursing unit and 
quality of patient care as rreasured by four objectives of 
the nursing process. 
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Data related to the relationship of the educational and experience 
level of a nursing staff unit and the quality of care given ~e analyzed 
by analysis of variance, Scheffe Analysis, Chi-Square Analysis, regression 
analysis and descriptive data analysis. The 0.05 level of significance 
was chosen for the three hypotheses. 
The relationship of the educational level and the experience level 
of a nursing staff on achievement of the nursing process was investigated 
using an ex post facto design. Analysis of variance was utilized to de-
termine which rreasures of the nursing process ~re significantly different 
bet~ service types. A Scheffe Analysis detennined which services ~re 
rrost alike in their acconplishrrent of the nursing process. A Chi -Square 
analysis was conducted to determine if educational preparation differed 
significantly in tenus of service type. Experience levels and educational 
mix of the nursing units ~re presented as descriptive data. Lastly, a 
multiple regression equation was utilized to analyze the extent to which 
the educational corrposite, the experience level and the service type were 
predictors of achieverrent of the nursing process. 
Based on these analyses of the research findings it was concluded 
that hypothesis one was not rejected. The educational mixture of a 
nursing unit did not have a relationship to the nurses' perfonnance of 
the nursing process. Hypothesis tw:> was partially rejected; the experience 
level of the nursing staff was related to the achievenent of tw:> major 
objectives in the nursing process. These objectives ~re: 2 (the physical 
needs of the patient are attended) and 3 (the non-physical needs of the 
patient are attended) . The experience level of the nursing staff did 
have predictive ability for acconplishing the sane t"V.U objectives. 
HypOthesis three was rejected; the experience level and the educational 
level together were not related to the achieverrent of the nursing process. 
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An additional finding of the research was that the service category 
of the unit was a predictor for achievenent in two of the major objectives 
of the nursing process. These objectives were; 2 (the physical needs of 
the patient are attended) and 3 (the non-physical needs of the patient are 
attended). 
Conclusions 
~ In the discussion of conclusions, it nust be rerrembered that general-
izability of these findings related to the quality of patient care defined 
by the nursing process is limited by the unique nature of the population. 
Educational preparation. The first conclusion was that the educa-
tional mix of a nursing staff did not have a relationship to, and was not 
a predictor of the staffs 1 accarrplisl:'un:mt of the nursing process, which 
was the rreasurerrent for the quality of patient care. Ther~ .are five likely 
·explanations for this finding. The first is that this variable, in and 
of itself, alone, cannot predict the quality of care. Instead, because of 
the conplex nature of a nursing unit and the contextual and organizational 
structure of each unit, it is highly probable that the interaction of many 
variables is useful in order to detennine which conditions are related to 
predicting nursing performance. It "V.Uuld be necessary to investigate other 
variables such as the head nurse 1 s leadership style, environrrental conditions, 
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stress level of the nursing unit and nursing turnover rates in relationship 
to the quality of patient care. 
A second explanation is that the variation in the characteristics 
of the different schools attended by the nurses may be greater than those 
characterized by types of education; baccalaureate, associate and diploma. 
Specific characteristics of the nursing program attended may influence the 
quality of care. 
A third explanation is that the personal attributes of the nursing 
staff may exert an :i.rcportant influence on the quality of care. The lit-
erature does state that :personal attributes of the nurses graduating from 
different types of nursing programs do not vary in the area of personality 
and intelligence (Richards, 1972, p. 258). Ibwever, it is probable that 
the differences in :personality attributes of a nursing staff may vary 
de:pending on the type of nursing unit selected by the individual. Person-
ality attributes of a nursing staff should be studied in relationship to 
the type of nursing unit. This 'WOuld be an interesting study because it 
may indicate that the quality of care is different and could be predicted 
based on the type of nursing unit and the :personal attributes of the 
nurses. 
Another explanation for the findings is that when a nursing unit 
is corrposed of a mixture of nursing staff with different educational pre-
paration, the strengths of all three nursing programs are reflected in 
the provision of patient care. This explanation ap:pears logical; the 
literature has indicated that the diploma nurses are higher achievers in 
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technical and physical aspects of patient care and the baccalaureate 
nurses are higher achievers in patient education, psychosocial needs of 
patients and the camrnunication aspect of patient care. It is probable that 
when a nursing unit is corrposed of different educationally prepared nurses, 
the specific skills of each nurse contribute to the achievement of the 
nursing process. It is interesting to note that according to the liter-
ature, both technical and professional prepared nurses perform equally 
poorly on the evaluation component of the nursing process (Frederickson & 
Mayers, 1977, p. 1169). Results from this study indicate that neither ex-
perience nor education was related to this aspect of the nursing process. 
If indeed, nurses from none of the programs, baccalaureate, diploma or 
associate degree excel in this component of the nursing process, one w::>uld 
not expect the :rrti.xture of educationally prepared staff to have an irrpact on 
the nurses' perfonnance on evaluation. 
A recorrrrendation for further study w::>uld be to conduct a study 
corrparing nursing units solely staffed by baccalaureate nursing graduates, 
associate degree nurses or diploma nurses; and then to conpare differences 
in the achievement of the nursing process. Results of the proposed study 
corrpared to results from this one might indicate which, if any, mixture of 
educational prepared staff should be reconnended to render quality patient 
care. 
A fifth explanation is that nurses learn from their peers the skills 
·needed to render quality care. It is probable that the baccalaureate degreed 
nurse learns the technical skills needed to achieve the nursing process from 
r 
f 
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the diplona and associate degree nurse. Similarly, the technical nurse 
may learn conm.mication, teaching and psychosocial skills from the bac-
calaureate prepared nurses. This explanation is also related to the findings 
in the study that (the physical and non physical needs of the patient are 
attended) are related to the experience level of the nursing staff. If 
peer teaching between different educationally prepared nurses is an 
ongoing event, experience is a factor for incorporating the learned behavior 
into nursing practice. Experience was not related to the quality objective 
concerning evaluation skills. 'Ihis might be due to the fact that none of 
the different types of educationally prepared nurses excelled in these skills 
and therefore could not teach these skills to their peer group. 
A final reco:rmendation for further study in this category of edu-
cation w:mld be to have a rrore diversified educational grouping on each 
of the nursing units. In this study, ~the baccalaureate nurses had the 
highest frequency on the majority of nursing units. It is probable that 
in a study wnere different nursing units had a greater variance in the 
frequency of baccalaureate, associate degree and diploma graduates, sig-
nificant results could be obtained in relationship to the educational 
level of a nursing staff and quality of patient care. 
Experience level. A second conclusion was that experience level of 
a nursing staff was only partially related to and only partially predictive 
of the staff performance of the nursing process: Attention to both physical 
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and non-physical needs of the patient are attended. The pla.rming of nursing 
care and the evaluation of nursing care were not related to the experience 
level of the nursing staff. 
The literature does state that baccalaureate nurses improve their 
technical skills with experience (Reichow, Scott, 1976, p. 96). Since 
the majority of nurses in the study were baccalaureate prepared, it is 
probable that this influenced the predictability of the irrpact of ex-
perience on the objective (physical needs of the patient are attended) . The 
physical needs could also be related to experience because, as explained 
in conclusion one, perhaps the baccalaureate nurses learn these skills 
from diploma or associate degree nurses. Baccalaureate nurses could teach 
associate degree and diploma nurses the skills of psychosocial aspects of 
care. This may explain the finding that nursing experience is related to 
meeting the non-physical needs of the patient. 
The lack of relationship between the objective evaluation and 
experience level could also be due to the fact that neither the professional 
nor the technical nurse have strengths in this area of the nursing process. 
Therefore, nurses cannot learn the skills from their peers. 
The objective (nursing care pla.rming) can be described as a highly 
bureaucratic function of the nursing process. The planning of nursing care 
was rrostly evaluated by reviewing nursing care plans and chart d.ocurrentation. 
Nurses do view care pla.rming as a bureaucratic function of the hospital and 
one that serves little purpose. In other studies it was found that diploma 
nurses are rrore· bureaucratic in nature and baccalaureate nurses are rrore 
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professional in nature (Davis, 1975, p. 9). Since t.he' majority of nurses 
in this study were baccalaureate prepared, perhaps the reslilts can be 
explained because nursing care planning, a bureaucratic function, is not 
a priority of the majority of nurses. 
Another explanation of this major conclusion is that the variable 
experience level, in and of itself, cannot predict the achievenent of the 
nursing process in all four objectives. Perhaps the sane variables rren-
tioned in conclusion one should be investigated to determine which of the 
variables interacts with the experience level of the nursing staff in re-
lation to nursing performance. Perhaps, the objectives (nursing care 
planning and evaluation of the care) are rrore influenced by other variables 
than are the objectives (the non-physical and physical needs of the patient 
are attended) . 
The third conclusion was that both variables, education and ex-
perience levels of the nursing staff, do not act together to predict the 
quality of care. Findings from the nultiple regression analysis indicate 
that experience alone was a predictor of achieverrent on tw::> major objectives 
of the nursing process, but coupled with education and unit type, these 
variables were not predictors of achieverrent of the nursing process. 
Service type. The fourth conclusion was that the type of service 
was a predictor of the achieverrent of the nursing process in the tiD ob-
jecti ves related to patient care (physical and non-physical needs of the 
patient are attended) . There are three possible explanations for these 
findings. First, as in tiD previous explanations, it is possible that 
this variable, in and of itself, cannot predict the nursing staff's 
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accorrplishirent of the nursing process. Second, it is possible that nnit 
types are characterized by nany contextual and organizational variables 
specific to that nursing tmit. A recortm=ndation for further research would 
be to analyze different types of nursing nnits to determine the variables 
within the service that have a relationship to the staff's achievement of 
the nursing process. 
Third, it is possible that within each of the nursing service types 
consideration of the tmique patient needs results in the developrrent of the 
nursing skills which are nost relevant to the type of patient being cared 
for. This explanation~ could also be related to the conclusion that ex-
perience level of a nursing staff is a predictor of the nursing tmits' 
accorrplishirent of the nursing process. It is probable that nursing skills 
are developed over tirre and are based on the needs of the patient. An 
assurrption can be made that the obstetrical, psychiatric and intensive care 
patient have greater psychosocial needs than does the rredical, surgical or 
pediatric patient. The nurses in the first grouping of tmits did perform 
significantly higher in this objective. 
The physical needs of the patient in the obstetrical, pediatric 
and intensive care nnits are high. These nursing units did perform higher 
in this objective than did the other nnits. '!be only exception to this 
might be the burn patient who does have a high need for attention to 
physical needs. The psychiatric patient has the lowest need for physical 
care and one could anticipate that scores of nurses from the psychiatric 
units would be lower than those of all other tmits on this objective. 
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In sumnary, conclusions from the study ~re: 
1. Educational mix of the nursing staff does not predict nor is it re-
lated to the nursing staffs' accorrplishrrent of the nursing process. 
2. The :rrean experience level of the nursing staff does predict and is 
related to the ·nursing staffs' acconplishrrent in two objectives of 
the nursing process: 2.0 (the physical needs of the patient are 
attended) and 3. 0 ·(the non-physical needs of the patient are 
attended). 
3. Educational mix, experience level, and unit type do not 
predict the nursing staffs' accorrplishrrent of the nursing 
process. 
4 . The unit type does predict the nursing staffs' acconplishnent 
of the nursing process in two of the major objectives: 2.0 (the 
physical needs of the patient are attended) and 3. 0 (the non 
physical needs of the patient are attended). 
Implications and Suggestions for Practice 
Based on the research findings, the following inplications and 
suggestions for practice are described: 
Educational preparation. Since the educational preparation of a 
nursing unit is not related to the quality of patient care defined by the 
nursing staff's accorrplishnent of the nursing process, hiring practices 
and place:rrent of nursing staff should not be based on educational pre-
paration as the sole criteria. Rather, a mixture of educational preparation 
should be sought for each nursing unit. 
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Since the educational preparation of the nursing unit does not in-
fluence the quality of care, then the nursing staff can learn the requirerrents 
for achieving the nursing process through nursing staff developn:mt programs 
and by utilizing a staff mixture from nursing units that are high and those 
that are low in the acconplishrrent of the nursing process. The concept of 
peer teaching should be incorporated utilizing the baccalaureate nurses to 
teach psychosocial skills and the diploma and associate nurses to teach 
technical skills. Another recomrendation is that nurse educators should 
enphasize planning and evaluating nursing care in their curriculum. Inproving 
the teaching of these objectives in nursing programs could .llrprove the 
nursing units' performance in the objectives of the nursing process and thus 
.inprove patient care • 
.Experience level. Units with a higher nean of nursing experience 
did achieve higher on two major objectives of the nursing process based on 
the finding that it is suggested that nurses be hired and placed in nursing 
units based on the experience level of the nursing staff currently enployed 
in that unit and the experience level of the nurse being hired. Another 
reco:rrnendation is that new graduates be precepted by an experienced nurse 
to learn the behavior required for quality care. 
Service type. Service types in which high achievenent in the nursing 
process was rated should be examined as to the content and nethods utilized 
in teaching errployees the expectations required for quality care. A Program 
of staff rotation through units that achieve higher quality care in different 
conponents of the nursing process could help nurses to develop skills to 
accomplish quality care. 
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ReCOmmendations for Further Study 
The findings from the study raise many new questions. A SUI'IItarY of 
recorrrrendations for further research include: 
1. Analyze unit types to determine the variables that have a relation-
ship to . the nursing staff's achievenent of the nursing process. 
2. Further analyze the data from this study to determine whether other 
variables ~re related to the quality of patient care. These var-
iables \\DUld include the head nurse's perception of education and 
experience of the nursing staff in relation to their ability to ren-
der quality care, the head nurse's experience, and the length of 
t.irre a nurse has been employed on a unit. 
3. Replicate the study using a larger representative sanple and include 
private, public teaching and non-teaching hospitals. 
4. Conduct a study comparing units that solely employ a baccalaureate, 
an associate degree and a diploma staff, holding constant experience 
level and unit type. 
5. Conduct a study comparing units that have a greater variance of ex-
perience and educational mixture in the nursing unit. 
6. Conduct a similar study incorporating other variables that may be re-
lated to the nursing staff's accomplishrrent of the nursing process. 
·. Further research is needed to determine the educational and experi-
ence level mix of a nursing unit to provide quality patient care in the 
rrost effective manner. The quality of patient care, a neasurerrent of pro-
ductivity in the hospital, is dependent in part on the experience level of 
the staff. Other variables need to be identified in order to effectively and 
efficiently place nurses applying for positions. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
NURSD~ PROCESS QUALITY .t-ml'roRING INSTRUMENT 
MASTER CRITERIA LIST 
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MASTER CRITERIA LIST 
f'l.ljor Obj: t.O THE PLAN OF NURSING CAR£ tS FORMULATED 
Sub Obj: 1.1 The CrJndition Of The Patient Is A.;sl'!'!'ed On AdRds<;ion 
1.101 
------------- TEXT ------------
Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor.ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IF THE PATIENT HAS A PHYSICAL IMPAIRMENT THAT 
AFFECTS ADL, E. G. ftt!;tJRY OR MOTOR IMPAIF-tiENT, 
SUCH A.S IMPAIRED HEARING, VISWN, SPEECH, ETC., 
IS Tf£ 14ATIJRE OF THE JtiPAIRiiEIH RECffil:f.D LPOO 
ADMISSION TO THIS liNIT? 
tl No 
2l Yes 
3) Not APPlicabl~ 
NOTE: Refers to hFe of disablitiy, not to Presence of prosthetic 
device. 
DIRECTIC~4S: Observer JltiJst d,eck ~ith P<~tiE>nt if Mttdng recrJrdE'd. 
To check, a!'k Patient: DO YOIJ HAVE ANY DIFFICtlTJES Sl.b::H AS 
PROBLEMS ~JITH HEARING, VISICt-4. SPEECH OR GETTING AI\'OIJND? 
CodE' NO if nCithir,9 rec(lrded and Patif'nt hils PhYsic'll Froblt>IIIS or dis-
abi 1i tie!'. 
Code N/A if Patient initiallY ad111itted to another •Jrtit or does not 
have Phvsic'll disa~ilities. 
1.102 Version 2 of 2 Source of Infor~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IF THE PATIENT DEPEN[IS C~~ PROSTHETIC DEVJCES FOR 
ADL, IS THIS RECORDED ON ADMISSION TO THIS ltHT? 
11 No 
2) Yes 
31 Not APPlic~ble 
NOTE: DEPEtJD means that the Patient 'Jses c•r has Prosthetic devices 
for Art. P~iJSTHETIC DEVICES ref~>r to anY device used for A~ •• e.g, 
dentures, 9lasses. ~earin9 aids, contact lensts; ~rthoPtdic •hoes or 
braces, artifici~l li111bs or tYf'S. 11n include d~vices s•Jch as .-igs. 
A[lL 111eans 111ini~~al activities required for dailY Personal care. e.'J. 
•atin~. toilet. dres~ing, atbul~tion. 
DIRECTIONS: Observf'r lllust chHk ~~ith P<ltient if h(ithing is recorded. 
To chHk, ask Patient: [0 YOU HAVE 00 liSE AtN Slf'F'ORTIVE ITEMS Slx:H 
A.S GLASSES, (lfNTLIRfS, BRACES, ETC.? 
Code N/A if patient initiallY adr~~ittPd to anothH unit or Patient doe!' 
not have or use Prosthetic devices. 
CCtde 00 if patient has or· uses prosthetic dPvices and nothing is 
recorded. 
- PATIENT TYPES -
52. 53. 
21. 22. 23. 51. 52 
53, 54. 
C<·d~ YES Mtlv if Patient h<~.s Prosth~tic devic4'S and this is recorded 
Prior to the ob~ervation. 
1.103 Vtrsion 2 of 2 Source of Infor~~;ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
ARt PATIENT'S ELH1INATION PATTERNS RECC~OED 
UPOt~ AD:1ISSI(t~ TO THIS L~JT? 
I) No 31, 51, 51, 53, 54 
:n Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: PATTERNS refer to inforF•<ltion about r·P9tJlaritvlirr4'9uhritv of 
bo~~~ or bladder. AFPli•s to Patt•rns Prior to hosPital stav. 
Code N/A onlv if infor~ation recorded on admission to an~ther unit. 
C(•de YES ortlY if irtf<•r·Fh:ltion is present and was recl)tdPd witt.in 24 
hours of ad~ission. If Patient t~as disorit>ntf'd at the tir.e of 
ad111i ss ion t>xtt>nd recl)rdiM Peri <•d fro111 24 h<•urs to 3 d~vs. 
1.104 Version 3 of 3 Source of Inforaation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
1.105 
ARE DESCRIPTIONS INDICATIVE Cf MENTAL -Et10Tict~Al 
STATE ~~CVRDED AT THE TIME Cf A~11SSIDN TO THIS 
UNIT? 
1l No 
2) Yes 
NOTE: AFPli~s to shtfll!fnh of b~havior. e.g, talhtiv£-, erving, 
1au9hin9. or to statements of ~ental-e~otional state. e.g, ~nxious. 
dePres~ed. 
Code YES onlv if stat~ment is r•corded Prior to obs£-rvation. 
JJ, 12. 21, 22. 23 
51. 52. 53. 54, 
Vt>rsion 3 of 3 Source of Infor.ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE A STATEMENT l.lRITTEN LIPCt~ AD.'11SSJCl'4 TO 
THIS UNIT AOOLIT Tl£ CONDITION OF THE SKIN? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
NOTE: Refers to Mvness. tur9or-hvdr;jtion, ab!';enc.e or Pre~ence of 
skin lesions. localized ~kin color, warll'tth. etc. Do not accePt 
9eneral descriPtion SUCh ~S upate•, 
Do not code N/A; aPPli~s to all Patients on this unit. 
Cod~ YF.S onlY if stat~•ent is r~corded Prior to observ~tion. 
!2, 2!, 22, ZJ, 31 
42. 4~. 44, 51. 52 
53. 54, 
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1.10b Version 1 of I Source of Infor~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THEI\'E A STATH1HlT WRITTEN WITHIN THE FIRST 8 t) No 
t-Ol.IRS OF A0.'1JSSJON ABOUT THE INFANT'S GESTATIONAL 21 Yes 
AGE? 
1.107 Version I of 1 Source of Jnfor~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE A STATEMENT I.'Rl TTEN WITHIN THE FII\'ST 8 
HQIRS OF ADI1JSSHl~ ABO!JT THE INFANT'S APGAR 
SCORES? 
tl No 
2) Yes 
Cllde YES onlY if onf' and five ••inuhs scores are record~>d. 
1.108 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE A STATEMENT WRITTEN WITHIN THE FIRST 8 
HOLIRS OF ADMISSict~ AOC(Jl THE INFfltWS ({NERAL 
11JSCt E TOI'-IE? 
Jl No 
21 Yes 
t«HE: Refer~ to anY stateBPnt at.out tone, strength of recoil and/or 
tYPe of extr•~ity ~ovements. 
1.109 Version I of J Source of lnfor~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE A STATEMENT WRITTEN WITHIN THE FIRST 8 
HOURS OF ADMISSION AFIOI..IT THE It.fANT'S GENERAL 
RE~IRATORY PATTERN AT TIME OF ADHISSIOO? 
J) No 
21 Yes 
NOTE: Refers to ~ny descriPtion of re~Pir·ation such as the Pr·11sence ~t·. 
r•tractions, n~s~l flaring and/or grunting. 
1.110 Version 1 of 1 Source of lnforaation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE A STATEMENT WRITTEN WITHIN THE FIRST 8 
Htl.JRS OF ADMISSI~ APOI.IT HE TYPE AND POSITIOtJ OF 
DELIVERY, rtl~GESIAIANESTHESJA, AND rm MATERNAL 
COMPliCATIONS [ll.RING PREC~lAtl:V ffi [rEUVERY? 
I) No 
2) Yes 
Ni'ITE: MaY aPPlY to de liverY rot~~a rect~rds transferrtd to the nur~erv. 
Observer lll'J5t deterJdne if anY ~ternal Cllt•Plic~tion!' exi~ted • 
Code YES onlY if all thrte are recor~ed. 
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42. 43, 44. 
42, 43, 44, 
42, 43, 44, 
42. 43, 44, 
42, 43. 44. 
1.111 Ver~ion 1 of 1 Source of Infor~~-ation: 01 - PATIENT RECOOD 
IS THERE A STATEMENT WRJ HEN ON AU1ISSION JtJDJC.A- ll No 
liNG A PATIENT'S ORIENTATION TO TIME, PLAC".E AND 21 Yes 
PERSON ? 
1.112 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE A STATEMENT REWRDING THE APPEARAtU 1:F 
WITHflRAI·lAL SYtl"TOMS OR OELIRiliM TREI1ENS AT H£ 
TIME OF Af~ISSION? 
1) No 
21 Yes 
3l Not APPlic~ble 
Code N/A if Patient has no kno~n history of ~lcoholi~• or drug abuse. 
or insPstion of alcohol or druss in th~ Past month. 
1.113 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~ation: 01 - PATIENT RECOOD 
31, 
31, 
IS THERE A STATEMENT ~RITTEN AT TIME OF ADMISSION 11 No 31, 
ABOLIT IJHETHER THE PATIENT HAS INGESTED ALro« 21 Yes 
OR ILLICIT DRlll3S WITHJN THREE PAYS PRIOR TO 31 t•(lt APPlicatrlt 
AOHISSJON? 
Code N/A if Patient is unable to sive history or if information 
~as record~d on another unit. 
1.114 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor.ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
1.115 
IS THERE A STATEMENT RECC~DED AT THE TIME OF 
ADMISSION REFLECTING' 
1) No 
Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforr.ation: 01 - PATIE1IT RECORD 
ON Aft!ISSION TO THf l~lJT, IS EACH Cf" TJ£ fctLOWINr. RECORDfD: 
A. The Patient'5 te~Perature? 
B. The Patient's blood Pressure? 
tlOTE: I11J5t be recorded Prior to observition. 
U No 
21 Yes 
II No 
21 Yes 
Code YES for each item if it was recorded bv either nursing or other 
heilth teu ~~~~bers. 
31' 
11' 12. 
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1.116 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~ationr 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
[(l[S T~ Mlf\'SJNG HJSWRY H:f.LUDE TH£ m .. LO:m¥.1 INfORliAT:~4 REGARDING m:: PRt.~:f:NT I~AL TH f'R03lEt1: 
A. When the currHt health Prohle~r~ (lCCurrfd? 1) No 
2) Yes 
D. How the h~alth Pr(lble~ ~ccurred (i.e, 
lfif'chard;lll of in . .iury or ~ituati(ln at the 
onset of Problem), or the Pro9ression of 
chan~e froij the Patient's nor~al health 
state that led up to this ad~ission? 
NOTE: Must be recorded Prior to observation. 
It No 
2) Yes 
U No 
2) Yes 
c.,de YEB for each ite~a c•nlv if it has been recflr-ded bv nur·sin!!l. 
1.117 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforlii~tion: 03 - f':ITIEtiT INTERVIEW 
IS Tl£ PATJENT CCWTACTED BY m: t-I!Jf.'SII'.'G STAFf 1) No 
lt:DT CLERICAL Pffi:'-.(1,'-ii:::U WITHIN 15 tiiNlJTES AFTER 2) Yes 
ArJUVAL Cl:'l THE UNIT? 
Dli\'£CTI~$: To ntier.t 13 Ye<>rs ;n.d older. or parent: lifO( YOU/Yeut 
CHILD fiRST AH:UVED ON THIS IJNIT, lfJW Let~ WAS IT BEFOfl£ A N!Jr~ 
C'.AME TO ~ YO!J/YOLIR CHILD? 
l.tta Version 1 of 1 $(lurce of Jnfor~ation: 01 - PATIEtiT RECORD 
IS THE PATIENT'S LE!Jl. (f CUNStJOOSt.'£SS INDICATED U No 
r.'4 Tl£ RI:CORD? 2) Yes 
NOTE: Must be recorded prior to observation. 
Code YES onlY if statei~nt is recorded bY nursing, 
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11. 12. 
11. 12. 21. 23, 
12. 
1.119 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~ation: 01 - PATJ8~T RECORD 
IF M PATIENT COI".f-t.AINS (f PAIN IS EACH (f T~ HUOWING RECOOrrED BY 
NtffiiNG: 
A. Loc;~tion of pain? 
B. Quality of Pain, e.g, crushing, sharp, 
dull? 
C. Intensity of Pain, e.g, severe, 1ild? 
D. Pattern of Pain, e,g, inter~ittant, 
cor.t i nuous? 
E. Duration of Pain? 
f) No 
2) Yu 
31 Not APPlicable 
1> No 
2) Yes 
3) Not ~PPlicable 
UNo 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
UNo 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
1) No 
21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
~ Code N/A onlY if the records do not indicate that the Patient 
comPlained of Pain. 
1.120 V~rsion 1 of I Source of JnforN.tion: 01 - PATIENT RECOOD 
ON ADMISSJC~~ TO TI-E UNIT, IS EACH OF n£ FOLLO'.IIt~ RECt.J<DED: 
A. Tt.e ratient's heart or Pulse rate and 
qualih? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
N(IT[: ~-~ITY refers to a descriPtion such as weak, thready, 
re9ular. etc. 
Code YES onlY if both rate and qualitY are rec(•rded. 
D. The Patient's resPiratorY rate and qualitv? 1) No 
21 Yes 
NOTE: QUALITY refers to dfscriPtions such as shaJl(l.,, l:Jbored, 
Ct.evne-Stokps, retracting, even. etc. 
C(lde YES onlY if both Nte and ttu~lih are recor·ded. 
NOTE: ~ust be recorded Prior to observation. 
Code YES for each ite~ if recorded by either nursing or other health 
tea11 ~rtelllbtrs. 
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l1' 12, 
l .121 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inf(lrlation: 01 - PATIENT RECOf'~ 
IS THEr.f A STATEYJJlT lffil A[f.1If.SJON ABC»JT Tl£ 
SICitHFICANT PRENATAL HISTOHY, I.E. (iRAVIDA, 
rw-~A, STAT£ ff 11:NP.RA.'.'ES, fOC NID FETAL ~[ART 
RATE? 
11 No 
2) Yes-Incomplete 
3) Ye!.'-CCimFlete 
C(lde YES-Cl..ll·lf'LETE onlY if all are Pr~s~nt in the ad11ittins record. 
1.122 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~tion: 01 - PATJEJ,7 RECORD 
1.201 
1.202 
ro:s THE REO:!RD INDIC-ATE THAT THE URWE ·~ 
CP.t:CI:'ED FOR f~JJCCf.'-.E, ACETONE AND F'R'.JTEI N IJ'ON 
A[~'1 I f.S ION? 
L.(ldt> YES on 1 Y if a 11 three ar-e PrHent. 
11 No 
2) Yes 
Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~~tion: 01 - PATIEJif Re-coRD 
IS THE fO!ERAL PHYSlCAt APPEARA~,'CE (f m:: PATifNT 1) No 
REDJRDED HITHIN 11£ fiRST 24 fR~ Cf tlf~'"IISSJON 2) Yes 
TO THIS IJNIT? 
NOTE: Intent is to have a verbal PhY~ical •Ft.ot(l9raph• of Patient as 
data bost>. AccePt anv de5criPtion of FhYsical aPPeara.nce. e.s. pale, 
e~~~ada.ted, (lhese, Posture, dress. A?Pl ies to PhYsical iFPea.rance. 
r·ather tt.an PhYsiological SYIIfPtom. DO t-.."JT OCCEPT references to age, 
sex. race or ~oarihl shtus. ra:s tl.JT incllJde behavioral descriPtion. 
DO NOT ACCEPT general descriPtion, SIJr.h as •in ac1Jte distre5s•. 
Do not code N/A. APPlies to all Patients (In unit. 
Ct:lde YES onlY if irtf(orj:;a.tion i5 Pr~sent ~nd is recorded within 24 
hours of ad~ission. 
Version 2 of 2 Source of Infor&ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS TI£Rf A $TATEI"ENT REC'-.A!WIOO THE PATIENT'S 
liNOCRSTAtmiWJ OF HIS ILL.NESS OR THE RfA.SON FOO 
AllllSSJON TO THE ~WITft, f;'f.C(IROCD l~ Aflo"'JSSHl~ 
TO THIS I~IT? 
1> No 
2) Yes - Includes 
dia!mo~is. 
sur9ery, tests 
(lr SYlliPt(IIIIS 
3) Yes-understand-
ins of i lloe~s 
and Pr'OSMS is 
stated 
4) Not APPlicable 
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21, 22. 23, 
21. 22. 23. 
31. 51. 52. 53, 54 
11, 12, ~1. S2, 53 
54. 
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1.203 Version 3 of 3 Source of Infor~~ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS HEIGHT RECffiftED l..f'ON Art!ISSION TO THIS ~IT? 1) No 
21 Yes 
21, n. 23, 31, st 
52. 53. 54, 
31 Not AFPlic~blt 
Code N/A if infor~~tion recorded on ~dffiission to ~nother unit. 
(:(ode YE!: onlY if inforBtion is Pr·e;ent ~nd is recor-ded Prior to the 
observ~ t i tln. 
1.204 Version 3 of 3 Stlurce of Infor~ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS ~'EICID RECORDi:O I.LOOt4 ADMISSI~ TO TIHS liNIT? tlNo 
21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
NaTE: AFPlies ttl P~tients initi~llv ~dmitted to this unit for 
h(\srital stav. 
Gt:~M N/A if infor·rr.:<.tion recorded on admission to another unit. 
Code YES onlY if inforr,ation is Present and recorded Prior to 
observation. 
1.205 Version 1 of I Source of Infor1~tionr 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE A STATEtlF:t..'T !miTTEN AT THf TIHE Cf' 1 I No 
ADtH::.SION TO TIHS IJNIT fO.'OTING !,.II£TH£R Tl£ PATIENT 21 Yes.:.JncoiiiPlete 
HAS £:fEN TAKit.'G r'oETHCATIO.'JS, AIJD, IF YES, NAMES AND 31 Yes-comPlete 
OCSCRIPTI~4S Of- DRtii...\S, FREGlrn::Y (f" AD!1INISTRATIOO, 41 Not APPlicable 
fWD LENGTH Cf TIME PATIENT HAS EffN TAAIOO 
I'::DICATicm? 
NOTE: If nothi rr9 is recorded, ohserver must find out whether p~tient 
•~s t~kin9 ~edic~tions Prior to admission. 
Code YES-corrtm eonlv if ttrere is a char Mtation of no ~edic~tions 
or all three tYPes of infor~;tion is present for each drug, 
Code N/A only if infor~~tion -~s r~corded on ad~i~sion to anoth~r 
IJn] t, 
21, 22, 23, 31, 51 
52, 53, 54, 
tt, 12, 21, n, 23 
3t, 51, 52, 53. 54 
1.206 Version l of 1 Source of Infor~r.ation: 01 - PATIEtlT RECORD 
AH£ EITI£R n£ DIET OR n£ fOOD ffifftl\'fNCES Cf' Tl£ l I No 
PATJENT Rf.CORDED l.fffl AD111SSION TO THIS UNIT? 21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
Cod~ N/A if inforr.ation ~as recorded on admission to another unit 
or if tt.e Fatient bl<\S un;;ble to 9ive historY on ad::iission. 
C(lde YES onlY if statem~nt is Present <!.nd rec(lrdPd ~ithin 24 ho11rs 
of ad~,ission. 
1.207 VersiCJn 1 of 1 Source of Inforr.ationa 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS Tl£ tiEAS!JREt:C:NT Cf' TH£ ~(AD ~m CHEST CIRCI.t1- 1 I No 
FERENC-E OF m: BABY Rf.0010CD lo/ITIIIN 8 HOURS OF 21 Yes 
AOMJSSJCH? 
1.208 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~ationl 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE: A STATB-'00 ~'RITTEN WITHIN THE FIRST 8 1) No 
HCdJRS (f' AD~HSSION At«JT Tl£ F'RfSENCf ffi ABSm:£ 21 Yes 
OF IN...IrnlES OR MALFOR~.ATJG•NS Cf M U~AtiT? 
NOTE: D<oes not refer to forceP l!'.arks, fetal scalP Punctures and/or 
vacuum extraction sites. 
t.209 Version 1 of l Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS M.RE A STATEI1ENT ~ITTEN WITHIN THE riRST 8 Hfd..~ or A[IMISSIC* '"-~ 
~BOUT nE PRESENCE OR AB"'*NCE OF THE HUOWING REFLEXES? 
A. The 11oro reflex? 
8. The suck reflex? 
l)No 
21 Yes 
1) No 
21 Yu 
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31, 51, 52, 53, 54 
42. 43. 44. 
42. 43. 44. 
1.210 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~ation: 01 - PAT18lT RECORD 
OOES H£ ADi'IITTit-'5 REroRD It~OICATE: 
A. The ~ex of the babY? 
B. The date of birth? 
C. The time of birth? 
D. The birth weight? 
E. The len9th at birth? 
F. The birth Position !ROA, LOA, Br~ech, 
etc.)? 
G. The hFe of delivery (V.j9inal, Caesarian 
section. Fl~ciPitous)? 
H. The sestational age lcalc11lated bY UP 
of lf;other or Phnician's esti;;.ate)? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
1l No 
2> Yes 
1) No 
2> Yes 
l) No 
2) Yes 
1) No 
2) Yes 
1) No 
2> Yes 
1) No 
2) Yes 
UNo 
2l Yes 
t~TE: l".ay aFPlY to records from del iVHY roo11 transhrred to nur~erv. 
1.211 
1.212 
Vt-rsion 1 of I Source of Inforrr,ation: 01 - PATIO.'T RECORD 
IS TH::RE A STATEI".f.NT WITHIN 24 HO!..ffi OF A011ISSJ~ t) No 
ABCdJT I..'HETnER THE PATlfNT HAS ANY F'RE-EXISTIOO 21 Yes 
3) Not AFPlicab le 
NOTE: ExamPles: hYF~rtension, dia~ete~. and seizures. 
Code tJ/A onlY if Fatient lor fa~UilY) is unable to sive history on 
aditlission. 
V£-r.sion 2 of 2 Source of Infor~eation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
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42. 43, 44, 
31. 
IF THf f'ATIWT 1-'.AS PRE-EXISTING ~ALTH F'h'OF.tfl'1!:, 
IS TK:RE A STATHifNT RECffiDED ON AOMISSI~ AOOIJT 
W!l:TtfR n£ f'ATIOO IS Cl.l:RENTl Y l~~Drn TREATMENT 
FOR THt PRO~JJ1S? EXA!"i'LES: Radiation, Rx, 
1) No 
21 Yes 
11, 12, 31, Si, 52 
53, 54. 
3) Not APPlicable 
Pbvsical theraPY. Should include any PSYchiatric 
treatment ~ith ~ental health center, Private PSYchiatrist. 
NOTE: (lbserver J>ust ch~ck ~ith patient if nothing is r~corded, U.en, 
to deterrd ne aPPlicabi 1 itv, ask the Fatier.t: M£ YOJ ClRRF.NTLY t}IOCR 
TRfATI'£NT FOO ANY ~Al TH F'fi'OBlfi'IS? 
Code NO if nothins recorded and Patient W1S under treatment. 
J .213 
Code N/A if ft1tt r.stient (or fil~1i Jy) is unable to ~live a historY and no 
other source of infor~ation is iV.sil;bJe; e.9,, ~edical identifi-
catic•n c::~rds, or if the Patient does not have anY existing health 
problems. 
Corle YES, if arrlicable, ~nd stater.,ent 11~s recorded bY either. ntJrsin9 
M' other health tea111 J,ejj,t.ers Prior to the observation. 
Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~ation: 01 - PATIEJ,7 RECORD 
IS THERE A STATEM.0.7 WITHIN 24 HC~.!RS OF 
ADt1ISSJON VE~'"::UBING Tins£ ACTIVITIES (f' DAILY 
LIVIWJ THE PATIENT DOES OR DOES NOT PERfOO!t? 
UNo 
2) Yes 
1.214 
~~TE: Refers to activities such as bathing self, dressing, 9ttttin9 
out of bed, e~ting, 
Version I of 1 Source of Inforu~tionr 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS TilER£ A STATEr.ENT w'RJTTEN WJTHW Tl-:1\'EE r-AYS Of ADMISSICW 
INDICATING: 
A. With ~hoz the Patient lives? 
B. Who the P.stient considers to be his 
o.ajor SUPPorts? 
f) No 
2) Yes 
U No 
2) Yes 
t-.'OTE: Slf'PfJfH refers to so,Jrce of financial and/or emotional helP. 
1.215 Version 1 of 1 Sourc~ of Information: 01 - PATIErlT RECORD 
18 Tt-r:Rf A STATD1f}H F\'Effi'WED WITHIN 3 flAYS CF 
AnHISSION ~GARDING STRESSES THE PATIENT 
EXPERJENCED BE:FCfl'f AD:1ISSION? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
NOIT: A;:opJies to occupational, ediJcational and/or f;uniiY Pressures 
or strains the Patient has exPerienced. These •~v be sitYationaJ 
and/or enviror.rnental. !'laY a.PPIY to shte~r.ents from faaiJy, if 
Patient is disoriented on ad~i5sion. 
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31. 
31. 
31. 
1.216 Version 3 of 3 ~urce of Infor111a.tion: 01 - PtHIEtiT RECORD 
IS THERE A STAman ABI.l.IT AllEHGifS ~!RITTEN AT 
TI-E TII'IE Cf= AP.:1ISSION TO THIS liNIT? 
I) No 
2) Yes 
3) Information not 
available 
NOTE: Refers to st~te~~nt of the Pre~enr.e or absence of allergies. 
Code YES onlY if state;ent is Present and recorded Frior to 
obsHvatiM bY either nursing or ,ther health tea. IAembers. 
Code INFOhf~TIC~ ~~T AVAILABLE if Patient is unresPonsive on ad~ission 
Nith no other source of information available; e.g, fall'lilv, 
nredical identificatiCln cards or· bracelets. 
1.217 Version 1 of 1 Source of lnformationl 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
DOES nr: IHSTORY INDIC.ATE h'l-IETHER THE PATIENT HAS 
~ A~N rnf-EXISTWG lf:ALTH f'I\'OI.Ut:S, ~JCH AS 
HYPERTENSION, DIABETES, ETC.? 
UNo 
2) Yes 
3) Information not 
available 
t\'DTE: Refers to a staten.ent of the Presence or absence of Pre-existins 
health Frob 1 eas. 
Code YES onlY if recor·ded Prior to the observation br nursing or other 
health tea; ~e~bers. 
Code INFOf¢'iATION Pm AVAILAEH if the Patient is unresPon!:ive on 
ad~ission, ~ith no other infor~ation source available; e.g. 
family, ~edical id~ntification cards or bracelets. 
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u. 12. 21. 22. 23 
31, 51, 52. 53. 54 
u. 12. 
1.218 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor1ation: 01 - PATI~~ RECORD 
IS THERE A STATEnfJ(f AOOJT Tl£ TETA.'J!JS 
Il'l.'1l.~HZATJON HJSTORY OF THE PATIENT RECOROCD IW 
Art1 I SSI ON? 
UNo 
2) Yes 
3) Not AFPlic;ble 
~TE: APFiies tCI patients "ith burns. lacerations. Puncture "'"unds, 
etc. 
Code N/A if tht' F~tient (or fulilv) is unable to !live the hist('lrY or 
the Patient does not h;ve burns, lacerations, Puncture wounds, 
t'tc. 
Code YES onlY if shtf'~~ter.t is r£>cCir·ded PriCir to the observatiCin bv 
nursing or other tr~alth h.u. aE-r.bers. 
tt. 12. 
1.219 Version 1 of 1 Source of lnforr.ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE A STATf!'.ENT A£:!XIT THE PATIENT'S 
Pfi'EPA!{ATION Fen OIILDBJRTH WRITTEN l~IN ADMISSION 
TO HE UNIT, E.G. EXEf.'CISES, PREATHJNG AtiD 
RELAXATION TECHNIQ!..fS? 
1) No 
21 Yes 
t,':JTf: R~fer~ to stat~?rr·ent of rre~ence or absence c•f PrePar-ation 
for childbirth. Must be rl!corded Prior to observation. 
1.220 Version t of 1 Source of Info~~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
1.301 
IS THfRE A STATEMENT llf'ON A!'IMJ~l(lt~ STATJt~ 
I.IDHER MOTHER WANTS TO lnEASTfEEO HI:R BABY? 
1) No 
21 Yes 
Ver~ion 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE A WRITTEN STATErr:NT ABOl~ THE 
Cltr,'REtH cm:OITION OF TI-lE SI<JN? 
1) No 
21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
NOTE: Relates to drvnes;, turgor-hvdration, absence or Presence of 
skin lesion;, locOJiized ;kin color. k•<H·Iflth, etc. [(l NOT OCCEPT 
geni'ral desccriPtion s11ch as vPale•. Should aFPIY to Pre~ent status 
c•r 111itttin ra!.'t 43 h.,urs. 
Codf N/A onlY if skin condition is not a real or Potential Problea. 
1.302 Version 2 of 2 Source of lnforr.ationl 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
AR£ li'ESPIRATt~Y RATE A.~ QUALITY RECORDED? 
102 
21' 22. 23. 
21' 72. 23. 
42. 43. 44. 53. 54 
61. 
11 No 
21 Yes 21. 22. 23. 43, 44 
53, 54, 61. 
NOTE: APPlies to all labor and deliverY Patients. 
NOTE: ~-~ITY refers to descriPtions such as shallow. labored, 
Ct.erne-Sto~es, hYPerventil~tin;, retracting, etc. Must be recorded 
~ithin Past ~g hours. 
CQde YES if rt-sPiratc•rY ratt> is Pre!'er,t l~JLfSS patittnt ha!' i 
resPiNtorv condition <tr respiratorY involvement is anticiPated, 
in which ca!:e a recording of BOTH rate and qualitv is required. 
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1.303 Version 2 of 2 Source of Inforr;ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
ME: [IESffiiPTIONS JtWICATIVf OF THE ct!RRENT 
Er~TIONAL STATE REGOROf.D? 
1) No 
2) Yes 21, 2?., 31, Sl, 52 ~L11 54, 61 I 
1.304 
1.305 
t:)Tf: APPlies to staterr.~nts of t.et,avior, e.!.l. hll:ative. crrins~ 
lau9 ~j 09 , becomin9 ~ore restless or to statements of ~entil-e~otl~nal 
state, 1'.!.1. dePressed. anxi(l•·~· Presence of hallucinations, delusH•M.l 
et~:. 
NOTE: APPlies to h•o hollrs PriCir to tillie of observation. 
VHsion 2 of 2 Source of Jnfor&ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
If; THE PATIENT'S lEVfl OF Cfe~"'tW .. ~,':ESS 
INDICATED ON T:-1[ REIX!RD? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
NDTE: AFPlies to Patients who received seneral anesthesia or 
inJectible n~rcotics. 
Version 2 of 2 Source of Inforc~tion: OJ - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THt PATIENT'S O!UENTATION TO TIME, PLACE AND 
PER~ INDICATED ON TfiE f'l~_lf\'Slt.'t3 RfCOOD? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
NOTE: AFPl icable to all Rec~·verr RooiJI Patients. 
1.306 Version 1 of I Source of Infor~~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IF THE PATICNT C(l.t.C.PlAH~ OF PAIN, IS EACH OF n£ FOLLOWING RECORIED 
BY t: .. ~Jt-IG: 
A. location of the Fain? 
B. Qu~litr of the Pain, e.!.l. crushing, 
sharp, dull? 
C. IntensitY of Pain, e.g. severe. aild? 
D. Pattern of Fain, e.9. inter~ittant. 
continiJous? 
11 No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
1) No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
I> No 
2J Yts 
3) Not APPlicable 
1) No 
2) Yes 
3l Not APPlicable 
2?., 61, 
31' b1' 
53. 54. 
Code N/A onlv if the records do not indicate th~t the Patient 
comPlained of P~in. 
1.307 Ver-sion l of 1 Sour-ce of Infor-~ation: 01 - PATJEJ~'T RECO:W 
IS THE P.ABY'S ACTIVITY KJTED AT LEAST Wei EACH 
SHIFT? 
11 No 
2> Yes 
NOT(: Rf:fHs to Mto::~ti ons such as 1 ethargic, fJ oppy, ir-ritable, 
tremors. eb:. REfers to Pa5t 43 horJrs. 
1.308 Ver-sion l of 1 Source of Infor~~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
ARE Tfr.PERAn.IR£S RECXIRDED EVERY ~:IFT? U No 
21 Yes 
tJOTE: Refers to Pa5t 49 hours. 
1.309 Version 1 of 1 Source of Jnfor~~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
ARf DAILY lo..":IGHTS f\'EJXrROCD? 1) No 
21 Yes 
1.310 VHsion 1 of 1 Source of Jnfor~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
1.3t1 
IS TP.Ef\'E A 1-:RITTEN STATEM...'lH ABOUT THE Fi'ELATION- 1) No 
SHIP f!ETIITN FA.":ILV OR tllTHER At.'D r.ABY? 21 Yes 
NOTE: Refers to Parental beh.;viors !called, visited, diaPered inh.ntJ:, 
and/or the Parents' feelings about the baby, such as easel' to ste the 
infant. 
1\VJTE: l'lust bt recorded in the Past 40 hours. 
Version 1 of 1 Source of Jnfor-~tionr 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE A lo.'RJTTEN STATEMENT AOO!JT THE MBY'S 
~Sf'Ot~i TO HIS umm;r.rNT? 
t) No 
21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
tl)TE: Refers to infant be~raviors such as ~~;al:u nsily, cries ~hen 
disturbed. resPonds to fondling, reactive Period, or activitY 
states such as alert, enjoys socialization. etc. 
C'.tJde N/A onlY if infint unconscious. 
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42. 43. 44. 
42, 43. 44. 
42, 43, 44. 
42. 43. 44. 
42. 43. 44. 
1.312 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~~tion: 01 - PATI~~ RECORD 
IS Tlf:RF. A \..mnEN STAT~ENT ABOOT THE BABY'S CRY? 1) No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APFlicable 
tmTE: Refers to notati(in~ re!.'lart.lin!.'l Pitch or tone, etc. 
!'lust ~e recor(ied lllithin the past 48 hours. 
Code N/A if endotra.:hea 1· tube or nasl'ltr ache a I tzJbe Present, 
1.313 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforu.ation: 01 - PATIBIT RECORD 
1.314 
ro RECORDS fll)l)Ji:::NT HEART S(rti~.'DS It~ THE WFANT? J) No 
2> Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
~'CITE: AFPl ies to infant IJnder 34 weeks sestational a!.le or anY 
infant ~ith cardiac complications. 
Code YES if the sh.terr.ent inclZJdes the Fresence or absence of a mur111ur 
at least once each shift for the Past ~9 hours, 
Version I of 1 Source of Inforr.ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
00 RECCROS [IOCJ.~'D.'l THE INFANT'S BREATH roJNDS? 1) No 
2> Yu 
Code YES onl·t if the state~:ent includes a descriPtion of kinds of 
breath sounds heard and equalitY of sounds on the ri!.lht and 
left sides. at least nnce each shift for th~ Fast 48 hours. 
1.315 Version I of 1 Source of Inforli.ation: 01 - PATJEtlT RECOOD 
00 RECCfiDS [ll)(lJt'.r:NT THf f!.JAUTY Cf' TI:E lt.'FA.'IT'S 
Pll~S AT LEAST ONCE EACH SI-HFT FOR TilE PAST 
1) No 
2) Yes 
48 tr.UW. 
NOTE: Refers to descriPtions such as thrndY or bounding, 
1
.316 Version I of 1 Source of Inforr~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
00 fli:CffiDS Itn.LIOC A [{SCf<H'TION OF THE lt.f"AtH'S I) No 
GrNERil.. 11JSQ[ Hl.£ AT LEA.5T (~U EACH SHin F~ 2) Yu 
THE PAST 43 OO.Jw. 
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42. 43. 44. 
44. 
44. 
44, 
43. 44. 
1.317 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforlliation: 01 - PATI8H RECORD 
1.318 
flO r.ECfi!WS f(fl~lfNT Tl£ INFAtWS ffifSHJCE OR 
Anst~n OF 00.!8. S(l!.JiiDS AND A8J)(IMHlAL GIRTH 
ONC£ EACH ~HFT Fffi THE PAST 4S lfdJRS? 
1l No 
2) Yes 
3) Not A?Piicable 
NOTE: AFPl ies to ir,fants unrl~r 34 I!Jeeks 9estabon;1 <19e or anY infant 
with sastrointestinal comPlications. 
Code YES onlY if both recorded. 
Version 1 of 1 Sourc~ of Inforli'.ation: 01 - PATIEllT RECMD 
00 RECOR[r; fl(l(::t_~·;tNT THE PRESENCE OF f.t:',USIJAL 
1\Hh'ICtOOIC.AL BEHAVIffi IN Tl£ WFANT? 
tiNo 
.2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
N:JTE: Refers to <~nY st:ltem:-nt about tremors. seizures, bul9in9 
fflntant-ls, etc. Observer rray ask a nurse to determine if anv such 
behaviors currentlY exist in the infant. 
Code tl/A if nurse states infant's neurolo9iral behavior is norM1. 
1.319 Version 1 of 1 Sour-ce of Inforr.ation: 01 - PATIBIT RECORD 
~;~ THE PABY'S ACTIVITY/StfEP PERIOOS ~ITTEN IN 
Hf ~'liRSWG RfCffiD? 
~~TE: Refers to the Pa~t 43 hours. 
1) No 
2) Yes 
1.320 Version 1 of t ~ur-ce of Inforuiation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
AHE BODY TEM?fRflTIJRf.S RECORDED? f) No 
2) Yes 
NOTE: Oral, axillary, rectal. or electronic readings accePtable. 
Check record froa ad~issioo ti~ for ansijtr. 
For YES rt'SPflnse. temPeratures should be recor·ded before delivery: 
at till\{' of ad"ission. every t~o hC~urs if lla9 of wuter ruPtured. 
everY hour for a tn.Perature over n, or everY 4 hours if normal; 
and Pi•St deli very everY 4 hflurs. 
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43. 44. 
44. 
42. 43. 44. 
21. 22. 23. 
1.321 v~rsion 1 of 1 Source of Inforr.,ation: 01 - PATIENT f\ECORD 
1.322 
ARE VITAl sm,'S RtC'ffiDfD EVERY 30 MmJTES ~'HEN IN 1) No 
ACTI~£ lAB(~ 2) Yes-IncomPlete 
3) Yes-comPlete 
NOTE: Vita.! ~i~ns should include FHR, B/P, frequency, duration and 
intensitY of contr~ctions. 
Code YES-(J):~LtfTE (10 1 Y if a 11 ~i'e recorded every 30 lUi nt•ttos. 
Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IF M PM Cf h'ATER HAS RUPTUfi'fO, IS TP.ER£ A 
STATEMENT AP.OUT THE Cl11IDITION (f THE FLUID? 
J) No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: Condition of tht> fluid could be described as clear, meconium 
stained. cloudY. 
1.323 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
HAVE TilE FfUO' • .JH.'G BEEN R£(nq[l[(l (~ T~ DELIVERY R001 RfC(IRD: 
A. For the baby: 
I. Date of birth? 1> No 
2> Yes 
2. Ti~ of birth? 
3. The sex of the b;;~by? 
B. For the ~other: 
U No 
2> Yes 
UNo 
2> Yes 
1> No 
2> Yes 
I. TYPe of anestt,e~ia !liven and bY whoa? I> No 
2> Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
2. Ti~e of deliverY of Pl~centa? 1) No 
2> Yes 
3. TYPe of deliverY? I) No 
2) Yes 
4. EPisioto~Y and/or lacerations? 1) No 
2> Yes 
3) Not APPlicat•lt 
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21. 22. 23. 
21, 22, 23, 
22. 23. 
1.324 Version l of l Source of Inforl!•ition: 01 - PAT18IT RECO.'ID 
IS THERE A STATEI{:NT RE~DED IN THE LAST 48 HOURS 1) No 
It,'flJCATWS Tl£ ~TIVITY LEVEL Cf Tl£ f'ATIHH? 2) Yes 
NOTE: ActivitY level refers to ;ctivities Clf dailY living the Patient 
Performs hi~;elf, a~bulation and general Fhv;ical tobilitY in the 
unit. 
1.401 Version t of 1 Source of Ir.forration: 01 - PATIEtH RECORD 
A. ARE GOALS 0: CARE ~ITIE~'? 
B. IF YES, Alqf THE GO~S OJRRENT? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
U No 
2) Ye~. sow 
3> Yes. all 
4) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTI&;: To rwrse in char9e of Patient: IN YlliR <PINION, ARE HE 
Cif..JALS (f f.A.l\'E 1-'RJTTEN ON MR. ____ 'S CARE F'LAN CIJRRE'NT? 
Code N/A for Part B if no goal~ ~ritten. 
1.402 Version t of 1 Source of Inforll;ation: 01 - PATIENT REroRD 
A. ARE t-.~.~HJG THERA.t"'flJTIC l'lf:A.SI.IRES TO BE GIVEN IN 1) No 
REGARD TO TI-E PATIENT CONI.liTill~ 00 SYHPTO.'iS IN 2) Yt-s-Incoa.Plete 
WTUTit-.'&1 3) Yu-corr,;olete 
NOTE: Does 1\(lt aFPlY to ~r~edical orders. 4) Not APPlicable 
DiriECTIONS: First identify theraPeutic nursing J1easures that should 
be specified for this Patient, e.9. head elevation for shortness 
of breath, decubitus care r.eas•Jres, exerci5es for illl1tobile Pa-
tients. etc. Then chHk for Prt>sence of each r.easurt in nursing 
Plan f>.9. f(;rdex, c;re Plan. etc. 
Code YES-WIXf.PlETE if ~m SIIJHFif.ANT therapeutic r.t>:I$•Jres art 
lli !'~ir,g, 
B. 00 r.~_e;-sWG ORitERS ~ffCIFY Tit:ES A~.'D ~IETHODS F~ 1) No 
C.ARRYit:J OLIT NURSING THERAPEUTIC MEA.SIJ~ES? 2) Yes-Incor,pJete 
3) Ye5-ftl11Plete 
troTE: State~~nts such as BID, QID, etc. ire not 41 N~t APPlicable 
~crt-Ptable as ti~es u~le~s sPecificallY defined in hosPital Policy. 
Does not refer to Pitient instruction. 
C'.ode N/A if no thtraPeutic ,.~asures requir£-d or if theY are continuous 
and cannot be scheduled, e.~. li~it settin9 Program for actin9 
out/a~9ressive behavior. 
('.ode YES-CGr;trTE if order indicates sPecific ti~ ind Perfor~nce 
r.ethod for each ll•easure. f'l.lr refer to file/Rolodt)( for dx 
Procedure. 
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31, 
31. 42. 43. 44. 51 
52, 53. 54. 
21. 22. 23. 31. 42 
43. 44, 51. 52. 53 
54. 
1.403 VersiQn 1 of 1 Sc•urce of Ir,forr.·ation: 01 - PATIEJIT RECORD 
IN A t.'\.11\'Slt::J PLAN OF r.m:: IS lliERE A STATEt'.ENT 
AP.:JUT ACTIVITIES THE PIHIOIT IS EXPECTED TO 00 
FOR Hlt'~LF AND ACTIVITIES THE tf.JHSING STAFF 
SHOULD PERrOf\11 Fro THE PATIENT? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
NOTE: Refers to basic Art, e.g,, eating, toilet, dr·essing, bathiM. 
t1-1lkir,9, and other hFes c•f F.;rticiP-ltiQr, in care (ll!ound dressing, 
etc.), Checklists are accePt-lble. 
1.404 Version 1 of 1 Source of lnforr~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
DO Tl{: N'JRSING fi'EWiDS It-!DICATE TP.AT CO~~'JirERATION 11 No 
HAS BEEN GIVEN TO DISl-:HARGE TEACHI~)'? 21 Yes 
21 Not APPlicable 
N~TE: t'I~Y inclJJde referral to sPecial teact.in9 teams or individuals. 
either nursing Qr non-nJJrsing, 
M;iy code N/A if ob;t>rv.;tion lloade earlY in Patient star and dischar9e 
situation is uncertain. 
1.405 Version 1 of l Source of Infor~~tion: 01 - PATIEtlT RECORD 
IS THE DESIRED EXTEIIT OF Al':PUJITION STATED IN 
WRITING, IN THE N:.~~It-lG PLAN OF C.AAE; E.G., CARE 
PLAN, KARffX, ETC.? 
l> No 
21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
NOTE: Does not aPPlY to Patient •JP ad lib or patient on bed rest. 
Reftors to distance Patient is exPected to 111alk or ler.9th Clf tiw out 
of bed; includes uP to bathroom if patient walks to bathrooa. 
1.406 Version t of 1 Source of Informition: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS Tl£ Til".( AND TYPE OF C'.Af\'E RELATED TO PRESE~ 
OF TIJBES (E.G, CATHETERS, TRACH TUI€S, ETC.) 
STAITD IN WRITING IN Tl£ t:JRSING PLAI~ OF C.ME? 
l>No 
2) Yts-IncomPlete: 
ti ae and type 
31 Yes-cor.Pltte: 
tirott and type 
41 Not APPlicable 
NOTE: Refers to cleaning around tube, irri9ation, etc. Dots not 
rder to I.V.'s. 
Code YES-ro".?lET£ ().JLY if both tir.e and typt of care are recorded 
for each trFe of tube Present. 
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52, 53, 
31, 42. 43, 44. 51 
52, 53. 54. 
52, 53. 
1.407 Ver~don 2 of 2 Source of Infor11.ation: 01 - PATI8H REc:oP.D 
IS H£ PLAN FOO TliHtJJt..'G ~m ~ITmmm T~ PATIENT 1 l No 
STATED IN •:RITit-:3 IN THE t~-~'<Slt.'G CARE Pl/m 2l Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: APPli~s to infant:; for ~thom Particular attention to turning 
and FO~itiC~nin9 is need~d. e.!:!., infants with SPt>Cial t1Jbin9. t"wip-
11\fnt, !;kin Fr<•bleM. C~r Partic•Jlar C•,nsideration after feeding. 
AccePt onlY written Plan. 
(XIDE N/A onlY if Fatient doe; not need to be turned or Positioned. 
1.400 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~.ation: 01 - PATIBH RECORD 
IS THERE A PLA~1 FOR Pf\O'JIDING FREG'UENT OBSERVATJOO l) No 
Cf PATIENTS WITH THREAITNH.'G CONDITIONS, StOI AS 
BI.EEDir-'tl, RESPIRATORY DISTRESS 00 PSYCHIATRIC 
DI~OCRS? 
2) Yes-Oral onlY 
3) Yes-ilri tten 
4) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: •rr~qu~nt ob!;ervation• i~Plies aPProxi~atelv everY 30 •inutes 
or JJ10re often. 
DIRECTia~: To deter~ir~ aPPlicability, r~y a~k nur~e: •DOEs 
MR. -------- tHO At:Y FREtXENT Or.::ERVATJON, TP.AT IS, EVERY 30 
MINUTES OR tl..."fi£ cnn:? Jf ve~, ask: t-r"..4 [(l YOO AARfWG£ FOO 
OBSERVATION? 
1.409 Version 2 of 2 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE A N!.nSHlG PLAN FOR SYSTEMATIGAtl Y 
INChf:ASH.JG Tl£ PATIENT'S INDEPEJliiENf.f ffi fi'ESTORit«J 
HIM TO A HIGHER LEVEL OF FI..INCTION, I. E., INCREAS-
ING SELF-HELP OR JNCREASWG ACTIVITY IN AN 
C~GANIZ£0 MANtJER? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
3> Not APPlicable 
NOTE: Thi~ ~Y refer to Pl~ns to increase feedins tolerance fro1 
9~va9e !tube) to niPPle feedin9s. to teach the infant to suck, to 
increase g~nl'ral K~uscular ITieovu,ents, etc. 
1.410 Version 2 of 2 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
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53. 54. 
IF THE PATIENT SHOIJLD f:O DEIP BffATHH-b:J EXERCISES, 1J No 21 , 22, 23, 53, 54 
IS MRE A WRITTEN ~;TATHOH IN THE NU'lSit«J PlAN 2l Yes 
IY.AADEX, CA.Ci'£ PlAN, ETC.) THAT THEY ~Ol.D 00 IT? 3) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: APPlicable if using breathir.s relaxation techniques or for 
Post-oPerative Fatients. 
COOC YES if Patient is u~in9 Laa:..1ze techni'lut. 
1. 411 Ver;ion t of t Source of Infc•rc~tion: 01 _ PATIEtJT f'iECO..'ID 
IS THE E:ABY'S FEEDit;.'IJS SfHEWLE IN 1-niTH.'G IN 1l£ 
t:LnsmG PlA~~ (KAHOCX, (:A.qE FtAN, ETC. l? 1l No 21 Yes 
1.412 Version t of l Source of Infor~ation: 01 - PATIENT RECDr.O 
IF ATTEI-.'TION TO TK PATIENT'S m~ FLLIID INT~KE IS INDICATED 
E.G., ENCt'd.fru\GE, FORCE ffi RESTRICT FUJIDS, ME M fCUIJ.IING 
STATED? 
A. Ti~e fluid; are to be ~iven? 
B. Kinds of fluids to be 9iven? 
C. Al:ollnt of fluids h be siven? 
ll No 
21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
1) No 
2l Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
1l No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
1.413 V.:rsion t of t Source of Inforr~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
A.'"-<£ THERE ~ITTEN STATEI'.EtffS INDICATIVE OF 1) No 
PATIENT'S JtN(tVft:=NT IN FORl'ltlATING PLAN OF C-Am:? 2) Yes 
NDTE: APPlies to 5tahr..ents th~t include P~tient's soals of 
ho~Pitaliz~tion, etc. 
1.414 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
1.501 
IS THF..Rf A STATEr.ENT fiE(l)RflfD INOICATWG PATIENT'S 1) No 
PERCEPTION OF rtEDIC.AL/NUf()JNJJ PLAN Cf CARE? 21 Yes 
NOTE: Refers to shtH.t>nt t~~ritten quoting Patient's ••ords or re-
Phrased indic~tin~ P~tieot's intent, indicating hou Patient feels or 
hok! he vi NfS the rare hf' is rece ivins, 
Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
~~«:. f".E[liCJU Y PRESCRIBED TREATMENTS INCtllr£0 IN 
M t/..f<SH1.l FtAN (f CAl\£ <KARtO, fAr.£ PLA.'.'S, 
ETC.)? 
l>No 
2> Yes-JncoaPlete 
3> Yes-to~aPlete 
4) Not A?Plicabl• 
NOTE: Check n•Jrsi09 recc•rd of trE-ah.ents "ith ~ctive ~oedical orders 
frJr His Patient, 
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42, 43. 44, 
31. 
31, 
21, 22. 23. 31. 42 
43. 44, 51, 52, 53 
54, 
1.502 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforr..ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
l£ H£f\'E A N!~H:G FtAN fOR MKWG OBSrn\'ATl!l\'S OF 1) No 
SW~ OR SYI'rTOMS IN REC.ARD TO t:EDICAL TREATr'ENT, 2) Yes 
l".f:DlC.ATIC~'S. DISEASE Pfi'(!;ESS OR F'OSSiftE 3) Not AFPlicable 
roa I CAT J r:::l5"? 
NOTE: Reft'rs to J;lajor sisr.s ar.d syw,Ftoms in resard to this ratient's 
?i'esent c<•ndition. Do('S not aPPlY to cbservati<•ns indicated in 
PhYsician's orders. Observer ~ust determine if Patient's condition 
indicates need for sPecific obse;vation. 
Code YES if anY lEvel nursin3 Plan exists. 
In N1.1r.serY: r.ay refer to feedim.1 tolerance ~;~hen feeding initiated 
or ~eaning toler~nce ~hen being taken off a respirator. 
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21. 22. 23. 31. 42 
43, 44. 51. 52. 53 
54. 
1.503 Version 2 of 2 Source of Jnfor~tion: 04 - ~lNG PERSOtL\R ItlTERVIE\1 
HAS THE ,,,_ffif niSQISC.ED OR f\fVIfWE"D FtA~.'S (f C-ARE 
FOR Tf-{ PATIENT Wint THE: PHY~;JCJAN? 
1) No 
21 Yes 
[IJf,'[CTIC~.'S: ~sk the nurse: I:AVE YIJJ AND TI£ f(CTm Rf~'(WSJft.E FOO 
-------- RCVIEl:ED OR DISf.lJSSED TI-t PATIENT'S ffiD£RS OR PlA~ 
TOfifTiifR? 
l>·de YES if the nurse indicates the o.idivitY has occur·red. 
11. 12. 31, 42. 43 
44. 51' 52. 53. 54 
1.504 Version 1 of J Source of Jnforr.ation: 04 - Mmi~'G PERSON:n INTERVIE\1 
PAS THE NlJRSf DJSIJ.IS.'"~D Plflt:S FOR Tl£ PATIENT WITii t) No 
OMR DISCIPUNt:S OHffi THAN HfDICINE ~-10 ARE ft.SO 2) Yes 
1¥.1RKH,bJ WITii Tl£ PATIENT? 3) N(lt APPlicable 
DIRl:CTIC~.'S: Detw;1ine ~~hett1er other disciPlines .are working with the 
Patient to ~ee if arPlicable. If aPPlicable, intervie~ the 
r1urs.e. 
To N1Jrse: HAVE Yeti HAD A CHA.~ TO DISCUSS-------'S C:ASE 
WITii OTHER DI~IPLINES CSt.Oi AS PT,OT,ETC. J J.ffi ARE ~IHG 
WITH HII'I? 
31. 42. 43. 44. 51 
52. 53. 54. 
1.505 v~r~ion 1 of 1 Source of Infor~tion: 01 - PATI~1 RECORD 
ro ~Jfi'SIN1J C."WERS Sf'£CIFY TIMES AND I"'.;::TH:JDS FOR 
:·r:mr.AL THERAf'EIJTICS m DIAGt~:tSTIC I':EASI.RES 
OR[L':RED BY A F'HYSJCIAt.'? 
11 No 
21 Ye~-rr.coaFiete 
3) Yes-ComPlete 
4) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: Stateu.ent such as BID, etc. are not accePtiible a5 ti•,es unless 
~Fecific h<•urs ~t<~ted in hc•SPital FolicY. Doe~ Mt refer to instruc-
tion of Patient. 
C<·de N/A ONLY if there are no ~r.edical or relevant r.ursin9 orders. 
Code YES-tOI"RETE onh if each nur·sinr;~ ordEr indicates sPecific ti111e 
;;ctivitY i~ to t•e done and meHt<•d of Performin9 activitv. For 
dia'!'no~tic Frr•cfdure, ~cceFtable if r~:ference r,ade to use of 
file or rolodex. 
C'-r•de YES-WC:eMPLETE if one eleiT;er,t (time or l!.ethc•dl i~ missing or if 
SFecifications are Fresent for onlY so~e of the theraPeutic or 
di;snostic ~easu~es. 
Code t¥l if tiM• and ~ethod i; li•issirr!lfor all liff'asures. 
~~~TER CRITERIA LIST 
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21. 22. 23, 42. 43 
44. 51. 52. 53. ~~ 
l'lajor Obj: 2.0 Tl-f PHYSIC'.AI.. ~[[IS OF Til: PATJ9.1 ARE ATTEI\'TIED 
2.101 
Sub Obj: 2.1 The P~tit'nt Is ProtHted Fr(llfl Accident And JnjurY 
Version 2 of 2 Source of Jnfor~ation: 02 - PATIENT OBSERVATION 
IS THE PATIEtH WEARING Pil IOCNTIFif.ATIC.~ BRACELET 
OR TAG? 
11 No 
21 Yes 
NOTE: If deliverY (If ir,fanttsl h;;s ow;rred, bracelet or t~9 identi-
fying ~other-infant pair ~ust be aPPlied to both ~other and 1nf~nt . 
before leaving the deliverY rooa (i.e •• ~(lther sh~uld have t~~ Jde~tl­
fication br~celets or tag~ befort' 1eavin9 the deliverY room.) rat~ent r..u~t be lllearing so~,t' fora:. (If identification bracelt>t or t;g, t>vt>n lf 
not required bY hosPital PolicY, DO NOT A~~~R N/A. 
II, 12, 21, 22, 23 
31, 42, 43. 44. 51 
52, 5.3. 54, 61' 
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2.102 v~rsion 2 of 2 S(lurce of Information: 02 - PATI8IT OBSERVATION 
IS THE PATIENT IN A POSITION Cf' OPTIMAl BODY 
AL J (~J:'l.NT? 
U No 
21 YH 
3) N(•t APPlicable 
DIRECTIO,\'S: Ot~serve Position of fEet, le~s. knees, trunk, shoulders. 
arr;;s and hE>ad. Check dressinss, if iPPlied, and deterlflir.e if 
they are restrictive to the Patient's extre~ities. 
C(•de NO if <lnY Nr t of boo:lv not Fro Fer 1Y a 1 i 9ned, or if tht' Fati ent' s 
extre~ities are restricted bY dressin!s, 
C(•de N!A for PatiL"nts lllho are not on cart or in ~heelctJair, or haven't 
had dressin9S aPPlied. 
12. 21. 53. 54, 61 
2.103 Version 1 of 1 Sourct' of lnforMtion: 02 - PATIENT resERVATICW 
2.104 
IS TI-!E IV t.'tEf!LE OR IND:!ELL Ht.J C.A TI-GER A DE QUA TEL Y U No 
~H:I..!t.'ffl IN PLACE? 2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRFCTTOi"~: Observe to see if securelY taPed: include observation of 
armboird if in use. 
21' 22, 23. 44, 53 
54. lot' 
Version I of 1 Source of Information: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
i.F SPECIFIC F'F:ECAUTICr:.'S A.~ fit~JIRED W~IEN Tl£ 1> No 
PATIENT GETS INTO OR OUT Cf BED, I E.G., PATIENTS 2) Yes 
WITH IV'S, nmm:;, roESSm:JS, INCISIONS, CRIJT(llf.S, 3) Not APPlicablf' 
1'1'-00..E lo.'EAJ<NESS, ETC. l AHE APPROPRIATE INSTRI..tTIOOS 
GIVEN? 
DII\'ECTICtJS: Ot~erver must d~ter111ir.e if sPecial Precautions are 
necessarY. If theY o1re: ask Patient 4 vears and older: DID 
SOMEONE TEU YW HOW TO OC CAHEF!l.. (loiiTH IV'S, TUBING, ~'EAK­
I'£SS:S OR SPECIAL CONDITIONS> I<KN YCdJ GET l~ 
Code N/A if no sP~cial Precautions are necessary for this Patient. 
21, f.2, 53. 
2.105 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 04 - NURSING ~~ INTERVIEW 
A.'?E ASSIGNED t.'\.~SING STA.Cf I~occ~ OF n£ 
PATIENT'S PRESENT STATUl~ 
J) No 
21 Yes 
NOTE: Ot.server r.rJst knolf.l Patif'nt's Present status. Ask for sPecifics. 
Do not accePt ~eneral resPonses such as 'fair• or •iaProved'. 
DIRECTI~: To Nurse: lo.'HAT IS ______ ~s Cll-'DITII)l TODAY, 00 
HIS/HER F'!\HfNT STAniS? 
St, 52, 53, 
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2.106 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforliia.tion: 06 - PATIEllf EtNIRO!f.".ENT OBSERVATIOO 
A.I\'E ~iEOICATICt'~ FOR SELF A[IJ'IJNJSTRATION LAPUED 
WITII PATIENT'S t.:AI'E ~m OO:.rr.t: Cf ffitJ3S? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTIOt.S: To Patient: ARE THERE ANY MEDICINES Yru A,qE S.IPPIJ:.ED TO 
TAKE BY YO!..~ ~JLE W THE 1-riSf'ITAL? 
If Yes: ('.OJlO I FtEASf SEE THEH? 
2.107 Version 1 of l Source of lnforr.ation: 06 - PATIBlT EN\IIRL"\':"iENT OBSERVATION 
IS THE BCDSIDE TABLE AND OTHER ~aF f.-ARE Ef,!IJJPI".ENT t) No 21. 52, 53, 
F'nSITJOI,'fD WITHIN THf PATJEtWS F\'EACH? 2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
Code N/A for young children. 
1.108 Version 2 of 2 Source of Information: 06 - PATIEt.'T ENVIROt-.'Y.ENT OBSERVATI<l4 
IN R0l1MS 1:-!ERE OXYGEN IS IN LISE, ARE REQUIRED 
PRECt\!JTIONS F:EGAfiDING St'.C:KlNG TAKEN? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
Code YES if s~oking is Prohibited br Posted sign for labor and 
Del iverr ar-e.:J in !.lfr.Hal and nCI <•ne is sr,okin9 in ro(lll, 
u. 12, 21, 22, 23 
55, t.S, 
2.109 Version 2 of 2 Source of lnfo~tion: 07 - OBSERVER INTERFACE 
Af:E SHIERAILS liP IF Tl£ C.DNDITICtl Cf Tl£ PATIENT 
AA~A:-.o'TS? 
NOTE: APPlies to all Fatifnts on carts. 
1) No 
2J Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DJRrCTJONS: If cart does Mt have ~ide;aiJs, art ~afetr belh in 
use to secure Fatients? 
12, 21. 53, 54, 61 
116. 
2.110 Source of Ir.forr.ation: 07 - OE:sEFi'VER HITERFACE 
2.111 
A.~ ~.l?.Sit-::1 Pf<OCETt~ES CtnROnLY [ti)I~E FOO THIS 11 No 
F'ATIENT Sf'ECiriC.ALLY Of~fERfD IN WRITING BY EITI£R 21 Yes 
PHYSICIAN ffi ~,_m? 
Dlr.'ECTIOt.:S: Observer must review current nur!iing care rHords and 
observe nur!'ing Cdre of Patient to determine resPonse. 
Code 00 if anY Procedures are not SFf'ci fica llv ordered, e.g,, a 
cathEter irrisation done ~hen it is not ordered, etc. 
st. s2. 53, 54, 
Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 05 - M.mSING PERSOt':1El. OBSERVATII:W 
ARE All 1-HEElS LOCKED ll..ll{EN F'ATJENT IS ASSISTED 
INTO OR OUT OF BED AtJD/00 W.fELrnAIR? 
Code YES on 1Y if ALL b:hee 1s are I ode d. 
11 No 
21 Yes 
31 Not AFPlicable 
4) Inforr~tion not 
Available 
51, 52, 53, 
2.112 Version 1 of l Source of Infor~tion: 06 - PATIENT ENVIRf~~ OBSERVATION 
IS ffll IN UJ!FST POSIT I~ EXCEPT ~N TREATt'.ENTS 1) No 51. 52. 53. 
ME BEING 00:.£? 21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
2.113 Version l of 1 Source of Inforlfiitionr 06 - PATIENT EN'IIROr:all' OBSERVATI(J4 
IS THE PATIENT PROTECTED F'l\'0.'1 ELECTRIC.AI.. JN .. I!JlY: 
A. IS ALL EtECTRifJIL EG1JIPI".fNT C'WJNDED (I.E., U No 
£ACH rrm: HAS A 3-00JG Ft.l.:Jl? 21 Ves 
3> Not APPlicable 
N(ITE: Refers to all elHtrical e'liJiP:~~ent in the Patient's roo1. 
whether hosPital or Patient o~ned. 
B. IS THE FU AT LEAST b INCHES FRCfi Tl£ U No 
fLECTRIC'.Al OJTL£1? 
C. ARE ALL ElECTRICft. roRDS S1COTH WITH t«:l 
EXPC~D WIR£5? 
21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
11 No 
21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
21. 42. 43. 44. 51 
52. 53. 54. 61. 
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2.114 Version 1 of 1 Source of InforJOiition: 00 - PATIENT ENVIRO/'~'lEUT OBSERVATiai 
ME ~JTTLES/EiGS Fff? INTRA~U.':JJS THERAPY LAfUED WITH: 
A. PATIENT'S NJ'i.l.:£ Atm ROOM M.f1BER_ t I No 
2) Yes 
3) Not AFPlicable 
NOTE: Jr, Nursery: refers to infant's naM ~nd sPecial identification 
code to di;tir.!luish infant; ~!ho MY have the Hllit' nar;e; f,g,, for 
t~ins u;e of •A• an~ •s•. 
B. KWD Cf ~tUTIOO 11 No 
21 Yes 
31 Not A?Piicablt 
c. NA~lE A~ID ~"'IONT Cf ADDITIVES? II No 
21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
D. DATE AND Til'[ OOTTI.E/MG If.~ 1) No 
21 Yes 
3> Not APPlicable 
E. RATE OF FLCG4, IN J:.flVPS OR ON Tli''.E SCHEDtlE UNo 
LAff.l? 21 Yts 
31 Not APPlicablt 
F. BOTTLE Nt~BER. IF PATI8IT RECEIVES l'mE THA.~ 11 No 
Ct£ OOTTLE IN 24 l{l!Ji'S f'ERIOD? 21 Yt>s 
31 Not APPlicable 
J2, 22. 2'3. 4?.. 44 
53. 54. 61. 
.2. 115 Version 1 of 1 Sourct of Infor~~tion& 02 - PATIEtlf OBSERVATION 
IF PROTECTIVE ffi Sl..lf'PORTIVE OCVICES I E.G., 1 I No 
fiESTAAINTS, f(lNUT RINGS, HEEL ~JAHOS, FOOTBOARDS, 21 Yes 
M'IDP.AGS, PILLOWS, ETC.) ARE BEit-M3 IJSED, ARE THEY 31 Not APPlicab lt 
f'OSITim~ED PROf'f.RI.. Y TO PROVI[( SUPPORT 00 PI\'EV£NT 
JN,Jlii<Y? 
DIRECTICII'~S: Check Position of Prott>ctive or suPPortive device jn 
relation to body area. 
2.116 Version I of 1 Source of Informationr 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE A LJST OF PATIENT'S ALLERGIES Ct4 Tl£ 
FRONT CF THE CHART? 
Jl No 
21 Yes 
3) Not APPli.cab1t 
t()TE: If chart is seFaratt>d, a list of Patient atlersies should 
aPPear on tht centra) chart. 
DIRECTJ()S: Check record to <lt>tt>r3ine if patient has a11ersits, 
15, 53. 54. 
31. 51. 52. 53, 54 
2.117 Vfrsion 1 of 1 Source of Infor~ationz 01 - PATIEJJT RECORD 
IF T~ BILl LIGHT IS f:lEI~ l~fll: 
A. IS THE BABY t~JOC Winl THE EXC.EPTICt>l a; THE 
£YES, A~,'D Ar.E THE EYES SfC!Jfifl. Y Cl'NERED? 
0 No 
21 Yes 
31 Not A??lica~le 
t1'0TE: P~tient observatit:~n re'liJired. Coverifls for ~tale babies maY 
also include ~enital area. 
Code YES on1Y if both ~re Prfsent. 
B. IS THE POSITION OF THE BABY C~NGED AT LEAST 1 I No 
EVERY 4 HOi.m? 21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
C. IS n£ TEI".t'fRAnrRE OF THE BABY TAKEN AT LEAST 1 I No 
EVERY 4 HOIJRS? 2 I Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
D. IS THE INFANT Rft'J)'JED FROM THE LIGHT AI\'D ARE t I No 
THE EYES C~ctED FOR POSSIBLE r.AI"N.£ CA!JSED 21 Yes 
BY THE COVERS AT LEAST EVERY 4 I-lOURS? 31 Not APPlicable 
118 
43. 44. 
2.118 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforiationr OS - t~ING ~::El OBSERVATION 
1./~:EN THE flABY IS TRANSFH'f\'ED FR~ n£ Dfl.IVERY 11 No 45. 
RCCl'l TO THE I\'Ut1SERY, IS A DiECK FOR WENTIFICATIC~ 21 Yes 
A.1W ~;EX I",Aflf OCTh'EEN THE Ntfl?.fr.Y A.'JD nl£ DELIVERY 31 Not APPl icablt 
RDCtl PE~,~? 41 lrtfor·lfkltion 
Not Available 
Code YES onlY if both chHks are m.1de. 
2.119 Version 1 of 1 SoiJrce of Inforc-.ationr OS - tlmiOO PERSa:.S.. OBSERYATI!W 
ARE P.ABIES HELD FOR ITEDWGS, IF FED BY STAFF? 1) No 
21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
Ct:~de N/A if infant is receivin9 C(lntiniJOus driP ftedin9. is under 1200 
gramh or is r·ec.?ivin!J hPeralizentation. 
Code YES if the inhnt is held in caretaker's ~rms or within its 
~asinette or i~olette. 
Code NO i-f bottle i~ ProPPed or hun!!l and staff does r.ot to1Jch infant 
through the feedin9. 
45. 
119 
2.120 Ver5ion 1 of 1 Source of Infor;ationl 02 - PATIENT OBSERVATION 
JS THE MOY CORP.ECTLY POSITIOt.f:D? 1) No 
2) Yes 
NOT£: APPlit-s to tiJ:"•e of observation only, 
Dlf\'fGTir).'S: Ot•sf'rver ~IJst oeterrr.ine if current Fosition is aFPro-
Priate for c•;rrent condition, e.9. • if baby !!!aS just fed or 
9iiVi9ed, is he toli•.:trd (lr on his ri9ht side l!lith hf.lad f.llevated, 
or Placed on abdo~en; if infant is beins fed, is infant beins 
held or PhYsicallY suPPorted bY Parent or nursing staff? 
42. 43. 44. 
2.121 Version 1 of I Source of Information• 05 - Nlll\SING PERSfl~.'El OBS£RVATICW 
IS THE BABY PROTECTED FROI'I HUJRY BY: 
A. Ht:tDJ~ PRCffRLY WITH SIJPPORT TO ru BODY 
PARTS? 
In L ~ D: ~FPlies (lnlY to infants rer~in­
ins in l ~ D. 
B. PROTECTION FROM FALLH.'G loll-~ ON f(.AlfS, 
Jl No 
2) Yes 
3) Jnforlfiation 
Not Av-ailable 
J) No 
WJ.'.'TER, ETC., E.G., IS ll£ Nl~'S HAt.'D ON 2) Yes 
B~BY? 3) Jnform:stion 
In L ~ D: APPlies onlY to infants re~in- Not Available 
ins in l & D. 
C. f'ROPER l~ Cf PRDTE"CTIV£ OR SIJPP(:RTJ~ 1) No 
DEVICES lf.G., RtSTRAINTS, DIJMT RJWJS, I£R 2) Yes 
Gt.IAfWS, FC(llro:\.!i'frS, SA.'lDMGS, PILLOWS, ETC.>? 3) Infon.ation 
Not Available 
Jn L & D: CODEN/A for infants re~~inins in 4) Not APPlicable 
L 1r n. 
22. 23. 42. 43. 44 
2.122 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 04 - Nl.miNG PERS(N:El INTERVIEW 
DO THE t:.IRSING PERSOt!!-.'0.. t~ A CHEO::H!G SYST£1'1 TO t) No 
~.suRE TI-'AT EACH BABY GETS HIS CCAAECT FORMl.U? 2) Yes 
DJRECTIONS: To N1Jrse: JN H£ PAST TJ,,I(I DAYS DID Yeti CM:CK TO SEE ~T 
EACH AABY GETS Tl£ COOR£CT FORI'Itl.A? 
C(lde r(l if no ir,dication of a chHHns svstea. 
45. 
2.123 Version 1 t~f I Source of Inforc:ation: 01 - PATI8H RECORD 
IF PATIENT REQLIJRES Sf'ECIAL PRFTA!JTIOt.'S OR OBSER-
VATIOl'lS, IS Tf-:EI\'f OCI('J.~NTATIC~ TH:iT APPROPRIATE 
NURSit.'O ACTIONS A,qE BEING TAI(EN? 
tl No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
t~)TE: Refer!; to any 5ituation in 111hich Patient needs !;Pedal 
a;sishnce t~r !lbservation. e.!! •• assistance in a111bulatins 111hen tubes. 
dressin!ls, equipment or ~eakness Pre5ent; ProPer use of Protective or 
surPortive devices such as footboards, re5traint5, etc.; monitoring 
of Fatient c•n I"M in~ibitors: Patient on sPecial Precaution!; such as 
suicide. SiTioking, escape, or seL!1Jre Preca•itions; or Patient b'akins uP 
fr(l!!o ECT. 
DJRECTJcr.~: Ot.5~rvt-r must idertti fy existence of need for sPecial Prf-
cautions or observation. and deter~ine ~hether aPProPriate 
r.ursin9 actiQn klii5 taken. 
Code N/A onlY if Patient dc•es not need PrecaiJtion!; or observation. 
31. 
2.124 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforffiation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
ARE f.AFETY I".EA::.LnES, Slo-t AS St10Klt.'O REGULATIONS 
OR Pf\fC.A!.ffJONS, CifTIItll IN ~m OCIT OF BED, 
EXFtAWED ON AD.'1ISSION TO THE UNIT? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTIONS: Ask Fatient: ~.!1-fN YOll Afi'RIVED Ct~ THIS liNJT, WERE YOO 
TOLD IF THERE WERE Sn'1E SPECIAL SAFETY MEASURES ON THJS ~IT. 
~J.OI A.S Sl'iOI(INIJ RWJt.ATIONS OR Pf\fCA!JTIONS C;£TTING IN A.l,([) OIJT 
Cf ftfD, OR A."'Y OTHER PREC~IJTIONS? 
C~de N/A onlv if Patient initiallY ad~itted to another unit. 
2.125 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS TIDi'E COO.Q:ENTATION THAT RA~.'GE OF HOllON EXER-
CISES WERE PI\'WlfED EVERY 2 HCU~S FOR THE PATIENT 
IN RESTRAWTS? 
l)No 
2> Yes 
3) Infor~tion Not 
Available 
DIRECTIC~~= Observer ~u5t identifY Patient ~ho ~s in restraints in 
the Past ~ek. 
31. 
. 35. 
120 
121 
2.126 Vtrsion 1 of 1 Source of InforiHtion: 04 - Nlr'"\SHw p£Rm::a INTERVIEW 
ARE At-.'TIBIOTJCS/MCTERIOSTATIC rtEAr:SIN3 Af~NTS 1) No 42. 43. 44. 
St..CH AS HEXflCa.Of,1)f'1·Hl: t~:rn TO BAM. INFANTS (~.tv 2) Yes 
IF A t..mm:.~ tlEDICAI... ffi[rER IS OBTAINED PRIOO TO 
USE? 
DJI\'£GTJC:.'S: Ask the nurse: WHM CtUl~.'SING MENTS [10 YCWJ lt::i TO f'.ATf£ 
INFANT? DO YOU EVER lr:.E fEXACHLOf@Ha..£? WHEN? 
Code YES, if the nt•rse an~k'er~ hexach 1 orophene i~ on 1 y used wht>n a 
~edical order is ~ritten, and never routinelY or at the nurse's 
discrf'tion. 
2.201 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 02 - PATIENT OBSERVATICJ4 
IS THE PATIENT ABlE TO REAGB THE ~~~TERG!A.C\S AND 
PITCHeR, LIN!...fSS C-ONTRAINDICATED BY ffiJDITION 00 
TREATM.t:NT? 
U No 
2> Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
~~TE: D~es not aPPlY to infants ond small children. AI~~Ys aPPlies 
to ~dults unless ~~ or on restricted fluids or restricted activitv. 
C(•de M) if Patient does not t,ave bflth ,:ater!llass and Pitcher within 
reach. 
52. 5.3, 
2.202 Version I of 1 Source of Infor~a.tion: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
2.203 
lo:AS THE PATIENT'S flAIR (1:.lr.E:Hl TODAY? 
NOTE: Ask ()nlY if not detf>rmin<ible bY ot•servation. 
l) No 
2> Yes 
3) Not AF?licable 
DIRECTI(~: To Patient 4 rPars and ()lder: ~S YCW_~ HAIR COMBED 
TODAY? 
Version 3 of 3 Sourct of Infor~ation: 03 - PATIENT 1~1ERVIEW 
53. 54. 
A.I?E MEASURES FOR RELIEF Cf" NAIJSfA, VC~'1ITJN!J, 00 
PAIN ffiOVHJED BY TIE ti~K.ING STAff (E.G., 
~N:JH(I PATIENT'S POSIT I Cf4, SPl INTI I{; JNCISJOO 
C~ rAINFl..l ARfA, ffi GIVING MrDICATION>? 
t) No 11. 12. 21. 23. 31 
2) Yes 61, 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTicm: To P~tient: SINa: YCMJ A~IV£D ~ THIS l~IT. HAVE YOU HAD 
PAJN, ffi WERf YCCJ SIC~ TO Ya.JR ~:TCtlACH? OR--YOO I'!DJTI(Itf]) ~T 
YOO HAD SON:: PAIN, 00 YOJ 11:RE SJ()( TO Yll.~ STOI1ACH? 
2.204 
122 
Version 1 of 1 SCiurce of InforF,ation: 06 - PATIEtlT 8~JIR~~:ENT OBSERvATION 
IS TI~ FED CLEAR Cf EXTRANEOUS TT8'1S? 1) No 
2l Yes 
t.~)TE: R€fHs to ~IJPPlY J.:r<lrH;-s, sn in-;es, etc. DCles not rffer to 
Personal ite~s ~PFarentlY Fut there bv Fatient. 
42. st. s2. 53, 54 
61' 
2.205 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor•~tion: 02 - PATI8lT OBSERVATION 
IS THE CALL LIGHT ~ITHIN THE PATIENT/S REACH? 1> No 21. 23, 52, 53. 
2) Yes 
3) Not AFPlic~ble 
DIRECTIO.\'S: Observe whether 1 i!Jht is t~ithin Patient's reach. 
r.(lde N/A (lnlv for infant and s~~ll children. 
2.206 Version 1 of 1 S(lurce of Information: 02 - PATIENT OBSERVATION 
2.207 
IS LIGHTING D')NTROLLABLE FOR m: PATIENT? 1l No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DWECT IONS: Obsfrve to deterraine if Pil ti ent can turn I i 9ht tH1 and 
off. 
I"~Y be N/A for s111all children and ir1fants. 
VersioA 2 of 2 Source of Jnfor~ation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
l)No 
21. 52. 53. 
OOES TKE PATIENT m:CEIVE PAIN I'[D!C.ATIO.'J F'RO:':PTLY 
AFTER REQI..fSTI~ IT, ffi AN EXrLANATJI:t4 AS TO I.'HY 2> Yes ~~. 52 .,.., 
"') N t A ]" bl - I ~L,)· 54' 61 f'IUN r.EDICATI 1)-J CM-tmT [{ GIVEN PRf.JMPTLY? ~ 0 PP Jca ~ 
DIRECTIONS: Ask Patient: SINCE Yctl Afi'RIVED HERE IN THE REDJVERY 
Rff.JI'I, HAVE YOU HAD A,W PAIN? 
If no, Code N/A. 
If Yf'S• Dl[l YCd.l A~ FOR AID? 
If no, Code ~lA. 
If ns. DID Y((.llOJAllY RH!:IVE REQl.l:STfD r.EDICATIC~ ~'f..NTLY AFTER 
YOO A..cr-ED FOR IT? 
If no. a~k: DID T~ M.IRS£ EXPlAIN 1om Tl£ I"EDICATION loiA.S ~T GJVEH 
Pfi'f.tlPTL Y? 
DIRECTio.\'S: (Pf[IIATRICSl - If Patient four Yf'ars and older: DID YI)J 
en I".EDICI~ fiDJ AFTER YCfJ ~ECI FOR IT? 
If no, o1sk: DID H£ N!.~ TELL YCU l<ffl YC.J COO..DN'T HAVE IT RIOO 
{>;.!AY? 
-----------------------------------
2.203 V£orsion 2 of 2 Source of lnforr.~tion: 03 - PATIO.~ INTERVIEW 
HAS THE l{lS?ITAl fN'JIRC':~CNT KEN Sl..fFICIENTLY 1l No 
~JIH Fffi THE PATIENT? 2) Yes 21, 23, 51, 52, 53 
54, 
NOTE: Refer·s to noi~e fro~ hosFit~l £oo;uiP~er.t and PeoPle talking in 
the corridors. Does not refH to noises exterr.~J to the hQ;Pihl, 
such a; 5treet noise. 
[IJf<fCTlfNS: To Patient: HAS IT BEEN ~JIH EN((.(~ FOO YOll CN THIS 
l~HT? 
Probe if chrification nece~sary: HAS tf.IJSE FROl'l Hlf:.PITAL E~Jif'MENT 
OR PtOPL£ TALKit(l IN M ~HORS BEEN KEPT LOW Et~JGH FOR Yru?_ 
2.209 Version 1 of 1 SQurce of lnforu~tion: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
[IOCS Tl-£ PATIENT HAVE IJUNTERP.UPTED F'ERIO[I$ (f 
~.t.EEP AND REST? 
I) No 
2) Yes 
3) Inforn.ation 
Not Available 
Difif:CTJONS: T(l Fatient or F;rent: FOR Tf£ PAST Tlo.O NIGHTS P.AVE 
Y~J/YC~JR OHLD BEEN AfH TO SLEEP OR FI'EST WJTHOJT J~'liRRI_IPTJCWS 
FOR AT LEAST ~.EVERAL HOURS? 
DI~CTI~lS: !PEDIATRICS)- To child 7 and older: ~~N YOU ~T TO 
fUEP Tf£ LAST CCU'Lf if NIGHTS htR£ YCll ABlE TO ~EP All NIGHT? 
51. 52, 53. 
2.210 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforaationr 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
2.211 
IS Tf£ PATIENT CfFTRED A P.AC'.KJi'UB DAILY? I) No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: APPlicable for ill.iliobil~ children and all adults. 
DIRECTIC~: To P~ti~nt 7 nars or older: 00 M ~JRSES A..~ YOO IF 
YOCI WANT A P.ACI<RliB EACH MY? 
Cod~ N/A if Patient's condition cor.trairtdicat~s - t.! •• burn P.tti~nt, 
etc. 
C~de YES if off~red at least ~net in ~ach 24 hour Period. 
52. ~.J. 54, 
Vtrsion 1 of 1 Source of Information: 06 - PAT18IT ENVIRa:IENT OBSERYATI!J4 
ARE Tl£ HAllS AUD PATIENT R(:)'IS (ffi t:.Jf<SERY> QtiJET l) No ss, 65, 
AND FREE CF OOISTEOOJS OCHAVIOO? 2) Yu 
125 
2.216 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor-~~~ation: Ob - PATIEt\'T 8~VIROt·~·:ENT OBSERVATiuN 
~~ THE PATIENT'S C~~ F~Ol~ES ~~ACTIVITIES ll No 
ClUSTERED TO All((4 FOR REST PERIODS FOR T~ 21 Yes 
PATIENT? 3) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTIONS: Cht>ck Plan for evidence of clushrin9 of activites and 
Procedures to allo~ for r·est Pt>riods. If tmable t(l detmrline 
a;k nurse: OCES l'l _________ fi'fPlfiRE' PLAN:-~ll RfST PERIODS 
DURING THE DAY? 
If nco. Code N/A, 
2.217 Version 1 of 1 
ARE THE H~ANT'S CAR£ PR\.1l.EDUm:s, FEEDINGS, 
ACTIVITIES CttJSTERED TO ALLO'..I REST PERIODS 
FOR THE I ~'of ANT? 
I> No 
2> Yes 
3l Not APPlicable 
.. DIRECTJm.rs: Check Plan for evidence (If clustering of activities and 
Froced,Jres to allow for rt>st Periods. If unable to deterlline 
a!'k nurse: DOES H~ANT -------- HAVE: PlANtS f\'EST PERIODS 
[ll.f!ING M DAY? 
If M• Code N/A. 
53. 54. 
42. 43. 44. 
2.219 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforr..a.tion: 06 - PATIENT Eh'VIRil~ OBSERVATHW 
IS THE EtNIRCt-.'!W FREE Cf NOXIC(JS STI11tll? UNo 
2> Yes 
NDTE: Noxi(•US stimuli refers to loud noise. total silence, or harsh 
or bright li9hts (In the infant without Protection. 
42. 43. 44, 
Version 1 of l Sourct of Infor~tion: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
ME ATIEt'o0 TS WlDE TO SEE T~T PATIENTS HAVE 
ttHNTEl\'1\'tf>TED F'fRIODS Cf" R.EtP AND REST? 
U No 
2l Yes 
3) Not A?Plicablf 
DIR£CTIO!'-lS: Ask Fatifnt: IN THE PAST T~ NIGHTS, HAVE YOO HAD 
[IIFFICtUY R.EEPING? 
If n(l, (.(Ide N/A. 
If res. ask: [1JD THE ~J..RSE MAKE ~~.«1ESTIC~ 00 llC:SIST Y()J ro THAT 
YOO ~RE ABLE TO SlEEP? 
31. 
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2.212 Version 2 of 2 Source of Information: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIE.ll 
IS THE PATIENT'S CAll FOR ASSISTA::cE AN~;t.'ER£0 1) No 
2) Yes, soP\e of 12, 21, 52, 53, 54 
tt.e tiae 
31 Yes. 1110st of 
the ti~ 
4) Not A?Plicab1e 
DIRECTIO.\'S: To Patient or Nrent: WHEN YOU/YO~ CHILD CALLED FOO 
A.SSISTA~:cE. DID ~:(~:EWE COI1E TO M RC01/TO YOIJ WITHIN A 
REA.S01~£U Am.~'I!T Cf TI r.E? 
DIRtCTIC~.:S: !PEttlATRICS> - To chi 1 d 4 nars or o 1 der: W:£N YOU 
C-ALLED A MJRS£, DID S:::t:-lEIJJ£ C1::t:1E TO YWR ROOM/TO YOO RIGHT 
~AY? 
1"-iY be N/A (\fllY if Nt'ient has not called f6r nurse. 
2.213 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor-F;ation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
IS Tl*: MALE PATIEt..'T SHAVED EA.Sli DAY? 1) No 
2) Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
DIRECTIONS: To Fatifnt: DID SUt'.EONE SHAVE YC.J TODAY (Cfl ~LP YOU TO 
8P.AVE Y~UF TODAY?> 
2.214 Version 1 of I Source of Informatfonl 03 - PATIEtff ~~~lEW 
IS TliE PATIENT IN AN APPF\'!)f'RIATE POSITION FOO 
r.tALS m TUBE FEEDINGS? 
1l No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTIONS: Observer ~ust det~r~ine if Fositi6n was aPProPriate for 
patient's conditi,n. Ot•sHvation r.:1v be required in Pediatric 
units. 
To Patient: ~AT F'OSITICt4 lo'!:Rf YOJ IN Fefl Y~R LAST I".Eit. Cfl TUBE 
FEEDING? 
2.215 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 02 - PATIENT OBSERVATION 
IS T1iE BABY PROTECTE[I FROM CHJLLIWJS rtfiiNG BATH 1) No 
OR CLEAnsr~ CARE? 2> Yes 
31 Inform<~tion Not 
Available 
45. 
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2.220 Version 1 of 1 Source of Jnfor~ation: 03 - PATIEJ:T ~~~VIEW 
"~lEN EXTERt~l fETAl MO~IITORH~ lS liSED, ARE n£ 
BELTS PRCffRL Y APPLIED Atm cotHlRT ABLE FOR THE 
PATIENT? 
1) No 
21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
DIRECTICI.":S: Check for PersPiration under the belts, ti!.lhtness, skin 
irritati(ln, 
Ask ?atient: HOW f(l THE FaTS ON Tl£ t'.(~JTOR fER? 
Probe: ARf TI£Y A.'1'1. JED S1J THAT YlJJ ARE CfNCf!TAIU WITH TH81 ().'? 
21' 22, 
2.304 Version 2 of 2 Source of Infor10ation: 06 - PATIENT EtMROI!:BIT OBSERVATI~ 
JS ADE~JATE EP:JIPMEtiT ron WAL UYGJD.[ AVAJLA£U? 1) tJo 
21 Yes 21, 23, 31, 51. 52 
53. 54, 
DIRECTJOt!S: Check to see Hlat a 11 n~?cessarv equiP~ent is Present: 
tootht.rush, toothPaste, and r.otlthl!!ash or mlb, solutiorh 
denture cuP if indicated. Observer ~Y observe for equiPment 
or r...ay ir,terview Fatient. 
To Patient: !.'HEN YClii-!ANTED TO Bf\~JSH YIJJR TITTM (OR 
('J'..q£ FOR YlJJR [l[NTIJI~Sl, P.AVE YlJJ ~D TI£ t.rc:CESSARY THI~ 
YOI.I ti'EHifD LIKE TOOTKf'ASTE, C'-.AR~E, ETC,? 
Code NO if necessary item not available ~hen Patient desired thea. 
2.305 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~tionl 06 - PATIENT ENVIRC~\~ENT OBSERVATION 
IS Tl£ BED PAN M'D/OR URINAl., If F:£QUIRED, CLEAN 
~.'D STmED IN BEDSIDE TABLE m BATHROOf? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
31 Not ArPlicablt 
Code NO if Placed on ~verbed table, on floor, on window sill, etc. 
Cod~ YES onlY if both clean and stored. 
21. 22, 52, 53, 54 
2:.306 Version l of l Source of Information: 05 - M.mSING PERSOt:a. OOSERVATI!W 
rOES QEA1.'Sit-.r. C'.AAE F'ROC'fED FROM QfAN TO LESS 
OLEAN AREAS OF BABY? 
11 No 
2) Yes 
3) lnfor~r.ation 
N(lt Available 
45, 
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2.307 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforlif:}tion: 04 - t,"..nslt.'G PERSOI~~:a HITERVIEW 
Af,f. PRO'JISIOt:3 f'I.:!OC TO CtEA~~~ Tl£ INFANT'S 
C>E:NJTAL AJ\'EA AS CfT£N AS t.'EC£SSAAY TO KEEP 
DIAPERS f!RY AND QEAN? 
11 No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DirfCTIONS: Ask the nurse: HO:.I OFTEN Afi'E It.JFA.\'T _______ 'S DIAPERS 
CP.ANGED? ARE MY AL\.:~,YS CHA~~.,£(1 BEFORE M:D AFTER FEEDWGS? 
lr.'HEN El~ ARE THE DIAPERS CHM,'l~D? 
Code N/A if inf~~t is not wearin9 diaP~rs. 
f.ode YES if the n•Jrse statH di;:Pers are checked f(•r cleanliness and 
dryness at feedings ;nd ~·hen~ver· the infant is a~~:ake or awakened 
for sti;ulation or care Procedures. 
Code NO if the nurse's ans~er onlY includes changing the infant 
before and/or after feeding the infant. 
2.300 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforr~tionz 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS CA.~ GIVEN TO ll£ H.::Am'S !J!BILJCAL STt.m 
A. IS THE STtC1' CUA~ffD AT LEAST ONCE EACH SHIFT 1) No 
B. 
IN THE PAST 4~ OOJ\'S ffi SH:r.:£ BIRTH IF THIS 2) Yu 
TIME IS LESS TAA~ 48 l·lO!.IRS? 3) Not APPlicable 
C~de YES if there is a written state~nt referring to cord care 
or cleansing. 
Code N/A if infant's cord stul'iiP has SPecial dressings aPPlied or 
if an umbilical catheter is Present. 
JS TI£ sn_e-:p PROTECTED fROM CIJNTA.'1INATJON BY 
OODIL Y EXC.R83ITS AND LEFT CffN TO T~ AIR? 
1) No 
2> Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
Code YES if cord stu~P is not covered bY diaPer and .is not 
(I)(PIJ5ed to excr-ements. e.9. on sheet. D(•es not refer to blankets 
or tee shirts. 
Codt N/A if cord stu1P has sPecial dressings aPPlied or if 
umbilical catheter is Present. 
42. 43, 44. 
42. 43. 44. 
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2.309 Versic•n 1 of 1 Source of Inforcation: 04 - Nli%ING PERSOt=a INTERVIEW 
FOO PATIENTS l.'HO Am: ~RJ, IS ORAL HYGIENE 
CffERED AT fl\'[QI.O(f ImERVALS? ll No 2) Yu 
3) Not AFPiicable 
DIRECTIOt:S: To nurse: !..'YEN HAS HS. ---- BEEN (fTERED OOAL HYGIENE? 
C~de YES onlY if ~DO Patient h~s been offered oral hY9iene at least 
everY tliJo hours. 
21, 23, 
2.310 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~:.ation: 04 - ~'tRSlt:3 PERSOO:.:EL ItlTERVIEW 
2.311 
00 THE NUHSJNG STAFf f'ROVIDE AID TO PATIENTS IN 
NEED CF ASSISTANCE WITH PERSO.'W. HYGIENE? 
~JTE: AFPlies to last t~o davs. 
t>No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTIONS: Ask nurse: [(ifS MR. ------ 1\'EEil ASSISTANCE WITH HIS 
f>C._RSONAL HYGIENE? 
If no, Code N/A. 
If res. a~k: WAS AID IN PEF$)NAL HYGIENE PRfJJWED? 
31, 
Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 06 - PATIENT ~'VIR(I::ENT OBSERVATI(W 
IS EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FOR WASHIOO AND ffiYI~ 
HAIR? 
llNo 
2) Yes 
35. 
2.401 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforr~tion: 02 - PATIENT OBSERVATION 
IS THE PATIENT IN A POSITION FOR MAXIMAL U.N; 
EXPANSION? 
ll No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicible 
DIRECTiet:S: Observe elevation of bed. use of Pillows. and Position 
of head, neck and chest. 
Code YES onlY if all indic~tors ~ood. 
12. 21, 23. 53, 54 
61, 
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2.402 Version 1 of 1 Sc•urct' of Infon.ation: 04 - t~'UfiSit:G ~a INTERVIEW 
FOR THE PATIENT. Wf(l IS SlOJOt{JJ: 
A. IS THE PATIENT VENTILATED AFTER 1 >.No 
f.IJCTimmm 2> Yes 
DIRECTIO::S: To nurse: DOES r.R. ----- TAKE DEEP 3) Not AFPl i cable 
ffi£ATHS AFTER SIJCTIO!'HNG? If Patient is •;nconscious c•r an 
infant, ask: DO YO!J VENTILATE ---- AFTER Sl.:TIOOtt.'G? 
Code YES if actions to Fror.,ott' lun;~ exPan~ion after tracheal suction-
ing, e.9.• having Patient take deeP breaths or lungs are inflated 
bY •bassins•, •sishins•, or •crYins•. 
Code N/A onlY if Patient is not suctioned. 
B. IS THE PATIENT fJXTIO,'.'ED CORF;ECTLY? 1) No 
DIRECTIONS: Observe suctionins technique. Check 2) Yes 
for rotation of catheter, continuous use of 3) Not APPlicable 
suction, ProPer dePth of catheter inserted and slow insertion 
and rer..ova.l of c;stheter. In Nursery: Duration of insertion 
to removal must be no lonser than 15 seconds. 
Code YES onlY if all Parts are correct. 
C. IS 11£ PATIENT SttTIC~•'i:D !.'HEN NEEOCD? U No 
DIRECTIO:..'S: Observe for ain:aY patency; infer if 2) Yes 
freq:;enCY of suctionins is adequate. 3) tM APPlicable 
44. ss, 
2.403 Version 2 of 2 Source of Inform:1tion1 06 - PATIENT EN'JIRWtOO OBSERVATION 
IS EPIJIFffNT NECE~.ARY FOR t'.AINTAINING A CtEAR 
AIR'..lAY AT M P.EIISIDE? 
1) No 
2> Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: ExaJ;.Ples are: amt.u, ait~<~::iY. 5uction eq•JiPli,ent. tongue blade, 
etc. Does not aPPlY to turnins or u;e of hu:tidification. 
APPlicability: 
Infants: OnlY those re~~tainin!ll in l & D. 
TYPe I Patient!;: Those on l'lsS04, vasodilan, alcohol, 
ePilePtics, Fre-ecla~Ptics/ecla~tics, etc. 
TYPe II Patient~: All 
TYPf III Patients: Thost klho receive 9tnera1 anesthesia or 
receiving narcotics durin9 deliverY. 
12. 21. 22. 23, 43 
44. 53, 54, 61, 
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2.404 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor•ation: 02 - PATI~~ OBSERVATION 
IS WJIF1'.ENT Fffi SIJF'Pl YING SIJPFtfNNTAHY OXYID4 
remtOR Hlt1IDIFIC:ATIOO PROPERLY FLINCTimmm 
ll No 
21 Yes 
31 Not ArPlic~blt 
N'JTE: fquiPrr.ent for t,•Jmidific~ti(ln aFPl its to anv kind (If hu~~tidifi­
cation. e.g., trach, 02, aerosols, isolette5. etc. 
DIRECTIONS: For 02: Check oxv;en fl~ rate, tubing, p(lsition of fact 
~ask or other means of 9ivin9 OXY9en. all equiPment and 
C(lnr.ections. For Hurrtidi fication: Check for Presence of water 
in all tubing and connections. 
Code YES onlY if all Parts are ri9ht. 
If pe;tier,t has both oxv9en and hm;idification. all P~rts must be 
ri9ht for YES ~ns~er. 
12. 21. 22. 23. 45 
53. 54. 61, 
~405 Version 1 of I Source of Infor~ationl 02 - PATIENT OBSERVATION 
[:!J:S THE NURS£ M"Cl< FOR ~'£SPIRATffiY ADEPIJACY 
AFTER THE AIRWAY IS REt1WED? 
11 No 
2) Yes 
3> Not APPlicable 
NOTE: Tncl•;des chec~in!l for 1annsosFa511h listn.in9 to breath 
s.ounds. telling Patient to take breath;, etc. 
2.406 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATI~~ RECORD 
DOES THE ~H-:SE ALTER THE PERGfNTACE OF OXYGEN 
GIVEN Tl£ INFANT EW:ED (~ THE INFANT'S C:OUDITION? 
11 No 
2) Yes 
3) Not ArFlica~lt 
DIRECTIOl'IS: Obs.Hver llliJSt identify an infant that has had a Problec 
with OX'I'9('nation for whom alterations in Percentage of OXY!:Ien 
~~~as indicated. Check record to deter~r~i ne w.~ther nurse 
incr(':ased or decr('as~d the flow of OXY9('R aPProPriately, :and 
notified the PhYsician of this action. If nothing is sPecified 
in record. ~t.SY ask nurse 11•hat ad ion fllas taken. 
45, 
2.501 Version 1 of 1 Sourct of Inforr;;ation: 01 - f'ATIENT RECORD 
IS Tf£ PATIENT .iJJT Cf" BED HIE tU1BER Of TII1ES 
ffiDERED? 
DIRECTIONS: Check r~cord for Pr~vious daY onlY. 
' 
1) t.ltl 
2> Yu 
3) Not ArPlicable 
l".av be ~/A on Jy for Patients u;o ad 1 ib, Patients on hedrest. or 
infants and s~all children. 
52. 53. 
2.502 Version 2 of 2 Source of Jnfor;ation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
131 
IS TH£ PATIENT A..C:SISITD WITH Art <EATING, TOILET, l) No 21, 23, 52, 53, 
WESSING, WU.KJNG, ETC.) AS NEEDED? 2) Yes 
3) Not AFP!icable 
tl1TE: "Needed•, "rea~~nable ~mount of tiAe•, and •soon after vou 
asked theA" are defined bY Patient. 
DIRECTIOt~: To Patient: Ht\VE YOU ~:EEOCD SOI".E .aP IN DAILY 
ACTIVITIES, StOi AS P.ATHJNG, OR OOING THJNGS FOR YO!Ji$El.F? 
If n(•• C!lde N/A. 
If ye;, a~k: loa:Ell YfSI t~[fr.fD S1:lME •np, DID SOHE~Jf A..C:SIST YOO 
WITHIN A RE~SONAR.E M.."ll_:n 11= TI11E? 
2.503 Version 2 of 2 Source of Jnformationl 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IF Tl-( PATIENT SHO!.tD HAVE RA~'GE Of MOTIOO EXER-
CI~f. PERtOfiMfD, EITHER ACTIVE 00 PA..%JVE, ARE 
TilEY OONE? 
1) No 
2) Yes, off 
schedule 
3) Yes, on 
~chedule 
4) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: REfHs to Fr·evious 48 hours onlY. Examine recorl!s for 
inforr.ation. Includes anY infant who is restrained, is 
Po!it-oPerative, or has neurolo9ical da~r.a9e. 
DIRECTIC~: If no ~~dical or nursing ~rders for exerci~es written, 
obs~rver mu!it deter~ine whether ex~rcises sh~uld be done. r~r 
incliJde ln exerci;es in the iL~~diate PHt-oPf;:ative Period. 
Code N/A if Patient does not need exercises. 
C~de NO if exercises are aPFroPriate. but nothing recorded. 
r 
2.504 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforw~tion: 03 - PATIEt.~ I~lTERVIEW 
LfUSS CONTRAWDICATED, [r(t HE MJ\'Slt{; STAFF 
H::ORM Tl-£ PATIENT TO I(l fffi A...C.SIST PATIENT 
WITH> lEG DfRCJ~S IN OCD? 
1) No 
. 21 Yes 
31 Not APPlic~ble 
NOTE: APPlies to knee flexion and ankle rotation, e.g,, for r~tient 
in i~r.:nediate Po~t<•Perative reriod, bedfast Patitnt, ftc. Does 
not arPlr to turnin9 or to ran9e of motion exercises. 
DJRECTI~r.s: Obs~rver should fir;t deter~ine if leg exercises should 
be dcor,e. If so: 
A:.k Patient: niD ANYONE FROM lf-{ NURSING STAFF GIVE YCtJ rtNY LEG 
EXERCISES OR 11:tVE VOL~ LEGS MIJCH IMILE YCdJ'RE IN BED? 
i32 
53. 54, 
2.505 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforruation: OS - t-msit~ PERSOt.:.'EI.. OBSERVATIOO 
IS THE PATIENT STir~tATED TO RE~tt1ND <e.g,, BY 
TALKING OR TWCHINGI? 
11 No 
2) Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
Code N/A onlY if stir,;•Jlati(ln is contraindicated because of the 
anesthetic given Patient; e.g,, Ketamine. 
Version l of 1 Source of Inforll',ation: 03 - PATIEl'lT INTERVIEW 
!.'HEN THE PATIENT IS ON THE tR'HT, D..l:S t,,_!RSJ~ 
ENWJU«: HIM TO EXPRESS HJI'(aF f'HYSIC'.Al.LY? 
1) N(l 
2) Yes 
[IJRECTIONS: Ask the Patient: HAVE YOU BEEN ENGOIJW)ED TO EXERCISE, 
DAN(:£, IJTIIJZE THE PIJt~CHING P.AGS 00 00 SIMILAR ACTIVITIES? 
Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
OOES THE RECORD I~'DICATE THAT NLIRS(S HAVE GIVEN 
ATTENTIC~ TO THE PATIHJT'S NEED FOR PHYSICAL 
EXERCISE IN Tl£ P~T S DAYS? 
11 No 
2) Yts 
31 Not APPlicable 
t{IT[: Reftr~ to .adivitits s•JCh as tJ;llldng, 9'1'1aMstics. or other 
lar9~ ~uscle ~xercise. 
31. 
31. 
I 
2.508 V£"r~ion 1 of 1 Source of Information: 04 - N!JRSH.'G PERSOI~.a INTERVIEW 
JS H!E INFA~JT GIVEN THE CHA.'iCE TO S!JCK ON A 
P~CIFJER ~~ fEEDI~~ NIPPLE AT LEAST C~t[ EACH 
SHIFT? 
1) No 
21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
[llRECTlWS: To the r,ur-5e: WA.S It>.rAI~T ------ GIVEN A CHANCE TO StiCK? 
If yes, ask: HOW OfTEN? 
CC~de N/A if the infant is •inable to suck due to r.c.uth anomalies. e.g., 
cleft Falate. 
2.601 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforcation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
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ARE t~f{$JI-[; Pf.RSO~~.R ACCE:3Sm .. E TO PATIENT £tiRING 1 l No 51. 52, 53. 
MEALS? 2) Yes. so~ of 
NOTE: l"..tY <•bsHve for thi5 itHI in Pediatr·ic units. 
the ti~~e 
3) Yes. lf4ost of 
tt.e ti~J~e 
41 Yes. all of 
the tir.e 
5) Not APPlicable 
Dif~CTIC¢~: To Patient 7 Years and older or Parent: IN THE PAST TWO 
nAYS, HAVE YOU/HAVE YO!..IR CHILD NEEOCD OR REQtiESTED SOME HELP WITH 
Y~-~/HIS MEAL TRAY? 
If no, CCide N/A. 
If ves, ask: lo.'HEN YO!J NEEDED mt1E HELP, DID 50r.EIJIE FROI1 THE NURSING 
STAFF ASSIST Yru WITI-IJN A REA.50.~BlE MJIJNT Cf TIHE? 
2.W2 Version t of t Source of lnformationc 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
IS THE DlfT ~INED AT Af'f'R('f'fHATE TII'E AFTER 
PATIENT'S Ar~JSSION TO THIS l~IT? 
1) No 
21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
4) Inforll"ia t ion 
Not Available 
t.")TE: Patient or Parent defines reasoMble a~t~o•Jnt of ti11e. 
51. 52. 53. 
2.603 Vrrsion 1 of 2 Source of lnforr.ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS TI-E A,>',(lttn ~ FLUID H.'TAKE IWD OlJTM 
RECJ)RDED? 
1) No 
2) Y~s-IncornP1ete 
3> Yes-~omPI ett 
4) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: APPlies if Patient is on n~o. has SPt<Cial attention 9iven to 
fl•;id intake and o•;tput, or is in the i~~:IT~£-diate Post-oPerative period. 
Code YES--(':(~"'iPLETE onlY if bc•th intah and outPut r~corded and totaled 
for each shift in past t~o days, If Patient has been on this 
ur.i t 1 HS than two day~., ans~·~r (In 1Y for tiR:e on this unit, 
2.603 
If Fatient has bHn c•n unit for less than one shift, Code YES-
CC:~~.ETE onlY if 1~0 are recorded and ar~ current. 
Version 2 of 2 Source of lnforr.ationl 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THE A.':et!NT Cf" FLUID INT~([ AND OUTM 
RH:OODED? 
l)No 
2> Yes-Inco~Plete 
3) Yes-ComPlete 
4) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: APPlies to Patient 111ho is to have intake or outPut or both 
monitnred; e.9,, Patients ~ho have r£-ceived diuretics, with burns, 
with I.V.'s. Dt>terll!ine -•hat fluid volume is to be recorded from 
record or Patient's nurse. 
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12, 21. 22, 23. 43 
44. 52. 53, 54. 61 
2.604 V~rsion 1 of 1 Source of Information• 06 - PATIENT ENVIRONr.ENT OBSERVATION 
IS IV n..rJID INfliSJNG AT f'RESCRIOCD RATE? 
DIRECTl~'S: 6et Prescr it•ed r-ate and check flow. 
1) No 
2) Yes 
3> Not APPlicable 
12, 21, 22. 23, 53 
54. 61. 
2.bOS Version 1 of l Source of Inforr.ation: 04 - MJRSU:G PERSar.a I~'TERVIEW 
AHE P.ABJES Pffi'MITTED AT LEAST 20 MHmES PER 
rEED I~ 
t> No 
2> Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
[IJH[CTIONS: Ask Nurse: lN n£ PAST 00 DAYS, IDW Hl.Oi TI11E IS SPENT 
FEEDIMJ BABY ------ AT EACH FEEDit«n 
C~de YES if babies Ptr&itttd at ltast 20 •inutes Per feedin9. 
Jncl•;des 9ava9e feeding or ~r~ore than 20cc, 
Code N/A if inf<~nt rHeivin9 contin•Jo•;s driP feeding, is tl'f), or 
rHeivin9 gavage fet>din9 of less than 20cc. 
42. 43, 
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2.606 Version 1 of 1 Source of Jnforr.ation: 06 - PATIENT E~JI~~~ OEl~RVATION 
AF.'E BA!lJES P.IJRF'ED (BIJBBLfDl AFTER EACH FEEDING 
GIVEN IN THE NIJI\'SERY? 
tl No 
21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: APPlies onlY to babies ~ho are bottle-Fed in the nurserY. 
DII\'ECTIWS: Observe infant 111hose feeding i!: bein9 corr.Flett•d, Note 
~hether the infant is burPed (bubbled) after fe~ding, 
45, 
2 ,6()7 Version 1 of 1 Source of lnform~tion: 04 - N.~ING F£RSOt:a INTERVIEW 
A. IS GASTRIC PlACHlENT OF THE TUB!: A-SCERTAital I I No 
FUORE H[ FEEDHIG OCGWS? 21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
PIRECTIOI'l3: Ask nurse: 1-l!).l W~ M CiA.STRIC TU~ FtACEJ'Ia'T CHECl<ED 
FOR IN HilS WFANT? 
Code YES onlY if answer includes 9astdc content retrieval or 
Placement auscultated. 
B. IS GASTRIC RESHlliAL CHECl~ED PRIOR TO EACH 1 I No 
FEtrlltm 21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
C. IS FORMULA An.MTNISTERED WLY BY GR~VITY OR IF tl No 
F1.ti".P l.ISFTJ, NOT I':Oh'f TI-'.A.~ 2 cc lmi n. INnJSED? 7.1 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
I)JI(fCTIC'L\'S: Ask nurse: HQI..l 00 YOO ntG!.tATE Hl)l TIE FORM!JLA IS 
INFl.~.fD AND n£ I rn:mf (f TIME fOO fEf[IING? 
2.608 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
2.61J9 
IS THERE A STATEr:EtH ~ITTEN IN THE LAST THREE 
[lAYS REGARDING TH£ PATIENT'S INTAKE OF FOOD AND 
FLIJIDS? 
J) No 
21 Yes 
Version 1 of I Sourct of Jnfotmation: Ol - PATIENT RECORD 
42. 43. 44. 
31. 
FOR F'ATJENT Ct~ SPfCIAL [~.(;$ I E.G., PSYOOTRCf'IC 11 N9 31, 
Wti(,S, LITHJLe1, ,..AO I~l BITORSl IS FlliiD INTAKE 21 Yes 
RE~DED? 3) Not APPlicablf 
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2.701 Version 2 of 2 Source of Inforr.,ation: 01 - PATIENT RECO."'D 
If. OOCEL ruJCTJON H£CCf.OCD MILY? 1> No 
21 Yes 
21, 22, 23, 42, 43 
44, st. s2, 53, 54 
31 Not AFPlica~le 
t.DTE: N;;r·r~tive or !.lraPhic records are accEPtable. 
Code N/A only if no er.e;;.a ll:a~ ordered durin!.! Patient's Lt. D stav • 
. APPlies to recording of en~ma. results. 
2.702 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforr.ation: 01 - PATIENT RE01qn 
IS f:Ol.:EL H~.:CTION RECOODED AT LEAST EVERY THREE 
DAYS? 
1> No 
21 Yes 
DIRECTIOt~S: Check for either related Fro;ress notes or graPhic ~heets. 
Revie~ for Previous three davs; if Patient on unit less than 
three days, review for len!.lth of ti~e Patient on unit. 
2.703 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
:.704 
AHE ~::.~~tAL BOWEL OR tl:iiN.A.'W PROBLEI'!S t:JTED (E.G., 
PA~:.SWG B!.C(ID, BURtHNG, Ff\'[~JENCY, Jt{1f.ITINEt;!CE, 
ETC. I? 
1> No 
21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
NOTE: Does not refer to routine dai Jy recordi n9 (such as 9ra.Phid of 
bowel movern~nt or urinarY outPut, unless records clearly state a 
proble~ ewists. •unu~ua.l problems• are those defined a~ such bY 
the observer or the Patient. Refers to all Patients including tho~e 
with a urinary catheter or colostomy. 
DIR£CTI~~s: To deteru.ine if iPPlico.t•le, ask Patient: IN THE PAST 
TWO [~YS, HAl.{ YOU HAD ArN F'ROfUJ'IS WITH YOJR BOO.S OR ON 
liR l NA Tl ON? 
Version 2 of 2 Source of Inforl~tion: 03 - PATIEtfT INTERVIEW 
31, 
51, 52. 53, 54, 
[(I(S THf NIJ\'SJNG STAFF A.:.SIST n~ PATI[}.'T TO Tl£ 
f!ATH.t;'i.JOI'I OR WITH FtEN'AN/IJfciNAL WITHIN A REA.SC~~­
AfU 1\"'.0JNT ~ TII':E !..~lEN R£Q!.{STED? 
1) No 21, 23, 52. 53, 54 
21 Yu 
3) Not APPlic~blt 
t.'OTE: "A;~dshnrf needed", •r~tasoMble a.Munt of ti11e•, and "soon 
.after Y(IU askfd Htf'l" ;;re definfd bY thf Patient. 
[lJR£CTJ~,'S: To Patient: HAVE YOO ~c:r.ED FOR I£LP IN (i()Jt(l TO 
M P.ATif<f..O'I (ffi WITH n£ p.[[f'AN 00 UUNAU? 
'2.705 Version t of 1 Source of Inforiation: 01 - PATIENT f\'E(XJl1D 
IS TI:E FRI:OUEJ,'CY a: Tl£ PABY'S VOIDINGS r.ECOROCD 
EACH SHIFT? 
1l No 
21 Yes 
· ('.(Ide YES if nu:r.ber of tir..~s rec<•rdE'd bY checks or other ~r;eans. 
2.708 v~rsion 2 of 2 Source of Infonation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE A 1-'RITTEN STATEJ-:ENT AE:Q!JT ~'4ETHER THE 
PATIENT AAS HAD ANY URINA.!(Y OUTPUT? 
ll No 
21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
~~TE: APPlies to all Patients including those with urinary 
catheters. 
2.709 Version t of l Source of Informition: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IF INFA~lT HAS ~~)Jf£D, )S MRE A NOTE IN THE 
DELIVERY RtCORD? 
UNo 
21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: APPlies onlY to infants re~~inin; in Labor and DeliverY. 
Code N/A if infant has not voided. 
2.710 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IF PATIENT HAS CONDITlON OR IS TAKING r.~DJCATION J l No 
THAT t'.AY INTERFERE WITH Ell11H.!:ITION !E.G. ,lJTHILtl, 21 Vu 
TRYCYU.ICS, MAO It-:-IIBlTORSl IS IJRINE FL~.tTION 
Rff.OROCll IN PAST THREE DAYS? 
31 NCrt APPlicable.~. 
2.801 Version t of 1 Source of Informationl 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS TI£RE A WRITTEN STATE.l".ENT !l= THE CARE GIVEN 
TO PRfSSliRE AAF...AS 00 THE ~IN? 
1> No 
2l Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
NOTE: Refers to direct care of s~in Provided to Prevent skin break-
dollrn. such as r.assa~e. Ooes not refer to turning or to SPecific 
care given fCrr decubitus. 
Codt N/A onlv if Patient does not reqJJire siJch c~re. 
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42, 43. 44, 
21, n, 61, 
22, 23, 
31' 
42, 43, 44, S1, 54 
2.002 VHsion l of l Source of Information: 01 - PATIEtiT RECOHD 
IS THE ro~:HTJON (f' M SKIN AROUND THE IV SITE 
~COODED? 
ll No 
2) Yes 
3l Not APPlicable 
NOTE: For fxar..ple: reddened, Slltollen, COIIIPlaint of itchin9 or Pain. 
infiltr-ation, 
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43, 44. 53. 54, 61 
2.003 Version l of 1 Source of Inforr..ation: 06 - PATJBIT 8NIRON:'BIT OBSERVATIOO 
AHE THE I_INDEK-iHmS f.t..EAN, ORY, AND SMOOTH? 1l No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
~9TE: AFPlies to bfdfast Patients. 
('.(lde N/A l!lhen hi !.lh hiJI~i di ty is u5ed. 
2.004 Version 1 of l Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS CARE GIVEN TO Af~A.S OF Sl~IN Bfi'EA.®l..~ A.S (f'TEN 
REQUIR£D? 
1l No 
2) Yes-Jnco•.Pl ete 
2.901 
3) Yes-ComPlete 
4) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: AFFlicable to ar.y areas of breakdown. such as decubitus, lac£or-
ation. diaPer rash or sheet burn. Includes care of skin around 
osto~ies and da~a!.le due to taPe, fetal scalP Puncture sites. IV 
fluid burns, and t•rtJisin!.l d•Je to caPillarY fra!.lilitv. 
DIRECTIDr.:S: Check Patient r.or a~k nurse if sPecial care is needed 
and how often care is required. 
Code tlO if care sho•J 1 d be :d ven and is not. 
('.(Ide YES-INCOMPlETE if care is !.liven. but 110t as often as required. 
Code YES-{.t)tlPLETE if car·e is given as often as it sho11ld be. 
Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
1) No 
2) YH 
3) Not APPlicable 
NlHE: Ch::~r.!:lin!:l bottle or ~a9 ~h('luld foll('l;~ ~ccePhd Mti(lni1 
st~n~ards, e.g,, C[(, not hosPital PolicY if it differs froa 
n;tion~l ~t;ndards, 
DIRECTICW: Check records to see when l.st chan!led. 
44. 53. 54, 61' 
43. 44. 53. 54. 61 
43. 44. 53. 54. 
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2.902 Version t of t Source of Infor~ation: 04 - MJRSING ~~ INTERVIEW 
IS THE IV TLIBitli C.'iA.~.fD EVERY 48 H(d_f\'S? 1l No 
21 Yes 
43. 44. S.'J, 54. 
3) Not AFPiic;ble 
~'QTE: Tutoin9 should he chan'Oled and cc•rr.PIY r.tith accePted national 
~tandards, e.!!., (':[(, Mt !l;ith t,osPihl PolicY if it differs 
fro~ national ~tandards. 
[IJRfCTJCr.'iS: To n'Jrst': !JHEN ~S THE IV TUFING OW,'GfD IN 
MR. -------'S IV? 
Codt' NIA onlY if Patient has no JV. 
2.903 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforr.ation: 04 - M.mSitW PERSONNEl INTERVIEW 
IS THE lV SITE OR THE SITE Of AN JNf~'ELLING IV 
CATHETER IJW~GED AT LEAST EVERY 72 1{1JRS, I_I~ESS 
(1)NTRAINDIC'.ATED P.Y PATIENT'S mmiTION? 
1l No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlic~ble 
mrE: Does not refer to (IJt dniJIOS or ~IJbt::lavian catheters. 
Sit~s should be char,9ed to Cl)ntPlY 111it~ acct>Phd nati.,nal standards, 
t',!l,, COC, n<~t with t,osFital Policy, if it differs fro; national 
standards. 
[IIRECTI~.'S: To OIJr!'e: IJHEN WAS I'IR. ------ 'S (JV) ICATH> SJTE 
CHA,','(i[[l? 
Codt' N/A if IV is lt'ss than 72 hours old. 
2.904 Version 2 of 2 Source of Information: 04 - tl.IRSING PERSO:~a INTERVIEW 
OC€S Tl£ PATIENT 00 OEEP BHEATHING EXERCISES 
AT Sf.HEfd.JlED INTERVALS? 
1> No 
2> Yes-Inco;Plete 
3) Yes-co~r~Plete 
4) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: APPlies onlY to patient5 ~t~ho have hid !:l~r.eral anesthesia. 
DIR£CTJct:S: To nurse: [((S MS. ----- 00 ~R [{EP SREATHING EXER-
CISES? 001.1 cnEN I)()ES SHE 00 TfiEH? 161 CfTEN S.(lllD THEY BE 
r.n£? 
Code NO if e:rerci5es shC~uld be dQr.e and art not. 
Cod~ YES-I~~ETE if exercises ar~ done. but not as frequentlY 
as required. 
Codt' YES-rot'IPlfTE if exerci ;es a:--e done as frequentlY as rfq•Jired. 
25. 54. 
2.905 Version 1 of I S<lurce of lnforr;ation: 04 - ~·t.tRSU:G PERSO~:.a INTERVIEW 
IS THE PATIENT Hlfif.'ED A.S OFTEN AS HE ~OIJLD BE 
Tl~.'E[r? 
1l No 
2) Yes-lnU•If·Piete 
3) Yt>s-f.omPit>te 
4) Not APPlicable 
DJRECTII1\'S: r.hec~ N·Ct:lrds to determine if Fati ent should be turned 
and ~rhE>n. If no pl~n for t1Jrnin9, observer should deterr,int> 
whether Patient should be turned. e.g,, if Patient is bedfast. 
cannot turn self, i"·~diate PostoPerative, etc. 
To nrJrse: HOW OFTEN IS HR. ------- TIJRI::D? 
Code ~ if Patient should toe turr,ed and is not. 
Code YES-IN:Xtr.Pt.ETE if Patient is turned, but not as frequentlY 
as re'luired. 
Code YES-(':(l!"lf'LETE if Patient is turned as freql:entlr as re'I•Jired. 
5.3, 54. 
2."906 Version 1 of 1 Source of lnforN.tion: 04 - M.P.SJNIJ PERSO.'.':.'El. lt.'TERVIEW 
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DO THE t-ll!.Ci'SI~ STAFF GIVE OR ~<"\SIST TilE PATIENT 
lr.W IS flf'Q I.:ITH I'[IIJTH f.A.Ii'E? 
1) No 43. 44. 53. 54. 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
NOTE= APPlies to Patient ~t~ho is N?O for at least 24 horJrs. 
Dlf\'ECTIIJ-.:S: To nurse: 1-[lW CfTfN DO YIJJ GJ\{ MOUTH CARE TO MR. _____ ? 
Cc•de YES if done once each shift for last hro shifts. 
Code N/A for short sPecific NPO Period. e.g,, pre-diagnostic/ 
pre-sur!.:ri ca !. 
2.907 Version 2 of 2 Source of lnfor~ation: 02 - PATIENT OBSERVATION 
IF m: PATIENT HAS A TRACHf.OSTO/'IY, fNOOTRACHEAL ntBE 
OR NASOTRADf.:Al Tllf{: 
A. ARf THE Tt!OCS Q£A.~ 1) No 
21 Yes 
· 31 Nr.t APPlicable 
DIRECTIONS: Clb~~rve for Pre~errce of IIIIJCUS or b 1 ood on or .around tubts. 
B. ARE MATERIALS AAIJJiD 11£ Tllf{S QEAN AND 
PROPERt. Y IN PLACE? 
llNo 
21 Yes 
3) Not APP!iciblf 
NOTE: For ~xa~;P}e: M) at:cu~eulated JtJt.:us or blood on slin or !'ur-
roundin~ r.aterials; neck striP arrd ~-3r;ze ~ecurelr attached for trach 
tubes; and taPe adhering to s~in without Pulling for endotr•ch and 
nasotrach tubes. 
45, 55, bS, 
C. ARE GW.'FS 1-'0RN Cfl FOHCEPS l~;[D TO 
SUCTION TUBES? 
1> No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPiicablt 
DIRECTIONS: Ask Nurse: L.~P.~ ~tiCTIONHl.l ·--------• DID YOIJ ALW~YS I.'£A!l 
ROVES AND IJSE FORcrf'S? 
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2.908 Version 1 of 1 Source of lnfor,;;ation: 01 - PATI8H RECORD 
r=.1ES THE RECORD INDICATE THAT PERINEAU~iEATUS 
CARE HAS BEEN GIVEN AT TWICE BAILY TO PATIENTS 
LIITH l~'r!L.'!':tUNG CATHETERS? 
11 No 
2l Yes 
3! Not APPli(able 
53. 54. 
2.909 Version 1 of 1 Source of Jnforlil:a.tion: OS - NURSING P'""t.RSO~.'EL OBSERVATitW 
IS A!::fPTIC TfCH"iiQll£ CARRIED OJT AS ~'ECE~:fl.~Y IN 1 l No 
Pf"I::PARH~ OR GIVIWJ IN.JECTJO\'S, TREATI'lt:f..'TS M 2l Yes 
Sf'ECIAL F'R:x:f[(tF.'[S, E.G., C'.ATHERIZATIC!f":S, 3) Not A?Plicable 
Dfl£8SH~ CHr..':GfS, WOUND C.A.q£, ETC. 
NOTE: Refers to both te(hnique and equiP~ent/solutions. 
11. 12. 21. 22. 23 
4'5. !15. 6.'5. 
2.910 Version 1 of 1 Source of Jnfor~tation: 02 - PATI8IT OBSERVATI~ -
2.911 
IS THE URINARY C-ATHETER mAINAGE SVSTEI'I CtOS£0? ll No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
r~TE: Refers to draina~e sYste~ being used. There should be no 
opening through 111hich dust Particles (an enter sYste~r~. 
DIRtCTIWS: Chf'Ck all (Or.nedion Points. esPeciallY IJ.:h~re tubing 
is atta(hed to ba9. 
53, 54, 61. 
Version I of I Source of Jnfor~ation: 02 - PATIENT OBSERVATION 
ARE M mAIN~GE n.tBING A;'lO BAG PATENT, F'h,)PERlY 
CfMIECTE[l, AND PreiTJOl':r:D Fffi MAXIMAL PRAINflGE: 
A.'ID 1'1\fVENTI~J Of STASIS? 
11 No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: APPlies to urinarY or other bJt.es. tkcePt~ble only if all 
catheter and tubing Placed for continuous drain~ge. Not accePtable 
if catheter or tubing looPed or slanted u~rd at anY Point. 
C.Qde YES onlY if all Parh art' coruct. 
23. 53. 54. 61. 
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2.912 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforliiation: 06 - PATIENT ENVIROt:'iCNT OBSERVATION 
[C) THE EOUIPI".r-tH AND SOUJTION~) Fffi SIJCTIONING AND 1) No 
IRRIGATION I'HT REPlll~'ft:ENTS FOR ASEPSIS? 2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
t.~:nE: For exa~·?le: sterile for •Jrinarv catheters, clean for G.I. 
tubes. For tr:.~ch care. e'luipr.,ent and !i-(ll•Jtions rr.ust be either 
~t£-rile l)r ilir:st be chan9ed at least everY four hours. tlr.ao:<'Phble 
if any solutions tePt in uncovered container. 
Code YES c.nlY if all e<;uip;rent and solutions ITreet these standards. 
2.913 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 06 - PATIENT ENYIROt:-B~T OBSERVATI~ 
A.t:.'f llf;fD fJIAPERS [1ISf'C$ED OF PROPERLY? I) No 
2> Yes 
NOTE: If cloth dio.Pers are rJsed, ther should be rinsed elser":h€-re 
than the nurserv. Both cloth and disPosable diaPers should be 
discarded in a covered container. 
C.(•de YES l)rtlY if all used diaPers are ProPerlY discarded and cloth 
diaPers are rinsed outside of the nurserY before being discarded. 
2.914 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 02 - PATIENT OBSERVATION 
IF PATIENT f\'£01JIRES ~GU\l AffiNTION FOR PRE-
VENTION Cf n.'FECTION, ARE A.Of'ROPRIATE M£A.St~S 
TAKEN? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
3> Not APPlicable 
NOTE: APPlies to Patients with k•ounds to be cleaned/cover€-d, clean 
~nd Patent tubes. ProPer connection of drairra<Je tubing, etc. 
C<.de N/A <•nlY if P:}tient h~s no need for s•JCh care. 
2.915 Version l of 1 Source of Infor~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
[() THE 1\'ECOR[l$ INOICATE lW\T A P£RI~AL SCR'Jll WAS 
[II~ PRIOO TO [1£LJVERY? 
1) No 
2> Yes 
.916 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
[(r TH£ 1\'ECCif<[IS INOICATE THAT P£RI"-£AL CAr.£ IS l) No 
CiiVEN AFTER EACH VAGINAL EXA.~WATI().'.I OR AT LEAST 2) Yes 
EVERY 4 1-r.t~'S? 
It' 12. 
22. 23. 
21. 22. 23. 
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2.917 Version 1 of 1 Source of IMor~roation: 04 - N!..!RSit.'G f'ERSO:~:.'EL INTERVIEW 
IS Tl£ EQt.JIPtiENT Fffi AltiiNISTERit:G H.lr.IDITY IN ANY 1) No 
Fffil'l CHANGED A.~[t REPlACED WITH STEniLE E~IIPHENT 2) Yes 
AT LEAST EVERY 24 1-f:lt~ 3) Not APPl icabl! 
~~TE: ror ex;~Pie: isolette ~ter reservoirs, resPirator tubings, 
hu~iditY bottles and tubin~. etc. 
1\sk nurse: H0\.1 Cf1EN IS INFANT ______ ~s EQIJIPMENT FOR 
ADMINJSTfRI~'G 1-JJMIDITY C.HANGEO? 
Code YES onlY if all eq1JiF~1ent is ch~n9t-d every 24 hours and rePhced 
IIIith sterile SUFPl ies. AFPl ies to Past h1o daYs, 
43. 44, 
MASTER CRITERIA LIST 
3.101 
l"..lj(ar Ob.i: 3.0 T~ N!~H'HYSJCAL lPSYC.H, EliOT, f".fNT, ~.((.) r;rms OF THE PATIENT ARE ATIEN 
Sub (lbj: 3.1 The Patient Is Oriented To H(•SPital Facilities On Ad~~tis;ion 
----------- TEXT 
Version 1 of 1 Sourc! of Infor~~tion: 03 - PATIEtfT ItffERVIEW 
IS THE PATIENT W~'TAOED BY THE ~-RSIWJ STAFF 
WITHIN 15 I'IINIJTES ArTER A.~JVAL C~ ~IT? 
ll No 
2) Yes 
£liRECTIOt\'S: To Patient 13 nars and older or Parent: WHEN YOtt/YOUR 
CHILD riRST Af'<RIIJED ON TfliS IJNIT, HOW LC~\'G WAS IT BEFORE set£-
m~ ON THE Nl..IRSIWJ STAFF CAME TO SEE YOli/YCdJR CHILD? • • 
-PATIENT TYPES-
3.102 Version 2 of 2 Source of Jnforr~tion: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
ON ADMISSION TO THIS UNIT, IS PATIENT JNFORHED 
I-Ori TO CAI..L/CC~O,:TACT THE N!JRSE? 
I) No 
2) Yfs 
DIRECTIONS: To p.;tient DID ~:.')I~Ea'-:1: Tft.L YOtl Ht)W TO r.tt.L THE N!JRSE OR 
ASK IF Yeti ALREADY KNEIJ HOiol TO C'.AI..l? 
c~de YES ~nlr if Patient ~~s infor~ed in thf fir~t h~ur of .;d~i~siQn. 
21. 23. 31, 51, 52 
53, 
3.103 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforo,a.tion: 03 - PATI8IT INTERVIEW 
DO THE NIJ.%W5 STAFF WFORl1 THE FAI~ILY OF IWITAL 1) No 
RruTINE C~J AD:1If.Sm~ 00 FIF\$T VISIT? 2) Yes 
DIRECTIOl':S: Ask Farent: ~lEN YWR INFAriT J.JAS Af~ITTED TO THIS IJNIT 
on lo.ID YCU FIRST VISJTITI, DIO THE t:t.IRSI~ STAFF TALK TO YOU 
ABOUT VISITIWJ R(dJTWES, ETC.? If Farent 9iven ir,for~:<atiM 
9:JidP or booklet, ask: DID Sif.'.C(rtJE T[I..L YOU ~-~~AT IS INft.LIDED 
IN Tl£ 00).11.ET? 
Code YES if 111ritten 9;Jide sivPn to inftjr·111 Parent and nursing staff 
ir,forms Farent this infc·r~:.ition is in this suide. 
Code ~ if parent kne~• infor;r.~tion froili Previ(I•Js adr..issil}n, but 
~as not infor~~d on ad~i5sion to this unit. 
3.104 Version 1 of 1 Source of lnfor~tdion: 03 - PATIDIT It.'TERYIEW 
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42, 43, 44, 
IS TilE PATlENT HJFORI".ED Cf VISITIWJ HOURS 00 
ADMISSION TO THE UNIT? 
1) No 31, 51, 52. 53. 54 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTIONS: To Patient Clr Farent of child: DID roMEOt~ TELL YO!J ll!AT 
THE VISITHJG mms AfiE FOR THIS l~HT 00 DJO 11£Y REFER Y!JJ TO A 
PATIEtiT G!Jir:E FOR INFORt'.ATION 1\BOIJT .THE VISITING JOJm 
If res, ask: WHEN Dl[l HEY TELL YCJJ? 
DIRECTIONS: (PfDIATRJCS) - To chi 1 d 7 Years and ol ~er: DID ~MONE 
TELL YOU ~lEN YOUR MOTHER OR FATHER ('J)JLD m"'E TO SEE YCU? 
If yes, ask: WHEN DID THEY TELL YOU? 
---·-----------
C~de N/A if Fatient tran;ferred to thi; unit fro~ another unit with 
5i~e visitin9 hours. 
Code YES onlY if Patient 11:as told visitin9 hours ~ithin tt.e first 
24 hours of ad~.issi(ln, 
3.105 Version 2 of 2 Source of Infor~tion: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
IS THE PATIENT INfORMED Cf' AVAILABILITY CF 
RELIGW.!S D':d.JlffiORS AND FACILITIES ~ ~DMISSION 
TO THE msPITrt.? 
1) No 21, 23, 31, 51. 52 
2> Yes 53, 
3) Not AFPlicablt 
DIR£CTIIJ.S: Ask Patient: ~'troT lll<:-1'ITALS HA'.{ A CAAOfl ffi CtERGYl"AN 
Fffi PATIENTS A!ID F~'1JLIES. [liD SIJ'.EOt.£ TEl.L YOJ 101 TO MAKE 
LIS£ Cf THESE SERVICES? 
3.106 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforr;iation: 03 - PATIENT WTERVIEW 
IS Tfle PIHIENT. TOC.D HO'..J TO LISE T~ TELEIWNE ON 
ADMISSJ(W. 
l) No 
2> Yes 
52, 53. 
3) Not APPlicable 
[llf-\'ECTio,t:S: To Patient 13 yw·s and older: \.!BEN YOIJ ~":RE FIRST 
ADMITTED TO THIS l!NIT, DID SOt<HrM: ffil Yll.l OOW TO liSE ll£ 
HOC'..PITAL TREPHO~~. St.b:::H AS, Hl!W TO GET AN OUTSIDE LINE? 
C(lde N/A if Patient ir,itiallv ad~~titted to another unit or 
unresPonsive on ad~r~ission. 
Code YES onlY if Patient ~5 told within 24 hours after admission. 
3.107 
AccePtable if volunteer or other non-nursins Fersonnel 
infor~d Patient. 
Version 2 of 2 SoiJrce of Information: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
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IS rnE PATIENT lt.'fORMED Cf' t.'ECESSARY FACiliTIES, 
SUCH AS Tl£ lAVATORY AND BAillWC'./1, ON A~1ISSION? 
1) No 
2> Yes 21. 31. 52, 53. 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTICI\."): To Patient: !l-IEN YOIJ C'At'£ TO THIS ROOM, DID ffi"'EONE 
Tfll Yef.J ~ T~ P.ATHRI)OM OR PLN"..:E TO !.14SH YC\~ PA~DS IS 
l.OCATED? 
Code NIA if Patient initially ad~itted to another unit or if Patient 
~"15 not UP to batt,rO(lJI on ad;;.i 55ion, 
Code YE'S c•nly if ratient to:as infor~toed within the first hoJJr of 
adn,i;sion. 
3.108 Version 2 of 2 Source of Information& 03 - PATIENT I~1ERYIEW 
A.~ f.AFETY MEA~HS, st!CH AS Str.R<HJG r:EGI.JlATJOOS, 
OR PfiEC~ITIC$ GHTJNG IN AND OUT OF BED, 
fxrt ... AWED C..~ A~ISSION TO THE LINIT? 
1) No 
2> Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTIO.~: To Patient: IHN YOU AHRIVE[r ON THIS UNIT WERE Yfl.J 
TctD AP.Cd.JT 00 REFERRED TO AN JNHftMTION OO(f(LET FOR SPECIAL 
SAFETY MtA5tiRES CH THIS IJNIT, SliGH AS SMOKI~ REWI...ATIOOS 00 
f'RECA:JTIONS G£TTIOO IN AND OUT OF F€0, OR A~N OMR 
PRECAUTIONS? 
ArcePhbh if safetY Ma51Jres included in Patient brochure ar.d 
Patier,t (16 vear~ and older) ~as reftrred to tlr(lchure for 
infor5ation. 
C~de N/A onlY if patient initiallY ad~itted to another unit. 
21. 23. 51. 52. 53 
3.201 
3.202 
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Version 2 of 2 Source of Inforl!';ation: 03 - PATIEtlT ItHERVIEW 
1l No IS Tl£ PATIENT INF&.1ED WITHIN THE FII\'ST HOm Of 
f:D~ISSI~ Cf THE Er.ERGOCY C'.All SYSTEM IN T~ 2) Yes 21, 31, 51, 52, 53 
P.A THi!OCff? 3> Not A?Plicablt 
NOTE: APPlies to situati•,ns in ~t:hich the ~;;throorn has er.er9toncv call 
SYstem. 
DIRECTJIJ.'S: A;.k Patient: ~KEN YCdJ FIRST ('.AM£ TO Tl£ R((IM, OlD SC~­
Ot-..": TELL YO!J HJ:~;J TO GALL FOR A ~Jfi'S£ IF YCfJ AAE IN THE MTHR((llf? 
Code N/A if Patient initiallY admitted to another unit or if no 
emersency co1l1 srste~ was available. 
Code YES onlY if P~tient ~~as inf(•rr..ed within the first hour of 
adrrdssi'>n. 
Version 2 of 2 Source of Information: 03 - PATIEtlf INTERVIEW 
DO THE MJRSING STA.r:F CALL PATIENT AND FAI'IJL Y BY 
DES 1 1\'ED NAt£? 
1) No 11, 12, 31, 51, 52 
2) Yes. sM.e of 53, 54, 
the time · 
3> Yes. 111ost of 
the ti111e 
4) Yes. a 11 of 
the tiRle 
DIRECTIONS: To Fatient or Farent: WHEN SPEAKING TO Y~J AND YOUR 
FI\"'ILY, P.AVE THE ~U%ING STAFF CALLED YOt.l BY THE NAME VOO 
PREFER? 
r.JRECTIOt.:S: IPEDIATRICSl - To a chi 1 d 4 vears and (II der: WHEN 
TAl.YIHG TO YO!J A~m YOUR FAMILY, 00 Tl£ ~J&S C.Al.l YOCI EW Tl£ 
Nri:E YOLI LI I'I? . 
Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
[() Mf,'SING f.TAFF f10'1fERS INTRDrf..r..E THEMSO..VES TO 
THE PATIENTS? 
11 No 
2) Ye~. ~o~~>e of 
the ti~~~e 
11. 12. 31. 42. 43 
44. 51, 52, 5.'3. 
3) Yes, IIIOSt of 
the ti~ae 
4) Yes. ; 11 of 
the tiM 
IllRECTIO!'~: To Patier.t or F~rtnt: 00 ~RS Cf" 1l£ ~JRSING STr:ff 
JNTf(.)f((,[ Tl£l'(UVES TO WJ/YClR CHILD? 
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3.203 V~rsion 3 of 3 Source of Infor~r.ation: 03 - PATI8IT JNTEI\'VIEW 
Ali'E t-.~Jf-:siNG f'£1\Wtt.U COORTEO'.JS TO PATIENT AND 
kf:R FAMILY? 
ll No 
2) Yes, sc.n.e of 
tt,e till\e 
3> Yes,- all of 
the ti~ 
DIRtCTIC~.:S: To P~ti~nt: :;;m~E Y(rtJR IWaVAL ON THIS tWIT, HAVE THE 
NUf~;(S P-EEN f.:\TISFr£:TORILY /Xd.mEOI.IS TO Y(dJ A.'m YC~~ FA.'1ILY? 
Code YES, ALL OF T~ Tl~~ onlY if al~;vs courteous to both P~tient 
and fa~ilv. If familY has not been rresent code for Patient 
onlY. 
u. 12. 21. 23, 31 
42, 43, 44, St. 52 
53. 61' 
3.204 VHsion 2 of 2 Source of Infor~ation: 03 - PATIENT J~7ERVIEW 
00 STAfF FLICIT PATIENT'S P~~TICIPATION Dl~ING 
R(~J~~1 
1l No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
OIRECTim:S: As:k Fatient: lo:HILE YOU HAVE EHN ON THIS LINIT, 
1-'~VE A GROlP Cf DC(:TOI\'S OR N!Jr."::f$ I".::K WG RO:.mrtS TOOfTHER 
CM INTO Yl).~ ff.XIM TO ~E YltJ? 
If Yes, ask: DID \'W FEEL THAT YOO ~f;'E HIC.I.IJDEO llS PART 
tJ= THE G!i'(ll.~ FOR Jt-.-'Sm::E, DID rrlEY A.SK Fffi YOUR OPINJIJ\.'S 00 
GIVE YC~I A CH~~ TO TALK? 
21, 51, 52, 5-J, 
3.205 Version 1 of l Source of Information: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
3.301 
IS Tl[ P::TIENT INTfi'(lf:I.J::£0 TO OTHER PATIENTS ON 
THE l~HT? 
11 No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlic~ble 
DJfl£CTJONS: Ask Patient: WHEN YOU l<.'fRE F!r<ST AtlMITTEO TO THIS LINIT, 
DID ~;(lf'lm>IE INTRO(d.U: YOO TO ~:(C'!E OTHER PATIENTS? 
Cod~ ~/A if Fatient is di~nriented a~d confused. 
31. 
Version 2 of 2 Source of lnforr.ation: 04 - NmSING Prnro:.a INTERVIEW 
IS THE NUfi~;( A!.IME (f ~T THE PAI\'EtJT KNOWS AOO.IT 
THE I~f'A.\'T'S crnDITION? 
l) No 
21 Yes 
Dlf\'ECTJ(I.~,'S: Ask nurse: [10 YIJJ Kt.ftJ'J WHAT H.fANT -----'S PARENHSI 
Hfl'JE BEEN HlD AOOUT HIS CONDJTIOO 
tt. 12. 31. 42, 43 
44. 51' 52. 53. 54 
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Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforll:ation: 03 - PATIOIT INTERVIEW 
[(I m: t-:.~I~ ~;TAFf JNfOHM THE PATIENT OF Tl£ 
PLA.~ FOR DAlLY C.ARE IF n£ PATIENT? 
11 No 
21 Yes 
51. 52. 53. 
DIRECTIONS: To Patient or Farer.t of ct.i 1 d: AT THE BfGIN~JJI.'G OF THE 
DAY, SAY IN THF.: PAST nro DAYS, DID THE NUfi~:E TELL YOU/YOm 
CHILO ~1AT TilE ACTIVITJEf. FOR THE MY 1-.':')f.tD £€? 
Dir~CTI~~s: (PEDIATRICS) -To child 4 YPars ;nd older: IN THE 
I'IORNII'.'(i, DID m: Nl.f.'SE TELL YO!J ~llAT YOU lo.'ERE GDINlJ TO [{I TODAY? 
3.303 Version 2 of 2 Source of Infor~ation: 03 - PATIENT I~11JrviEW 
ME SF'ECTAL PROCfWfi'ES ~D STI.!DlES EXPLAINED TO 
TilE PATIENT? 
I) No 11, 12, 21, ,23, 31 
2) Yes. soJ,etillfes 51. 52, 53, 
31 Ye<s, a h:.avs 
4) Not APPlicable 
Difi'fC:TIOt:.3: To patient: HAVE YOU H.~D ANY ~CIAL TESTS OR 
PROC£DliRES :..,ll.{ILE YIJ.J'VE £:fEN IN THE HOSPITAL? 
If Yes, a;l.: wrnE: THEY EXF'li\INITr TO YW fUOF,'f HI:¥ WERE [(It>(? 
Code N/A if Patient tiad no test or SPHial Proced•Jres. 
3.304 Version 2 of 2 Source of Infor~ation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
ARE CI.~TIITNS DR~~~ OR fcJOR QCI$£0 Fm fXA.'1INATION, 1) No 
Tr.'EATI'::NT • ffi PRIVACY? 2) Yes 
3l Not AFPlicable 
DIRECTIONS: To Patient: j,"£N Y(ll.J HAVE HAD AN HAI11NATIC~ OR 
Tf<E'ATMENT OR ~trN YOIJ .JJ)T h'.!WT£0 TO OC ALC4£, WERE THE 
fl.IRTAI~'$ [IRAWN A.'WIJID YOU? BED OR TI£ DOOR ClroED? 
Code N/A if Patient never h~d exa~~tination or treat~~ent, or did not 
dHire Privacv. 
11, 12, 21, Sl, 52 
53. 
3.305 Version 2 of 2 Sourct of lnforaation: 03 - PATIENT ItlTERVIEW 
00 t.'t.IRSlt{l STAFF K~()( 00 At:~(tNCE TIHISELVES 
IUO!\£ ENTERI~ A PATIDWS RCOO 
t> No 
21 Yes, SOifle of 
the t i111e 
3) Yes. ~~oost of 
the ti•e 
41 Yes, a II of 
tht ti~ 
21. 31, 51. 52. 53 
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3.306 Version 1 of l. Source of Inforlf,a.tion: 05 - PI'URSJt:G PERSO~~a OBSERVATI~ 
00 II!JRSING STAFf [lJ~tiSS H£ PATIENT A~'D HIS C.ARE 1 l No 
EITI~R WITH THE PATIE~ AS IN t~It:J ROIMI$, OR 2l Yes 
IN PRIVATE f'LAC.t:S (~ THE UNIT WHERE: OTHER PATIENTS 3) Infor-u;ation 
e.R VISITORS CAt~\'OT HEAR THE DISCUSSION? Not Available 
rrtTE: Private Plaft ;uay refer to station. conference areas on 
•Jnit, etc. 
21, 23. 55. 
3.307 Version l of 1 Source of Infor~tion: 03 - PATIENT IIITERVIEW 
3.401 
DO ~'lmlt~ STAFF C:Ot;flNE THEIR (:(lt.\'ER':;ATJWS WITH 1l No 
Tf~ PATIENT TO A T~RAPELITIC OR APPRtJ>RIAT£ ro::IAL 21 Yes 
l[Vfl? 
DIRECTICe.JS: To Patient: Hf;VE ~~y OF TilE NLIRSIII.'G STAFF TALKED ABOOT 
THEIR PfR'".;;{~W.. PROEtEI".S WITH YCd..l? fa) YCJJ THINK IT IJI:d.lD PAVE 
PID BETTER IF THEY TALKED IT OVER WITH SOMEONE RSE? 
Code NO if Patient rePorts that stiff inaPProPriatelY discuss 
Proble~s with hi~. 
tt. tz. 3t. 42. 43 
44, st. 52. 53, 
Version 2 of 2 Source of Infor~tion: 03 - PATIENT It..~ERVIEW 
IS OPPORTI..,'"HTY Ph'OVUCD FOR PATIENT TO DISCUSS 
FEAR AN[t ANXIETIES? 
1l No 
21 Yes 
3l Not APPlicable 
DIRECTI~: To Patient: SINCE YOl~ ARRIVAL ON THIS llNJT, WAS THERE 
Al•'YTHIMJ THAT CONCERNED OR ~ORRIED YOO? 
If no, Code N/A. 
If res. ask: DJD Y:JJ FEEL YOU HAD A CHANCE TO TALK WITH rm (f" 
Tl£ NllfC..f:S AOOJT IT? 
lt, 12. 21. 31. 42 
43. 44. 52, 
3.402 Version l of 1 Source of Infor~tion: 03 - PATIENT 1~1ERVIEW 
DO Tl£ NURSING STAFF DISCUSS THE PHYSICAL 
[(PENOCNCE-W[IEPfN[fNCE (f M PATIENT WITH 
PATIENT? 
1l No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
[IJRfCTIC¢-.'S: To Patient or Parent of child: PAS Ycti/YOJR OIILD'S 
ILLNESS P.AD Hi.Of EFFECT Ct~ lo.'HAT YOJ/1£ CA.~ 00 FOO Y~LF I 
H!l".~aF, ~JCH AS DAILY HYGIENE OR E:ITING, 00 TAA:JI(; CAr<£ 
tf' Yotr."S::LF /HIMSELF IN G8'£RAL? 
52. 53, 
3.403 
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Version 2 of 2 Source of Inforr.ation: 03 - PATIENT lf'.'TERVIEW 
IS THE USE ~ ~PITIAL EQI.IIFtifNT <E. G. • ~~~~Al.ATI~ 1l No 
EP!JJri'[NT, S!XTJON, tV, OCI:'f.lJ, AND SIMILAR) 2> Yes 
DF'LAH~D TO THE: PATIENT? 3) Not AFFlicable 
DrP.fCTJ(~'.'S: T(l pati~nt: I r.'I)TlC[ THt.T YW HA'JE ~~ff ~:-'fGIAt 
H".llrr.ENT; l!li~ A~fy(:Nf: lOI.D YO!J BOW IT lof.t.'1KS 0.'1\o.'lN YC~J 
tHO IT? 
21. 23. 42· 43. 44 
53. 54. 
. 3.404 Version 2 of 2 Source of Infor~ation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
DO TilE Nl.~ AND PATIENT DISCUSS I"IDDE OF LIVING, 
LIVWG ('.(¢1DITICNS, m CW.U'ATIO."JAL ROtE IN 
RflATJON TO HIS llU.'ESS AND RESTOHATIVE ('.A.q£? 
1> No 
2l Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
NOT£: O~·server rr••Jst determine if Patient's Progress •.;.rrants such 
di SCUS!d on. 
DIRECTIONS: Ask Patient: HAVE A.\'Y OF THE M.!J;'SES OR ~1lEC1Al 
CCUl~fL(~ TALKITI I-liTH YOIJ ABOUT ANTICIPATII\'G YOUR DISCHARGE 
A.~D UVI~ ARR;'\N~3EMENTS, FOR EXA!"hot.E, Ct:t\NCiES OR PROBLE."IS 
YOU I':IGHT B:'ECT AT WORK 00 AT HOME? 
UnaccePtable if Patient ITn?relY informed of activities. 
31. 51. 52. 53. 
3.405 Version 2 of 2 Source of InforQation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
DO THE NUT'Sft.(, STAfF H.'FORI1 T~ PATIENTS AOOJT 
ACTIVITIES BCF~ TIW.V ~~ CAqRIED OUT? 
1) No 
2> Yes 
NOTE: Refers to routine c~re activities: does not refer to obtaining 
con!'ent for SPecial Procedures. Infor~r..:~tion s:;ay be ;iniMl .about 
111ha.t nurse is going to do. 
DIRfCTI~: To Patient: 00 T~ t-{ftstS TELL \'OIJ WHAT n£Y ARE 
CiOI~ TO 00 P.:::FORE THEY CARRY O.IT SOMr ACTIVITY StiCH AS 
BATHS, JN.JECTJIJS, DRHSWG CfW~ifS, ETC.? 
11' 12' 21' 23. 31 
52, S3, 54, 
3.407 Version t of t Source of Inforr.ationr OS - tU~INU PERS(~:a. OBSERVATI~ 
IS l.fRP-Al C:t::mJNICATJON Dir.'ECTfD TO'.!ARrt Tl£ 
SEVERELY Ill 00 l11"fJ)tr:£IOCIS PATIENT ffi TOWARD 
INFANTS? 
1) No 
2) Ye!'. not auch 
at at 1 
3> Yes. a grut 
deal 
4l Not APPlicable 
or ~Pr·oPriate 
12. 42. 43. 44, 54 
61. 
3.408 
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Ver!'ion 1 of 1 Source of Inforlfiation: OS - t~f{SWG PffiSOt~a OBSERVATIOO 
rs THERE TACTILE c:r)~-~·:~.~tHC:ATION WITH n£ 
SEVERELY ILL ~ I.J.\'CO~ft.JOIJS PATIENT? 
1> No 
21 Yes, not ~uch 
at al_l 
31 Yes, a ~r-eat 
deal 
41 Not APPlicable 
Clr APProPrirtte 
NOTE: l"'.aY be contraindicated in certain neurological diseases, or in 
Patients recovering fro~ anesthetic irritant side effects, such as 
with Kehr..ine. Ohserver lilust first deter111ine if tactile co~r;;m.ication 
is contraindicated. 
Dlt-'£CTICNS: Otsen·e nu;·sin9 st<!.H with Patient to deterlfliM whether 
sense of touch is used bY ~eans of co~munication, e.g,, use of 
touch in co~forting ~ay, aside from Providing technical care. 
3.409 Version 2 of 2 ~~urce of Infor;ation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
00 NUHSES LISTEN TO Tif: PATIENT? 1l No !l. 12. 21. 23. 51 
21 Yes, some of 52, ~.?,, 54, 
the ti~ 
3) YE.>s. all of 
the time 
DIRECTIONS: To Patient: WHEN YOU TAlK TO m: 1\'!JfiSE OR ASK 
QUESTIONS, DO YW FEfL Tl-:flT YOL!R N!_lf\'SE LISTENS TO YOO 
AND SID'~ A.'l INTEREST IN lo.'HAT Yl)J SAY? 
3.410 Version 1 of I Source of lnfor~tion: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
[lfJ::S THE PATIENT 1-.'rAR HIS 0~!'4 QOTI-II~ (OOJN, 
PAJAMS, ETC.) IF DESIRC..D? 
ll No 
2) Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
NOTE: P".ar be contraindicated if Patient's c!lndition or extE.>nsive 
treabrnts r-ake it ur.d~sirable tt~ 111ear (•Wn clothing t~r if 
conditit~n or Patier,t's o:.~n clc·thing Precludes ProPer hr·giene. 
asePsis or fire safttr. 
DIREI.TI.~: To Patient 4 rears or older: IF YOll WA.\'T TO 1-.(AR Yrut 
~~ CLOTHJ~'G. SOCH A.S PA.JA."1AS, loJIILE YOO'RE IN TlE IW'JTAL, 
00 Yll.l FEEL FREE TO [() ro? 
51. 52. 53, 
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3.411 Version 2 of 2 Source of Infor;ation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
' 
C'.AN m:: PATIENT IDENTIFY A PA.qTICJ.tAR NURSE AS 
"HER t-'!J\~P? 
1l No 
21 Yes 
11, 12, 21. 23, 31 
42, 43, 44, 51, 52 
53, 54. 
DIRECTJWS: To F~tient: IS THf:RE ON£ PAATICllAR NORSE THAT IS Y~..IR 
"YO!.~ NIJ~P WHILE YCdJ AR£ ~[RE? 
C'H~e YES if Patient indic~tes IH1e nurse as her r.ur!'e. 
Cotfe ~JO if Patient indicate!' !-everal niJr!'es. 
3.412 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~tion: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
3.413 
IS ~JPPOOT GIVEN TO THE PATIENT IN [IISTRESS, I.E., 11 No 
CRYING, BEI~li HIMY ANXIIJJS, FEAAFtl? 21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
OIRECTJet:S: A!<k P~tient: [lURING YOI.IR HOSPITALIZATION HAVE YCd.J HAD 
TJI£t. lot' EN YIJ.I HAVE BEEN VERY LIPSET, WORRIED, 00 FElT VERY 
t&~..lS? 
C!lde N/A if Patient is c!lnfused, disoriented, does Mt resPond or if 
resPonds ne9ativelv. 
If Patient resPond!< Positively, a~k: DID THE M.~ING STAFF/SPECIAL 
COUNSELOi1S f.f'END TI~ WITH YOIJ? 
VersiCin 1 of 1 Source of Information: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
31. 
DOES Tl£ ~~-mVSPECIAL COt.INSELOR ATTEMPT TO 
TALK TO THE PATIENT AOOJT HIS COt'.'CERNS? 
11 No 
21 Yes 
31. 
31 Not APPlicable 
DIRECTJWS: Ask Patient: HAS THE MJRSE/WJ.\'SELOO BEEN AVAILABLE TO 
YCtl OR SO!JGHT YOLI O!JT AT LEAST Cu::E A DAY TO TALK AOO.JT MATTERS 
THAT IXJ.':"Di'N YOO? 
C~de N/A if Patient is disoriented. confused, or non-resPonsive. 
3.414 Version I of 1 Source of Infor.ationr 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
IS M: NIJG/SPECIAL ro.t:SROO WOOY-ING WITH Tl£ 11 No 31, 
PATIENT TOWMD ~tUTICtJ Of Sf..c£ (F Tl£ PATIENT'S 21 Yes 
PROBLEMS? 31 Not APPlicable 
DIRECTIC~S: Ask Patient: IN THE PAST THr.Ef [~YS, IS THERE A 
tA.~/SP£CIAl OO.L\'SELC~ IU) HAS STARTED TO ~ WITH YCIJ 
T~ARD $1l..Vl~ PRCftEI'!S FOR lliiOf Ytll CAI1( TO THE lfJSPITAI..? 
3.415 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
OCIES THE N!Jfi'SE/SPECIAL C'.C~~'-'$ROR DISCUSS Tt£ 
PATIENT'S PHYSICAL HEALTH WITH HIM? 
1l No 
21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
DIRECTJCffi: Ask Patient: HAS A Nl!R'SE/SPECIAL COUNSELOR PI~.sED 
WITH YOO SO."'E Cf YO!..~ BASIC HEALTH ~'EEDS? 
Probe: FOR EXA11Pt.E, f.IENTAL PROBLEMS, CCI.\'TRACEPTION, CAfiPIAC 
PROBLEMS, OOCSITY. 
3.416 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT ~CORD 
IS THERE A STAT81ENT AOCUT m: !";;THER/INFANT 
INTERACTION? 
1) No 
21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
NOTE: State~ent should be written within the mother's record. 
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31. 
23. 
3.417 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
3.501 
IF T~ PATIENT l'll$T WAIT FOR AtJ txA!1, TEST, 
TREATI'!ENT, ETC., IS Hf WF"ffiMED AP.J:(fT WHY t£ 
IS LIAJTJWJ ffl[f WHAT Hf IS WAITING FOf"(? 
UNo 
2l Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
Dir:tCTTOI'JS: To Patient: HoWE YOll HAD TO loi:IIT TO RECEIVE C'.Afi'E? 
If ve s, WERE YCIJ I t\f"OR!':E[l: 
1 I ~'HY YCVJ WERE loiAITING? 
2) WHAT IT WAS YOO 1-f.:RE WAJTit(l FOO? 
11' 12. 
Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforlition: 03 - PATIENT ~~~lEW 
00 THE Nl.IRSING STA.r::-F H~ORM THE PATIENT TO 1) No 
llfPORT f.IC~$ A.~D f.YMPTC.:1S F:'fLATfD TO HIS Illt.ESS 21 Yes 
CE.G •• R~SH. [lJZZINfSS, PAIN) TO THE ~JRSING 3) Not APPlicable 
STAFF? 
N(~[: A?Plicable if there are anY si~ns or sr;?toms ~hich Patient 
should be a~re of to rePort. 
DIRECTIONS: To Patient 4 vears and older: DID THE NJRSES TEll YOU 
IF THERE ARE ANY SIGNS 00 SYJ1>Tet:S RUATED TO YCIJR JLU~SS 
THAT YOCJ ~-lD REro?T TO Tl£l1? 
In PsHhiatrv: Code N/A for Fatients who .;re S(IWtizin9, 
31. 51. 52. 53. 
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3.502 Version 1 of 1 Sourc• of Inforr.ation: 04 - N!..IRSHJG I'ERSOI'C.'EL INTERVIEW 
HAVE I~'STRI.(:Tifl-lS TO r.E (ilVEN TO THE PATIENT BEEN 
~JTLJI'.'ED EIMR VERB~LY ffi IN WRITING? 
ll No 
2> Yes-oral onlY 
3) Yes-~ritten 
4) Not AFPlicablf 
NOTE: APPlicable if anY instructions are indicated, such as 
Pre-oFerat.ve, pre-dia9nc•stic testing, teachin!l Patients to do own 
treabnents, ~dications, -:c•rkin9 ~:.tchinery, driving, etc. 
DIRfCTIOf':S: To detm;ine if aPPl ic.able, ask nurs•: ARE TH£fi'E ANY 
SPECIAL I~'STRltTIOt~ TO OC GIVEN TO I'R. _______ ? If yes, 
ask: ARE TI£Y JN J...~JTING? 
Cod• YES-WRITTEN if instructions both verbal .and written or if 
teaching tea; is instructing Patient. 
31. 51. 52, 53. 
3.503 Version 2 of 2 Source of Information: 04 - M.RSING PERSm.~a INTERVIEW 
IS A SPECIFIC I':EMBER Cf Tl-f: tJLif.'SH:J STAFF 
DESIGNATED fOR I~:TI\'tJCTit:J THE PATIENT'S 
FAI'IILY FOR JI'.,IC."A.~TS? 
1> No 43, 44, 51, 52, 53 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRfCTIO:lS: A;k nurse: IS ~JY PARTIC'.llM STAFF 1'1EI'!BER ASSIGNED TO 
GIVE SPECIAL INSTRt.ICTIONS TO INFANT --------'S PAAENTS? 
3.504 Version 1 of 1 Source of Inforn~tion: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
ARE THE PATIOU OR FA.'1IL Y INH~ED OF OR 
I~TRIJCTED IN CARE THAT I':IJST BE DONE AT HOI'E? 
t> No 
2> Yes 
3> Not APPlicable 
NOTE: APPlicable as sc•on as it can be recognized that Patient wi 11 
r.eed any kind of infor~r;.1tion about Post-t.osPital activitit's. Does not 
require SPt'cific refer·ral or PhYsician's orders re!:lardin3 discharge 
date or activities. 
DlRfCTIONS: To P~tier.t or Fart'nt: HAS ANYOI'.{ FROM THE Ntf.SJNG STIYl' 
TALKFD TO YOO YET AOOJT lUI TO Tf\'{E CARE ~ Ycrn!l:LF AT IDlE? 
Probe: SIJCH AS WECJAL TREATl'IENTS, t.'HEN TO ASK H~ 1£1.P, AND THINGS 
YOO ~O.lD ffi SOO.!LD t.-JT DO FOO YOIJ?SELF. 
51. 52. 53. 
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3.505 Yersitln 1 of 1 Source of Jnfor~ation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
IS M PLAN FOR ORAL FLIJIDS FOfi-:t.tATrn BY 
PATIENT AI•'D Nt~.ES? 
1> No 51. 52. 53, 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: AFPlies to anY Patient with order such as "Encoura9e Fluids•, 
uRestrict Fl•Jids•, "Force Fluids•, or !livin!!l SPecific all,o•Jnt of 
<•ral fluids Per dav. If not for~~;ulated jointlY t.v nurse and Patient 
ar.s\.ter is NO. 
DIRECTJCHS: To Patient or Parent: 00 YCd.I/YruR CHILD HAVE A SCHEDI..lE 
THAT f.AYS lr..llfEN A.\'D ~T KI~'D OF LlQlllDS YOLI'RE/YOI.~ CHILD IS 
S1.JPP0SED TO llUNK? PID Yeti ftA.l~ THIS TC(;[TI£R WITH TI£ tiJRSE? 
DIRfCTJONS: (r£DlATRICSl -To child 4 vears and older: DID YOJ AND 
Tl£ tJl~...ES TALK OVER ~"-!AT YOO CAN DRINK? DID YOU TIU ~OOJT WHEN 
YOO SOO.JLD HAVE ro."'ETHING TO [IRINK? 
3.506 Version l of 1 Source of lnfor;ation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
~ THE PA.~TS TAl~ HOW TO FACILITATE THE 
It>fANT'S SELF-cooro..ING BEHAVIOOS? 
I> No 
2) Yes 
DIRECTIONS: Ask Parent: DID THE NIJRSE SOOl YOO WAYS TO .aP YOI.~ 
H~ANT f.All'l Hirnt.F WI£N Hf IS lf>SET llESIDES PIC*:ING HII'I Lf, 
FOO EXA!fl.E: TALKING TO ItlfANT, STRil<IN3. CRAJl..It«.l? 
42. 43. 44. 
3.507 Version 1 of l Source of Information& 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
IS M I'IOTHER GIVEN HCtiE C.ARE INSTRI.ICTIONS WITH REGARD TO: 
NOTE: Observer II•Jst deter11ine if infant ;ay be di schar9ed within one 
week and infant is at least 36 hours old. otherwi~t Code N/A in tach 
art>a. 
DIRECTJ(.l·:S: Ask Parent: l&r YOU GIVEN DISCHARGE INSTRI..W:TIOOS FOO 
!READ LIST BELOW) 
A. ACTIVITY lEVEl (f THE BABY? For exaiiPle, 1) No 
amount of sleep, lifting head. ttc? 2) Yes 
3) Not AFPlicablf 
B. CIRCLL'1CISIOO CARE IF INDICATED? UNo 
2) Yes 
3) Not APP1icablt 
c. HOW TO TAKE Tl£ BABY'S IDIPERATrnE? 1) No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
D. KIND Cf BABY ctOTHIWJ APPflll'RIATE FOO 1) No 
HCO'ITAL Dl~nwlf.£? 2> Yes 
3) Not APP1icab1t 
42. 43. 
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3.508 Version t of 1 Source of lnfor~tion: 03 - PATIENT I~1ERVIEW 
IS THE PATIENT GIVEN FCUOW-{1? f.ARE 
INSTRI...(.TJIJ.JS BY ~U~IN6? 
n No 
21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
~:OTE: APPlicahle as soc.n as foll~-uP care instructions can be siven. 
e.s., Patients t•~o h"ve been dia!mosed and treated bY the PhYsician. 
DIRECTIONS: To Patient or Farent: HAS ANYot\'E FROI1 Tl£ NtJ,qsiNG STAFF 
TALKED TO YOO AOCUT Sflf-CAAE AT K'tME ffi ABCtiT mm£R MEDIC'.Al. 
CARE FOO YOIJRSELF/YCdJR CHILD RELATED TO YOIJR IN~-.JRYIILLNESS? 
11' 12. 
3.601 Version I of 1 Source of lnformationl 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE A W.'HTIEN STATEn:t-.'T WITH REC','\,I:lD TO THE 
FAMILY'S LEVEL Cf t~U'STAt•'DJt.(;, COtJCEf\1\'S, 00 
VIEW OF THE PATIENT'S ~'DITION? 
l) No 
21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: APPlies to the Past seven daYs. Refers to resPonses ProbablY 
elicited bv question: "let's discuss so~ of vour concerns with 
re!lard to f'lr. -------'s condition". 
DIRECTIONS: took for docurr;entdion in Patient recordlt<ardex. 
11. 12. 31. 43. 44 
51' 52. 53. 54. 
3.602 Version 2 of 2 Source of Information: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
00 M Nl ... f?SE, PATIENT, A.~D FAMILY DISCI...ISS THE 
FAMILY'S PARTICIPATION IN THE CAHE OF THE 
PATIENT? 
ll No 21, 23, 52, ~1. 
21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
~TE: Rehrs to anY assistance Provided bY the familY. 
DIRECTICHS: To Patient: HAVE ArN OF THE Nl~S TALITD WITH YCI..I AND 
YC»..fl FAI'IILY ABil.IT WHAT THINGS THEY HIGHT ~LP YO!J 00? 
Version 2 of 2 Source of lnfor;ation: 04 - M.IRSING PERSOt'm INTERVIEW 
IS Cf'rORTIJNITY PROVIDED F"OO F"At!JLY TO DISCUSS 
FEARS A.\'D A.~XIETIES? 
1) No 
21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
DJRECTI~~: To nur~e: HAVE " ----------'S F~ILY BEEN IH TO VISIT 
HII'I/I-£R Sl~ J£/~ HAS OCEN 1£RE? 
If no. Code N/A. 
If ns, a~k nurse: HAVE fWY Of THE NtfaS SPfHT S(IME TII'1E WITH THEI'I 
TO SEE IF MY HAVE A.W PA.1niCtll.AR FEARS OR PROBt.Et':S REI...ATED TO 
" -------'S ILLNESS? 
u. 12. 21. 22. 23 
32. 52. 53. 54. 
3.604 Version t of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIEtlT RECORD 
IS A OCSI:':RIPTION Cf CAHf GIVEN BY THE FMILY 
R£COROCD? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTIONS: To detHmir.e if aPPlicable, ask Patient: 00 YCI..IR 
FAI'IILY AND/OR fRI8IDS VISIT Yeti IN n£ HOS.-om~ .. ? 
If no, Code N/A. 
If Yes, ask: ARE THER:: P:.'Y SPECIFIC THINGS THEY 00 FOR YOI..I r.n.ATfD 
TO Y~ CA.C?E L..'YILE THEY ARE I-£RE? 
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21. 22. 23. 42. 43 
44, 52. 53, 
3.605 Version 2 of 2 · Source of lnfo~ation: 07 - OBSERVER It.'TERFAC£ 
IS THE FA.'1ILY ~~TIFIED !.,lEN MRE ME SERIOUS 
CHANGES IN THE PATIENT'S DJ.\'DITION? 
1l No 2! • '22, 23, 31, 54 
2> Yes. 
3) Not APPlicable 
t{lTE: APPlies to anv ti~e d•Jrin~ labor, deliverY and the rtcoverY 
Frocess. 
DIRECTIC~: Check the Pio9ress notes to determine if there ~ere sig-
nificant changes in the Fatient's condition. If there ~ere, 
check records or ask the nurse abo•Jt fami lv notification. 
A~k nurse: SINCE MS. _________ 'S ~fJDITJON HAS CHANGED, 
00 YOIJ KtJ!)J W!£THCR Hrn FAMILY HAS OCEN NOTIFIED? 
PR1JBE: HAS T1£ FAMILY I!fEN NOTIFIED THAT SHE HAS GClNE TO THE [(liVERY 
ROO:'! tOO HAS OCLIVERED H[R BABY>? 
3.606 Version 2 of 2 Source of Infor;.ation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
DID TI£ N!JRSING STAFF H:FOOM THE FftllLY Cf 
VISITING HOtf.S ON THE UNIT? 
I) No 
2> Yes 
3l Not APPlicable 
NOTE: Acceptable if inforJJed bY staff or bv brochure. 
DIR£CTiot.'S: To ratient: DID ANYON£ ON Tl£ tJt~JOO STAFF JNFOOI't 
Yet~ FAMILY OF T~ VISITING HOURS Ct-1 THIS ltliT? 
If hl'lilv Fre;er,t. ask fa!!oilY: DID A.W~lE ON TI£ 
N!J?SI~ STAFF INFORI'I YOO CF TilE VISITIMJ OOillS ~ THIS l~IT? 
21. 23, 3t. st. s2 
53. 54, 
3.b07 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~ation: 03 - PATIENT I~~IEW 
IS Tl£ FA.'1ILY HHfi-:-'.ED OF m: AVAILABILITY CF 
Ra. I Gl C1JS COI..INSELOOS AND F AC ILl TIES StiCH AS Tl£ 
CHAPEl? 
l) No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPiica~le 
~~TE: A(cePtable if infor~ed br cler~Y or bY brochure. 
DIRECTm:S: To ratient 13 years or c•lder or Parent: DID ANVIl£ 
IN.~~ Yt)JR FAMILY THAT TKERE ME CHAPLtliNS AVAILABlE OR 
THAT THEY I".AY lt::E THE CH~Pfl IF TI£Y SO Wlffi? 
Code N/A if f;milY informed ~hile Patient on another unit. 
3.608 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THERE A ~~ITTEN STATEMENT THAT THE P~BY WAS 
SHOWN TO AT LEAST ONE OF HIS/HER PARENTS? 
Mav ~e N/A if stillborn or if Placed for adoPtion. 
11 No 
2> Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
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42. 43. 44. 51. 52 
53. 54. 
23. 
3.609 Version 1 of 1 Source of Jnfor&ation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
lriAS THE r(IT~R GIVEN INSTRUCTIONS BY THE NllRSf..RY ~SES WITH REC..ARD TO 
FEEDING THE P~BY? 
DTRfCTI!J':S: To lliother: HA~ THE NURSES GIVEN YOtl INSTR!X:TIOt.!S ABOOT 
EACH OF THE fOLLOWWG ITEMS: 
A. TII'IES TO FEED THE P.ABY? l) No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
B. Tl£ P.ABY'S FffiMllA, IF INDICATED? 1) No 
2> Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
c. HOW TO BI..IRP Tl£ BABY? J) No 
21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
D. 1-01 TO FEED n£ BAllY, J~'ClliDJt¥.1 004 TO HCU1 UNo 
AND l(l'J LONG TO FEED? 2> Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
E. rol:AST CARE, JF £!REAST FEEDIPG? 1) No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
42. 43. 
3.610 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~ationc 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
3.6tt 
3.612 
t.:AS THE I'.OMR GIVEN NN I~ORt1ATIO.t..l AOOJT THE 
APPEAAAtr..:E 00 CNiE Cf" THE (fJRD? 
1l No 
21 Yes: 
31 Not APPlicable 
DIRECTIONS: To 111other: DID A Nl~ GIVE YCdJ ANY H.fORtVlTIOt~ ABOOT 
THE APPEAAAtJcr OR C.AF"iE f.f' THE BABY'S COR[r? 
42. 43. 
Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
WAS THE MOTHER GIVEN THE Off'C::'lTllNITY TO LEARN Htll 
TO MTI£ ~lER P.ABY, AT ANY TitlE fdJRI~ HER STAY, 
IF ru:: DESIRED? 
1) No 
2> Yes 
3) Not APPlic;ble 
DIRECTIONS: To ;r._,ther: '-'ERE Yeti GIVEN AN CIF'f"'OruHTY TO LEARN 004 
TO P.ATHE YCrn P.ABY? 
Code N/A for restrained infant. infants under 1300 9ra~s or infants 
~ith unstable te~peratures. 
Version 1 of 1 Source of Jnfor.ation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
42. 43. 
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Wl%5 THE FATHrn GIVEN ANY INFmt'.ATION AEOJT TIE 
C.A.~ Cf THE BABY, Stot AS oo,l TO •n..D ffi FEED 
THE BABY? 
1) No 
21 Yes 
42. 43, 44. 
3> Not APPlicable 
DIRtCTJ(~: Ask father (or l!fother): DID A ,_IRSE GIVE Yeti COO ~KIW 
VOliR HIJSMND) ANY HFORMATTON ABOUT CARE OF THE BABY, SUCH AS 
fOI TO trt[l 00 FEfD n£ P.ABY? 
3.613 Version 1 of l Source of Information& 03 - PATIENT INTERviEW 
WAS THE MOTHER GIVEN INSTRlCTIOt.'S BY THE 
N!JRSF.RY PERSOOtfl WITH REGARD TO HAND'..:A.SHING 
TEC:HNII)JES IN PREPMATICW FOR HER E'.f\BY? 
H No 
2) Yu 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTiet:S: As:k 111other: DID A NURSE ffil YOJ AOOJT WASHING Yrut 
llANOS IUOOE YOU HM'[U YOliR BABY? 
42. 43. 
3.614 Version 1 of l Source of Informationl 04 - tmSING f'ERS(Hfl INTERVIEW 
IF PARENTS 00 NJT CONTACT Tl£ HOCfiTAL. FOO tmE 
THA.~ 4S3 JO.m REGARDING n£ IM="ANT'S STATUS, 
oct:S TH( t~ INITIATE c:ctiTACT? 
1l No 
2) Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
DIRfCTIOtG: Ask nurse: ~T 00 YC.J 00 IF Yru 00 ~T ~AR fR0.'1 ~ 
CF n£ J~ANT'S PARENTS AT LEAST EVERY 4S ln.IRS? 
45, 
3.616 Version 1 of 1 Source of Jr,for;.ation: 01 - PATIEtlT RECORD 
00 RECffiDS rc..~J~NT TfJf FAMILY'S RESPC~t\.."::E TO 
EXPL.At~~TION (f" Tl£ INFA~lT'S CARE? 
l) No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
~~TE: ~~Y include re~Fonse to any trPe of formal or infor~al exPlana-
tion or instruction 9iven bY nur~e or other health Per~onnel. 
DIREGTI'l'~: If nothin9 lllritten, ask n•Jrse: IN THI:: PAST 48 OOJRS HAS 
INFANT -------'S PfiJ\'EtHS BEEN GIVEN A~N EXPLANATION ABO!JT HIS 
TLLPf:SS 00 CARE BY YOLI? BY OTHER STAFF? 
Code N/A if nrJrsin9 anslller is ne9ative. 
Code YES if there is a written state~ent about Parent's resPonse or 
aPParent cor.Frehension of exPlanations Provided. 
Code NO if the. records do not dncu~ent the Farent's resPonse to an 
exPlanation actuallY Provided. 
3.617 Version 1 of 1 Source of Jnfor~ationl 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
00 RECffiJJJ OOCtterr M NEED FOR ADDITJct¥11.. 
TEACHING? 
1) No 
21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTI~~= If nothin9 written, a~k nurse: HAVE ~~ KINDS OF 
EXM~JATION BITN (iJVEN TO H.fANT _______ 'S PAf!NTS IN 
R(f.AAD TO HIS CWDITICN 00 C.A.~? ARE ANY AfiDITiotW.. 
EXF'lANATIOtlS NEErt:D? 
Code N/A if no additional exPlanation needed. 
Ans~~~Er coded YES refers to Wi'itten shtu.ent about ~hat additional 
exPlanations are needed. 
3.618 Version l of l Source of Infor~tionr 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
[({S TI£ t..Ui'SE DJSCt!CS THE PAHEtH'S (:(~RN m Rf..tE 1 l No 
IN Tl£ INFANT'S CARE WITH M PAf!ENTS? 21 Yes 
3) Not APPlica~le 
DIRECTIONS: Ch~ck (uP to 7 darsl r~cords for indication that 
Parents ~ere Present and that ~urse talked with Parents 
about their fears or anxieties and ~hat things thev ~i9ht 
do to helP with care of the ~abY. If oothins is in the 
records. ask nurse if these t~o su~~ects were discussed 
with Farenh. 
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42. 43, 44. 
43, 44. 
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3.619 Version 1 of 1 Source of Jnforc~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
00 THE RECORl.lS JrENTIFY T~ PRESENCE AND PR£-
PAAATIW Of A ~f'POOT PERSCt4 FOR roACHING THIS 
PATIENT? 
H No 21. 22. 23, 
2) Yes-Jnco~Plete 
31 Yes-Co111P 1 ete 
Code YES-oor.PLETE onlY if both Presence and PreParation for coachin9 
are identified. 
3.620 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATI~~ RECORD 
3.621 
IS A [IE~IPTION PLACfD JN THE PATIENT'S RECORD 
OF THE PATIENT /FA,11ll Y ltiTERACTION WHEN Tl£ 
F~~ILY VISITS THE UNIT? 
1) No 
21 Yes 
3> Not APPlicable 
DIRECTJ~:S: Ask Patient to determine if aPPlicable: WITHIN T•£ LAST 
lo!EEJ(', HAS YOLIR Fru-IJLY VISITED YOO IN 11£ OOSPITft.? 
If aPPlicable, observer should check chart for general 
Patterns of interaction. e.g,, hostili, tense or ~arm, suPPortive. 
Code N/A if Patient's fa~ilv has not visited in past 7 davs. 
31. 
Version 1 of l Source of Inform!tion: 04 - NURSING PERS(t~ INTERVIEW 
IS THE FAI·HLY KEPT INFCMD ArotiT THE PATIENT'S 
C~DITION OR CARE PROCESS? 
1> No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTI~~: To nurse: IS KR. --------'5 F~~ILY HERE? 
If no. Crode N/A. 
If ves, ask nurse: Hilt.{ ANY OF THE Ntf\'SES TALKED WITH Tl£l'l ABC.UT TI£ 
PATIENT'S CO.'miTION OR WHAT JS OCCJ.f\RI~ WITH Hll't? 
3.701 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~tionl 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
IN Tl£ LAST THREE DAYS. HAS Tl-£ PATIENT OCEN 1) No 31, 
EXPECTED TO PARTICIPATE IN l~IT/Gh~ ACTIVITIES 21 Yes 
PI.Al?'W. 31 Not APFlicablt 
DIRfCTlt:m: A5k Patient: IN THE LAST Tif\EE DAYS, WIVE YOO OCEN 
EXPECTED TO PARTICIPATE IN l~IT ACTIVITIES? 
Code N/A if Patit>r•t's condition Preclude5 unit/sro•JP activities. 
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3.702 Version 1 of f Source of Infor,ation: 03 - PATIEtlT INTERVIEW 
IS THERE HAND-rnAFT MATERIAL AVAILARE TO ll£ 
PATIENT? 
U No 
21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTIONS: Ask Patient: HAVE m.r HAD AVAILABlE I".ATERIALS GEARED TO 
YCUt INTEREST, f.!XH AS QAY, PAINT, l(l(ID'.Jf..m, ffi YARN Fefi 
HAND-cRAFT· PRO..IECTS? 
r~de NIA if Patient's condition Precludes hand-craft activities. 
31. 
3.703 Version t of 1 Source of Jnfor~ation: 03 - PATIENT INTERVIEW 
AAE PATIENTS ENCil.IRAGEO TO A.SSlii".E ~IT 
RESPC~:SIBILITIES? 
11 No 
21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIRECTIONS: Ask Patient: HAVE Yll..l BITN E~.JJJRAGED TO AS.~IME LINIT 
RE5m.:SJilJLITJES liKE (o[ll.(ll'lltlG NEW PATIENTS, PLANNING 
ACTIVITIES. WATERWG PlANTS, KITCHEN IIUTIES? 
C~de NIA if Patient's condition Precludes unit resPonsibilities. 
31. 
~~TER CRITERIA LIST 
.4.101 
J'lajor Obj: 4.0 ACHIEVEr.ENT OF NUI\'SI~ C.ARE OBJECTIVES IS EVALUATED 
SJJb Obj: 4.1 Records Doc•J~~~ent The Clre Provided For The Patient 
Version 3 of 3 Source of Infor~tion: 01 - PATIENT REtnRn 
u. 12. 21. n. 23 
l)No 31. 42. 43. 44. 51 IF TREATMENTS ARE ORDERED IN EITHER MEDICAL 00 
n~Jtro Cfi[£RS, 00 RECOODS [OOJ1ENT Tlf:IR PER-
FOf':I"AtU OR REASON FOR O!'IISSION? 
21 Yes-IncomPlete 52, 53, 54, 61. 
3) Yes-cc•lliPlete 
41 Not APPlicable 
~TE: For examPle: dressings, irri9ationh COirlPresses. gr·ouP 
theraPY or sPecific interactions with nurse. 
4.102 Vtrsion 1 of 1 Source of IAforr~tionr 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
DO Rff.OR[G roctKNT ll£ VITAL SI&."lS Mm fl.OOD 
PREsrui\'E AS INPICATED IN r£PICAL OR MJI\'SI~ 
OOOERS? 
11 No 
21 Yes-Incor.Phte 
31 Yes-C'.c.IIIPlete 
u. 12. 21. n. n 
42. 43. 44. 5J. 52 
53. 54. 61. 
4.103 Version 1 of 1 Source of Jnfor.-.ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
DO REC!J?DS ff.f.t~ENT TKE RrA.SONS FOR CC1ISSION Cf' 
r.EDI CATI 1m? 
1) .No 
21 Yes. some of 
the ti;e 
:3) Yes. 1110st of 
the ti~ 
41 Yes. all of 
the tiliie 
5) ~M AFPlic.able 
N:ITE: Refers to Past 7 daYS: Jf Patient on unit less than 7 days, 
c~n;ider ~hatever time Patient has been on this unit. 
4.104 Version t of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
DO 1\'fCORDS DOCL!HENT THE f?Elf:.CJN FOR ADMINISTRATION 1 I No 
Cf PRN l'lfDI('.ATJONS? 2l Yes, S<•me of 
the til!'le 
31 Yes. l!ost of 
the ti~~e 
41 Yes. a 11 of 
the time 
51 Not APPlicable 
NOTE: Refers to Past 7 days: Jf patit•nt has bet'n on the unit less 
than 7 days, consider whatever ti~e Patient has been on unit. 
4.105 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
00 RECORDS OOCIJMENT THE EFFECT Cf' PRN I'IEDICATICW. t I No 
21 Yes. so;ae of 
the ti~e 
31 Yes. Mst of 
the ti~~t 
41 Yes. all of 
the ti&e 
5) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: Refers to Past 7 days: If Patient has been on unit less t~n 
7 davs, consider whatever time Patient has been on unit. 
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31. 51. 52. 5:3. 54 
21. 22. 23. 31. 51 
52. 53. 54. 
21. 22. 23. 31. 51 
52. 53. 54, 
4.106 Version I of 1 Source of Infortation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
DO RECOfWS OOCLIMENT THE ADI'!INISTRATJU'I OF r.EDICATICW 00 THIS LINIT 
n.:ct l_l[r I NO: 
NOTE: Refers to Past 7 d~ys: If Patient on unit less th~n 7 daYs, 
consider ~~~~~tever ti~rre Fatient has been (IO this unit. 
A. TI I':E C: Iva'? 11 No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
B. ROUTE OF ADMINISTRATION? t>No 
2l Yes 
3l Not APFlicable 
c. SITE OF UlJECTION? 1) No 
2> Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
D. NA.'1E OF PERSON IMl GAVE 1':81ICATION? t> No 
2l Yes 
3J Not APPlicable 
E. [(ISAA(? 1l No 
2l Yt>s 
31 Not APPiic~ble 
4.107 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THE TIME OF Al'lMlSSION TO THE UNIT RECOODE.D? 1) No 
2l Yt>s 
4.108 Version 1 of 1 Source of Informitionr 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
DOES Tlf: RECORD INDICATE THE TYPE CF FEEDII':J Tl£ 1 l No 
BABY IS RECEIVI~ 2l Yt>S 
4.109 Version 1 of 1 Source of Infor~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
ME MRE DAILY IJSITTEN STATEMENTS Aait../T Tl£ 
CtlJDJTION OF T~ BABY'S FONT~.'ELS? 
1l No 
2l Yu 
4.110 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIEtlr RECORD 
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31. 42. 43. 44. 51 
52. 53. 54. 
42. 43. 44. bt' 
42, 43, 
42. 43. 44. 
00 REtXrRDS [(l(l_IMENT IUIRI.. Y Fffi AT LEAST Tl£ PAST t) No 45, 
~ ID.RS 1l£ PERCENTAGE OF OXYGrN M JM='ANT IS 2> Yes 
RfCf.JVINO? 3) Not AFFlic;oble 
DJRfCTims: Observer ;,IJSt it!er.tifv a Patient rtceivin9 oXY~en. 
4.111 Version 1 of I Source of Ir.fonr.;tion: 01 - PATIOIT RECORD 
IS Th'fh'£ OCO.e-'£NTATION TI-'.AT PATIENTS f\'EQ!JIRING 
CLOS£ OBStJ<VATIONS ARE CHECKED FREQUENTLY? 
1) No 
21 Yes 
31 Nvt APPlica~le 
t~TE: Refers to any Patient in need of freqcent observation, e.g., 
Patient in quiet roo~. ~uicidal. escaPe ri~k Patients. Patients 
in restraints. etc. 
1.112 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
[(I Nt!RSI~ f?ECOfiDS [((l_!MCNT THE FETAL f£AAT RATE 
PATTERN [(~lNG ~~TRACT!~~'? 
1l No 
21 Yes-Jncou.Plete 
31 Yes-comPlete 
4) Not APPlicable 
Code YES~RLETE if docum~ntation includes baseline rate, anY rate 
Pattern, and de3ree of variabilitY if sPiral fetal electrode 
is in Place, 
4.113 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
00 t-'JRSING f\'EC1)fWS OCQ..I11ENT THE FUJI'IAL TONE ~lD 
PlAC8".8'fT, AtO.NT A.'I!D KIND OF LCOHA, PttSE, 
REf.l'IRATION AND ROOD PRE~JR£ f\IERY 15 MI:tfTES 
FOR TlfC: FIRST TWO HOURS POST -PAATliH? 
1l No 
2) Yes-Jnco~lete 
Z:l Yes-c(•111Plete 
4.114 Version 1 of 1 Source of Jnfor.ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
00 REIX~[IS DOOJMENT M Art1INISTRATION (ffi REASOO 
FOR LACK OF AD!'IINJSTRATION) WITHIN LAROO A.\'0 
DELIVERY OF AN EYE f'R(f'HYLAXIS I'EDICATI~ U.E., 
SILVER NITRATE)? 
J) No , •, 
21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
:f.JTE: Sh(lul d aPP~ar .,n de livtrY record co!flmon to babY and r.other. 
Code N/A onlY if it is to be d"ne bY the n•Jrsery accordirr9 to 
hosPitil PolicY or if inhnt has not been delivered or is 
!'ti llborn. 
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35, 
21. 22. 23. 
23, 
22. 23, 
4.201 
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Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
ARt OBSERVATIONS RUATED TO r.EDICAL TREATt''.ENT • 
I".EDJCATJn\'S, DJSE:Af.E rnoc£SS, ffi I'Of.SIEU 
t:or.ctJCATIONS ~I!)Tf[l, E.G., CHA~"JES IN 
(:n"J[IITJC¢-l, OP-Sf:li'VATIONS TO fiETECT WSfT II 
eotfl.JC'.ATJOI'~, 0Bf.£RVATJONS O,t' NEWBffiNS SliGH 
AS HEALING Cf CJRCl~"tCISJON, ETC. 
tl Nt~ 
21 Yes 
NOTE: Shte~nt of t~b~f'rvati.,ns ~MY refer to either Pre~ence or 
absence ~~ ?roblems. Includes any nursing o~serv;tions not included 
i~ ~edical orders. Includes side tlr untow~rd effects t~f current 
ther~?Y, 
IlJRECTIONS: Consider condition t1f Fatient ar,d determinP. ~~~ether 
specific observations should be ~de. 
u. 12. 21. 22. 23 
42, 43, 44. 51. 52 
53. 54. 
4.202 Version 2 of 2 Source of Infor~ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
00 RtCORDS DOCllt:Ef'H THE PATIENT'S RESffi'.:sE TO 
EXPLANATIC~ OF HIS CARE? 
1) No 
21, 22, 23, 31, 51 
52, 53, ~. 
2) Yes 
3) Not AFPlicable 
NOTE: l':ay ir•clr;de resPt~nse t(l anY trFe (If forJ:-..al (lr ir,for~~tal exPlar.a-
tion or instruction 9iven bY nurse or other health Personnel. 
DIRECTJO!"JS: If nc•)thin9 111ritten. ask nurst-: AAS HS. -------- BEEN 
GIVEN ANY EXPLANATION ABruT HER CONDITJllJ 00 CARE P.\' Yru? BY 
OTHER STAFF? 
Code N/A if nursing ans~er is nes~tive. 
Code YES refers to a written state~t-nt about Patient"s reSP(•nse or 
aPP~rent co~Pr~hension. 
Ct~de NO if l'ecord did not docu~.erot the Patient's resPonse to an 
exPla~ation actuallY Provided, 
4.203 Version l of l Source of Jnfor;ation: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
[I) REC'w.DS [(ICI..JI1ENT THE ~'EED FOO ADDITIONAL 
INSTRttTION? 
1) No 
2) Yes 
3) Not APPlica~lt 
DIRECTJC~'S: Jf MthiM "ri tten, as~ Mrse: HAVE ANY KIND OF EXPLANA-
TICW flfEN GIVEN TO m. ------- IN REC'>MD TO HIS ru.'DITIOO 00 
C.ARE? ARE AKf ADDITICtW.. EXPLANATJ(ffl M:EOCD? 
Code YES refers to written state~ent about ~hat additional exPlana-
tions are needed. 
31. 51. 52, 53, 54 
4.204 Version 2 of 2 Source of Inform~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
IS THE PATIOWS PERFC:RMrtU C:F SELF-tARE 
ACTIVITIES (f.G., EATING, TOILET, WALK!~~. 
DfiESSitfJ, 00It413 ~ TREATI''.fNTS, ETC. I RfCORDHr? 
11 No 
21 Yu 
3) Not APPlicable 
DIF\ECTiet~: To detert~i ne ar>P 1 i cabi 1 i ty, ask n•Jrse: [I!JRING THE PAST 
WUK, HAS I'IR. -------- HAD ANY PHYSJC'.AI.. OR El'l.OTIONAL PHOBLOO 
WITH f.ElF-C'~RE ffi Al:t? 
C(•de N/A if Patient has no 1 iiioitations in perfcirll!ing activities of 
d-aily 1 iving. 
4.205 Version 1 of 1 ' Source of Infor~tion: 01 - PATIEtlT RECORD 
[a:::t:S TilE RECORD NOTE lo..'iETI:ER EACH FEEOH~ JS 
RfTAH!ED m RfGtnGITATED? 
1l No 
21 Yes 
31 Not APPlicable 
NOTE: RecCird ~;~ust nc•te fer eact, feedi ns for the Past 48 ho•Jrs. 
4.206 Version 1 of 1 Source of lnfor~tion: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
00 THE RECOODS [OO.t.ENT Tf£ INFANT'S [O'.Ct£TAATION 1 l No 
Of NORMAL Cl.~TH A~ID DEVELOPI".ENT MILESTONES? 21 Yes 
3) Not APPlicable 
NOTE: Refers to anY staten.ent concerning infant's attention sPan, 
tracking, attending, visual Preferences. grasPing of obJects, 
cooing, s~iling, etc. 
C~de N/A if unrler two Wft~s of age. 
4.207 Version 1 of 1 Source of Information: 01 - PATIENT RECORD 
[I() 1\'Eco::?DS [II)"J..lr.ENT THE AGO')Mf'l.ISHMDU !J" GMLS 
m Pfi'OC;RESS TCIIJARD OOALS LISTED IN Tl£ t:.I\'SING 
PlAN? 
~~Tt: APPlies to Past seven daYs. 
1l No 
21 Yes 
[tiRfCTIONS: Obs~rver 111u~t check to see ¥hat g(lals are listed in 
nur~in9 care Plan. look in Pati~nt's chart in the past Yeek 
to deter~ine if there is d~cumentation that 9oals are 
a.cco~~tPli~hed or Fro!!lress is being ~~tad~ t0111ard accomplishing 
goals. 
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31, S2, 53, 
42. 43. 44. 
31' 
4.208 v~rsion t of J Sourc~ of Infor~ation: 01 - PATIEJlT RECORD 
IS TH:: PATIENT'S PRCMESS IN r.EVEJ_Cf>Jtro INTER- 1 > No 
ACTJ():Al ~ILLS ([.f,,, fSTABI.ISHHl: EYE WJTACT, 2) Yes 
INITIATI~ CC~'VfK::ATICt~ LIITI~ STAFF. INITIATJ~ 
CONVEW....ATION WITH ona PATIENTS> F.H:(f.'DED? 
NOTE: AFPlies to hosPital situation in Past 3 dars. 
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APPENDIX B 
NURSES' EDUCATIONAL AND EXPERIENCE BACKGROUND DATA 
0 
........ 
rl 
Unit :.__ __ __..:.. __ 
Narres of RNs 
v.orking during 
1982 
.. 
l.r) 
. 
lo 
. 
Position 
full or 
part-tirre 
. 
"'v q 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ic 
ic 
~ 
~ ~ 
~ i< 
~ ~ 
jc 
jc 
jc 
jc 
ic 
... 
APPENDIX B 
NURSES 1 EDUCATIONAL AND EXPERIENCE BACKGROUND DATA 
Please complete the questionnaire. write in the 
RN narre and check the appropriate box. Thank you. 
Highest Length of time a nurse 
Educational • #' 
Preparation <t/ !<! f" f" £?" f" /lit 
0 ~ ~· I") l.r) "- ,::; l"'v I /j 
lo "'v 1 I I I A:f £ I J!J. Jo' of?1' ~· n· . sr' sr' sr' s: s: . ..~· 
"' "" s? ..., ..., ..., # ' 
'$4 "'v "'v "'v "'v C) ~· "'v . . l.r)' 
"' 
lo' lo' "'v 
"' 
"'v io 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
I< 
I< 
I< 
~ 
~ 
Length of ti.I'ra on nursing unit.. 
"'v "'v "'v ""'! 
""'~. ,· rv· . . l.r)' lo' 
"' 
co· . 
"' 
";)<. 0) 
I 
I 
I 
APPENDIX C 
HEAD NURSE QUESTICNNAIRE 
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Head Nurse 
-------------------
APPENDIX C Unit 
-------------------
HEAD NURSE QUFSTIOONAIRE 
Please complete the questionnaire 
1. Basic Nursing Educational Preparation. Diploma AD BSN 
--
2. Highest Degree Held. BS/BA/BSN MS/MSN/MED 
3. length of tilre as a nurse. ----------------------
4. Ibw rrany hospitals have you worked in as a nurse? 
-----------
5. length of tilre as a nurse at current hospital? 
--------------------
6. length of tirre as head nurse at current hospital? 
-------------
7. Were you a staff nurse on the unit, where you now are head nurse? __ 
________ Yes No. If yes, how long? _______ _ 
8. Do you feel there is a difference in the quality of nursing care 
based on the educational level of your staff? ___ Yes ________ No 
Please explain. 
9. Do you feel there is a difference in the quality of nursing care 
based on the experience level of your staff? Yes No 
------ ----
Please explain. 
10. Do you hire nurses based on their educational background? Yes 
No. Please explain. 
-----
11. Do you hire nurses based on their experience background? Yes 
No. Please explain. 
-----
12 . What do you feel 'lr.Ould be an· effective educational mixture of 
staff nurses on your unit to give high quality care? 
___________ % BSN 
% ADN 
-----------------------
-----------------------% Diploma 
100% TOI'AL 
Thank you. 
-. ::~ 
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APPENDIX D 
INFORMED CONSENT FOR-i 
APPENDIX D 
FOSTER G. .r.tGAW HOSPITAL 
WYOlA. UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER 
MAYVlXD, ILLINOIS 
Depart:Irent of Nursing Service 
INFORMED (X)NSENT FORM 
IRB # 8/82-3d. 
li=ad Nurse's Narre Date --------------------------~ -------------------
Project Title: A Study of the Education and Experience levels of 
Nursing Staff and Their Relationship to Quality 
Patient Care. 
Infonna.tion 
Description of the study: 
The purpose of this study is to gain a better understanding of 
the educational mix of staff nurses and experience level of staff 
nurses in relationship to the quality of nursing care given. 
You will be asked to corrplete a short questionnaire requiring 
personal data. Then, you will be asked to conplete a short questionnaire 
asking for specific data on staff nurses who worked the rronth of the 
study. 
Risks and benefits: 
There is no known risk to participating in a study of this type. 
Your only inconvenience is that of the tine required to conplete the 
questionnaires. 
Potential benefits: 
Participation in this study may not benefit you directly. It is 
hoped that a better understanding of the educational mix of a nursing 
staff and experience level will benefit patient care. It is roped that 
studying this topic will enable a systematic placement of nurses on a 
nursing unit based on education and experience level. 
175 
Financial risks of participation: 
All costs for this study are the responsibility of the inves-
tigator. 
Confidentiality: 
I consent to the publiciation of any data which may result from 
these studies for the purpose of advancing nursing knowledge, providing 
my narre or any other identifying infonna.tion (initials, social security 
number, etc.) is not used in conjunction with such publication. 
All precautions to maintain confidentiality of the data will be 
taken. 
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APPENDIX E 
CONSENT FOR-i 
IRB# 8/23-3d. 
APPENDIX E 
CCNSENT FORM 
I understand that bionedical or behavioral research such as that 
in which I have agreed to participate, by its nature, involves no risk 
or injury. In the event of physical injury resulting from these re-
search procedures, energency rredical treatrrent will be provided at no 
cost, in accordance with the policy of lDyola University Medical Center. 
No additional free rredical treatrrent or coopensation will be provided 
except as required by Illinois law. 
In the event you believe that you have suffered any physical 
injury as the result of participation in the research program, please 
contact Dr. s. Aladjem, Chainnan, Institutional Review Board for pro-
tection of Human Subjects at the Madical Center, telephone (312) 531-3380. 
I have fully explained to _ _,=---,...---=---=--=---=-~--.-=--~--:-­
the nature and purpose of the above described study and the risks that 
are involved. I have anS\\ered and will anS\\er all questions to the best 
of It¥ ability. 
carolyn Slreltzer, RN/MSN 
Principal Investigator 
I have been fully infonred of the above described study with its 
possible benefits and risks. I give permission for It¥ participation 
in this study. I know that Ms. Slreltzer, Departrrent of Nursing Service, 
telephone (312) 531-3812, or her associates will be available to anS\\er 
any questions I may have. If, at any tine, I feel It¥ questions have not 
been adequately ~red, I may request to speak with a nerrber of the 
Madical Center Institutional Review Board. I understand that I am free 
to withdraw this consent and discontinue participation in this study at 
any tine without prejudice. I have received a copy of this infonred 
consent docurrent. 
Participant 
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